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this week, hat well equipped group
WAR COMMITTEE
SPECIAL SESSION
of marlumen.
GOVERNOR, COMMISBoth men" and women have organized rifle clubs at Gallup.
La Crucet, Deming Silver Cltjr and
NOW IN SESSION
OF LEGISLATURE
AT CLAYTON BRINGS
SIONER OF PUBLIC
other towm in the southern counties
are rapidly increasing their home deuaits.
A MILLION fense
FOR BETTER RESULTS
NEXT TUESDAY
A large number of mounted police
LAUDS, ENGINEER,
have been issued to
commissions
these units by the governor, and
the units will be organized Into a
state-wide
PRODUOTIOM OF MAIN OBJECT OF CALL 19 TO STATE SUPERINTENDENT 07
home guard, which pro - LARGER
ANOTHER
BIO SALE OF
misea to be a formidable organic- FOOD
BIO AND Of.
PASSES iiim.
LAND
FIRST
PROVIDE FOB SEED AND
STATB
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AND
icitiiry ui mi iia.aaiccra
PORTANT TASK FOR STATB
AHOmfT OF ACRE. bein "o.uired in many towns and
GREATER FOOD PRODUCOTHER STATE OFFICIALS

of acres will be added to the cultivated area of the state by this HANNA AND DOYLE
means.
Commissioner Ervien is also issuAGAIN AT HEAD
ing telegrams to purchasers of large
tracts of state lands asking each
of them to plant some acreage this
year, or to increase the average
OF CITY BOOSTERS
proposed to plant. Replies thus far
received indicate an increase of forty to fifty thousand acres through
this anneal. The use of the state
lands is in line with the general SANTA
FE CHAMBER
policy of the state government in
COMMERCE
ELECTS OFFImeeting the present food crisis.

STATE LAND SALE
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WILL C3B IT

BIG CONTRIBUTION FOR
THE BELGIAN SUFFERERS

ta State

TION BEFORE PLANTTNO
TIME 00E3 BY

MUST FEED OURSELVES
AND HELP FEED OTHERS

Record.
25. One hundred
Atbuqeurque, April 23. CoL Theoand fourteen thousand acres of State dore Roosevelt, the honorary chair
land divides! into ninety tracts, rang- man of the Rocky Mountain Club
ing in area from 40 to 38,000 acres, Hoover Fund for relief of Belgium's
all in Union county, were sold here starving babies has transmitted to
by State Land Commissioner the headauarters office of the fund,
Robert P. Brvien at prices averaging a contribution of $5,000.00 from the
far ahead of any large land sale ever hirst cnurcn on Lnnst, scientist, oi
held before by the State. The lands
brought a total price at the auc- .cent sum was received, additional
tions of P88,126.21 and bring th.e
amounting to $10,000.00
total of State land sales for the were received, an indication that the
interest in the fund has not demonth of April to over $1,500,000.
with the declaration of war.
Volney Hoggatt of Denver, who clined
The idea seems prevalent that Am
recently headed an excursion of Col erica
has
suoplied the major por- orado and Montana land seekers in
sent to
to Union county, biddding for hisi'.on of the
of prospective farmers, bought jnum, a thought created, no doubt,
"ews ,tems
bove;
.i 38.000 sores, the largest tract sold v u.ch lhe
.rePort .of .he National
at a flat price of $10 an acre. It
America
shown
is
Commission,
Rl'ef
divid-be
will
a understood that this
!
A immediately
imoni the members!" having donated less than four per
mis
of the Hoggatt group, in tracts cent ot the totalis suDscriDea.
the direct result
seeming apathy
from 40 to 320 acres each.
of ignorance regarding the situation
near
A
L'V.53 in Belgium today. A million and a
ouarte? babies receive less than one
TD'fbhrH
$20.
, each d
0f
composed
the $5 minimum value was rare in '
an(J brML Ei ht
ned
the sales and $10 an acre was a com- - one naifmi(
miiion women and girts
tnon "ceuirence as the auction
not receive enough food to en.
the sales for the day averaging $86S b,
h
f perf0rm manual lab-- n
acre. There were more than 500 10r
New
ol
bidders from other counties
The New Mexico division of the
Mexico and other states
b,der Rocky Mountain
Fund
..
:
York
New
from
wav
all
i
the
coming
IS
111C9C mil upuii
to Oregon. A testimonial of the va - ' heliviiiK m
of
De0D,.
th,
lue of the land sold is established ct,t.
,jti. a view to enlist their
DJ LUC laas.1 mai nic HiajuiiiT u aid in this worthy work.
the sales were to residents of Union Twelve dollars
feeds one child for
and nearby counties, who are thor- - ' whole
How long wilt you
mtgh!y famHiar with the land and k K one 'child a'.ive?
r
who, as a rule, bid above the visi tors. Texas Calorado, Oregon, Mon- STATE MOST SUPPLY 4M
were
all
and
Nebraska
Kansas
tana,
MEN TO U. S. NAVY
represented among the buyers, exclusive of the many states representRoswell. N. M.. April 25. J. Sand
ed in the Hogfratt group who got
e 38.000-acr- e
tract. An interesting ers, the special recruiting officer for
feature of the sa'e was an appeal, the U. S. N., who is now in the city,
bv the aactioner, Capt. Fred Mul- - advises that New Mexico and Arizo- ,
that as 'na have been allotted .400 men who
fei, in behalf of
much of the acreage sold as possible!" expected to enlist in this branch
be planted this year to assist in'ofthe service by May 5 The recruit- ling officers work in certain pres- meeting the food crisis.
lina.
9nd or. .T.u.n
,rJKH
The optaJon is that forty per cent on
men
manv
how
thev
are
expected
w'll be tlie Increase in the cultivat Ur. be able to enlist in certain dis
ed area of Union county this sea
tricts
son, exclusive of this sale.

Prmant

War Board

BUST WITH WAYS OF

CERS AND HEARS REPORTS
FOR PAST YEAR WHICH
WAS VERY SUCCESSFUL

NO TIME TO LOSE IN
PLANTING INCREASED CROPS

.a...

der vjrivi,Nn,
or damage to property are beiag
minimized.

FARMERS WHO

m

IN-

CREASING CROPS

The chiefs of our nation agree
that today there is no more patriotic service than the production of
more food and forage.

PROCLAMATION

Council For Defease Named
Chief Justice Richard H. Hanga
Governor Lindsey names Council
New Mexico has idle land which was unanimously
preside:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
valuable crops; you of the Santa Fe Chamber of Coat- for Defense .and, cal'.s. . a meeing. of w'" produce
SANTA FE
:
I
. t. : a.
t
..ituvc i i .wim.ii
merce.
mr
win
vaiu
3uic
depiuuuic
aaiuraay aiternoon, April
WHEREAS, the Congress has
Earle P. Doyle, the efficient secreclared a state of war exists between 21, at Senate Chamber, Capitol build b e crops.
Here is your opportunity to do tary of the organization, also was
i ncy are :
the United States of America and niK.A. D.
bit
nation.
for
our
as was Francis C. Wilsotj,
Crile, Pres. State College your
the Imperial German Governm :tit ;
Farmers; John M. Sully, Santa Rita, Remember that time is limited in as first vice president; H. S. Kausat,
an(
Metal Mining; L. A. Hughes, Santa which crops can be planted; decide as treasurer, and J. B. Wood, as oee
WHEREAS, in order to prosecute
Fe, Bankers; Dr. James A. Massie. on "your acreage and crops now; of the directors. Dr. F. E. Mera, a
u,wi-t,- e
VWU...7,
"'
u
war
M1J
be
lt
declared
to
,r
Santa Fe, Medical; W. A. Hawkins
fax county;
your seed now;if you need furth-E- l former president of the chamber, was
Gonzales, Dona ,ne
of the general
advice or information as to the elected second vice president, and
Ana county;
Eufracio Gallegos, mentpurp0,e
Paso, Railroads; E. C. Cramp-!- "
from anion the citi-recruit
lo
Col. Jose D. Sena and C G. M arin
union county;
judicial dis - :zenl
our COUntry, approximately ton, Raton, Law; Charles Springer,! usc of state lands grantedCommis- il r( were elected directors.
B. C. Hernan - !tw0 o(
trict.
Roads; James A. French, tached letter write to the
0f men and equip, train
miion
sioner
of
Messrs. Owen, Cutting and Mav- once.
Public
Lands
R.
E.
:
at
santa re,
dez. Second district.
E. C Ab
.,
Putney:
,u.
Third district. W. .A. Hawkins ; Fourth ,iclency( be,idet he urther eces. bott, Santa Fe, Military; G. A. Kase- - To guide in your selection of cropsldorf were appointed a committee ts)
a list of crops devise a budget plan for raising
district. Secundino Romero: Fifth
enlistments for the immediate man, Albuquerque, Coal Mining; B.I'ou will find tobelow
New Mexico lands ;j funds for the coming year, and
adapted
district, C. K. Bryce; Sixth district, saiy
full equipment of the navy; thus M. Cuttint,'. Santa Fe, Home Guards;
Messrs. Douglass, Massie and Dor- R. C. Reid, Roswell, Taxation and both
J. M. Sully; Seventh district, Ed calling from
irrigate and
among the body of our
uardo M. Otero; Eighth district, E.
specific advice as to any of man were named members of a
a
fraction of our pro- Kevenue; R. H. Hanna, Santa FeJ riirther
people
large
on the National
C. Crampton.
Red Cross: Mrs. R. F. Asolund San- - these crops wilt be furnish prompt- special committee
aiid.
This committee was appointed in ducers;
ta Fe, Federated Woman's Clubs; R.'y by the County Agricultural agent Park of the Cliff Cities.
thirty-thre- e
WHEREAS,
during
Horn
or
the
Garden
State Agricultural
Campaign
College,
conformity with the Mowing resolu- months, seventeen nations and sixty-fiv- e E. Putney, Albuquerque, Mercantile;
. j
The chamber last evening decided
tions submitted by a subcomittee of
uas vegas, ruoiic util - iJlalc
peoples have been engaged in a. d. uavis,
nonon
launch
extensive
home gardenor
to
to
best
H.
council
of
which
Crops
the state
"dry
B.Kerr. Albuauermie. Lab
defense,
adapted
the most destructive warfare that the ities;
was in session all day Saturday in world
irrigable land;
ing campaign, and the followingcoiw-mitte- e
has yet teen; thus calling or; D. A. Macpherson, Albuquerwas appointed to plan and suthe senate chamber, the resolutions from among the
Publishers.
Dry land to 5,000 ft., forage, black
pioductive indus- que,
Messrs. Sena,
and red amber and orange sorgh- pervise the work:
being ado3.d unanimously.
tries millions of the world's ablest
t. That a permanent war commit-eums, two or three pounds; cowpeas, Owen, Hammitt, Mardorf, Gormley
so that, coupled with un- ERVIEN OFFERS STATE LAND
producers,
WITHOUT EXTRA RENTAL ten or twenty pounds; millet six and Boyle.
consisting of one member from toward
seasons in many counS plead id Harmony
to eight; Sudan grass to 6,500 feet,
each judicial district of the state tries, ancrop
food shortunprecedented
A most encouraging spirit of harand four members at large, be re- age exists ; and,
Santa Fe, April 24. three to four pounds.
Grain
enthusiasm prevailed
and.
commended to be selected by the WHEREAS, the State of New Mex- Dear Sir:
crops to 5,000, dwarf yellow mony
k
As you know, our country faces milo, dwarf blackhull kafir and fe- Among those who attended tfce
governor, with the governor as
ico produces annually less than fifty
two to three pounds; to 7pOU meeting were quite a number of remmber of the committee, and
centum of the food product con a crisis in which greater nrotiuction tena,
that this committee be a permanent per
of foodstuffs becomes of paramount feet short season, corn three to six presentatives from the various Wosumed by her people;
men's organization.
imnnrtanrt fnr ttia afatv rf tha pounds.
committee during the period of the TucurcDC "
j
ash crops, 5,000 ft, boom corn
President Henna's Report
war, with power on his part of sub- that a soecial session of the Third nation and the successful prosecution
President Hanna's annual report
stitution at any time that he may see
the war. It is the duty of New two to three pounds; to 7500 ft., New
the State of
Mexico to extend its production Mexico pinto beans ten to tewnty covered in detail the numerous acproper.
of the organization
2, That it is the sense of this subcomplishments
acreage
I
just as far as possible andiP0"""-LINDSEY- ,
NOW
E
THEREFORE.
W
the past year.
committee of the council that immeGaen crops to 7,500 ft, cabbage, during
Governor orthe' State of to that end nothing must be left
He cited as some of the orgadiate action should be taken by the New Mexico,
celery, carrots, turnips,
virtue of
powers undone and no resource must be Icauliflower,
beets. Lower altitudes,
war committee, in addition to such vested in meby as such, the
pumpkins, nization's activities the improvement
do herebv 'overlooked.
of local railwav service, especial
other action as it may deem neces call the Third State Legislature of At this time about seven million squash, melons,
on the Lamy branch, where hotti
. .4 'acres of land,7' owned
m.u.
sary, . do the fo.lowing
th.
- hvJ tht tate Irrigated lands
Vat
IU IIICaTb
MMIvU,
First: To proceed immediately toijn the Capitol Building, in the City of Ncw Mexico, are leased to
Forage and silo orange redtop and parlor car and Pullman service have
the agricultural resources ;0 Santa
in the State of New y'Huals, of whom you are one. It and sumac sorghums, Japanese cane, been installed since the last annual
of the state to a greater production Mexico, at'Fe,
twelve o'clock, noon. Tues- - IS vitally important that as much three to four pounds in rows, corn meeting. He commented on the cohas received
of foodstuffs.
and six to eight pounds, sudan grass operation the board
day, May 1st, 1917, for the purpose of t',,s. acreage as possible,
e
the Santa Fe Railway systesa
Second.
To acquaint the people of
such legislation as will w.hlfh ,,s adapted to growing any same, millet fifteen to twenty-fiv- ' from
enacting
KT
in
excursions
of the state with the conditions enable the State of New. Mexico
diverting popular
fo"d crP bc cultivated pounds.
,nd of
this season. To that end the under- - Grain crops, dwarf milo and dwarf Santa Fe, and stated that the pubw,hl,ch ."ak.e necessary the enactment to:
leR'slation required to carry out
signed, under authority given him and standard blackhull and Chamni licly obtained from the entertata- the work of this committee, and
1.
Provide for its own defense h t.hc fbl'C Und laws of New on yellow dent corn, Up to 7,500 ment of the Knights Templar and the
provide tor the economic and mill and to assist the United States in Mexico, hereby gives you authority feet short season corn New Mexico Chicago Cubs excursions carried
to thirty (name and attractions of the city into
to use for agricultural purposes, dur- - pinto beans twenty-fiv- e
tary defense of the state and nation. the prosecution of the war.
TT
Third.
To collect data for use in 2.
(every section of the country.
the period of the present war pounds.
Provide for and regulate the1'"
and crossing improvement
Garden
altitudes.'street
stuff, lower
preparing legislation which may ap- proauction, conservation, distribution H"u ullnS "e
oi
your
chi- - around the Denver A Rio
Graftal
pear to be necessary for passage by and marketing of foods,
(from the state, as much of the land!s.weet potatoes, corn, cucumbers,
a special session of the legislature as
tomatoes, melons, squash, pump- - property, he stated, were accompli3.
as can be successfully
d
such laws as will
Enact
by
you
'
r.s
ed
soon
it ought to be done, to pro- vide the
this year although the need had
IMPORTANT SALE AT
turnips,
NEW MEXICO NOW
necessary
shes to meet!cu,tivatcd. With the proviso that ,k!n?- - "hbage. carrots, beets,
vide the means to carry out the pro- the exoenses
cauliflower, !heen apparent for the past few year.
arisintr out of the 'there shall be no increase in yourih,Rn altitude.-cabba- ge,
ROSWELL LAST SATURDAY
His
turthis
committee..
gram ci
report lent some hope to the
fate of rental of such lands as are celery, corn, peas, onions, beets,
of the war.
3. That such war committee go in- emergencies
Potatoes best resultsj realization of the plans to pave the
carrots.
nips,
for
used
4
the
of
the
purposes
agricultural
Accept
provisions
WILL
BE
AFLOAT
Roswell ,N. M April 21. Twenty-si- x
to session immediately, as soon as it
at 7.500 feet to 8.000 feet 800 lbs.
Capitol square, and to arrive at a
Congressional act of .ing the period above specified,
can possibly be organized and reCareful crop selec- - satisfactory
Remember:
trafts of state land, ranging
agreement with the
vided you fill out and return the
1917.
23rd,
4000
from 80 to
main in Vsession so long as may be 5.
Fe Water & Light company
acres, were sold 'at
enclosed
within 30 days tion, prompt planting and good
card
the
session
of
the
expense
Pay
in
the county court
public auction
vation will enable you not only to, regarding the renewal of their fran- IN ACTION SOON necessary for such purpose.' We also hereby called.
(from date Hereof.
Commissioner R. P. Ervien, with
recommend that such war commitserve
To
in
your country but will issure chise with provision for improvement
assist
on
And
for
the
deciding
you
crops
accomplishment of each1
here yesterday by State Land
in the service and the adoption of
tee shall be appointed at the earli- and all of these
make all hest adapted to your land and loc- - you a reasonable profit.
to
ends,
tive bidding on a majority of the
shall
new rates.
and
assemble
est possible date,
such appropriations of money as shall aiity you will tind attached a list
tracts. Another high record for non- remain
thereafter
and
immediate'.y
of crops which are recommended HIGHWAY ENGINEER FRENCH
be necessary and required.
irrigable state land was set, a tract MISS MARGARET 0. DE BACA in session from day to day until
AND BOARD GET BUSY WOODMEN'S
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have by the State Agricultural College.
CIRCLE TO
of 292 acrea seizing for $30. an acre.
been
have
the
different
requirements
CHRISTENS THE .LARGEST
hereunto set my hand and caused first, those best adapted for dry or
This tract was sold to John C
MEET NEXT AT SANTA FE
with.
complied
mc
anu
mose
i
xncw
me
ui
ureac
tne
uiku1
ot
aeai
oi
oiate
wcciing
itnu,
Little-fie'jwic
icmnu,
4. That
re- DREADNAUOHT YET BUILT
Cauhope of Lovington. G. T.
thisat.Commission held in the city
best for irrigated land. It is neces-iwa- y
l
!l . I a .L. Mexico to be affixed,
of Kenna, paid $8.25 an acre
IU II1C tUUIICll
IVIIIUICIlUa
Roswell, N. M., April 20 The third
(tlltl II1C Done at the city of Santa Fe, this sary that we know the use made ot santa re, on tne list day ot
OIL
HAS
BURNERS
160
H.
near
acres
for
Kenna; J.
commissioner of public lands, the 26th
of this special permission and you (April, 1917, the following resolution biennial convention of the WooeV
of April, 1917.
day
1540
acres
of
James,
Tatnm, bought
state engineer, the superintendent of By ,he Governor
are urged, therefore, to fill out and, was adopted. It is desired that the mens' circle c!osed here yesterday
ELECTRIC DRIVE
at $7.51; A. E. Hendricks bought
the penitentiary be requested to pro-- !
W F I INDSEY, Governor. return the enclosed postal card just Resolution be given the widest pub after etceting officers and selecting
640 acres at $8.14; E. Farris paid
ceed at once under the general sup- - ANTONIO
Santa Fe as the meeting place in
as soon as you have decided on the licity and we ask your
LUCERO,
$7.75 for 32D acres; W. McCallister
.
1919.
The convention has covered a
(ervision of such war committee to
of State. acreage you will plant and the crops to this end.
Secretary
t.w York, April 23. Another- .mate
paid $12 an acre for 400 acres: J.
the
for
1.
RESOLUTION
of three days, which has in
planting
arrangements
wilt
period
use.
lyoti
American
wat- k. !,
L. Reed
of Lovington, bought 160 drcadnaught entered
"
.id f rnnUir lahnr nd U. S. PETIT JURY
is
business and social sessions.
cluded
it
this
Whereas
at
We
make
full
to
of
necessary
use
urge
you
of
ers
a
United
as
unit
the
States
and
acres
near that town for, $8 45,
lands owned by.
available
otherwise
. 1. L...t.
.
.
.
HAS BEEN EMPANFI FD the permission herein extended. In crisis in the life of the Nation, and The visiting delegates have been the
a .
a .1 ..
I.
i ata a
,
uamc-m
lor
iiic.
the state, and procure the seed
puwci
ianm timwierman pain
C
every county in our state patriotic; in view of the threatened shortage recipients of many receptions, auto48r9 acres of land now in Lea county, 'hip New Mexico, comparing favor-- 1 therefor to the extent that
foodstuffs in the United States mobile drives and other attentions
they may The petit jury for the April term citizens are extending their cultivat-io- f
but which, was in Chaves county ally offensively and defensively with, be able successfully to cultivate
of federal court has been empanelled. ;ed acreage, often at a heavy per- - and in the world, that all the ener while here.
the aale was initiated. A to- - any other fighting vessel afloat, was jn(? tne present season.
But if you p!ant gies of the people be exerted to the The foolowing state officers were
The names of the jurors follow:
jsonal sacrifice.
tal of approxomately 25,000 acres was j launched at the New York navy yard,
recommends
Your committee
Tru;iIlo, Arroyo; L. C Beck- - quickly and intelligently, with care-ne- r, fullest extent for the planting and e'ected: Grand past guardian, CarolThe New Mexico was christened by ,tu,
included in the sales.
nt eh. Pedro
i,
rn.r:i
Bclen ; Henry F. Aspinwall, A!- - ful crop selection, careful planting production of grain and other crops; ine Mcrrifield, Hope: grand guardian,
The commissioner will sell nine Miss Margaret C de Baca, daughter 'ni.n. "oo voi.a i- .tv w i Bertie Russell, Tucumcari; grand advi v jaiuj wnrL.
uj
buquerque; Carlos Baca, Los Lunas; and cultivation you are reasonably therefore
the lute Governor E. C. de Baca, :
teen tracts in Eddy county at Car's- ,
mK;i;.
it is the visor Sarah Westerfield, A'b"qner-qu- e;
Be It Resolved,
that
R. W. certain to rea'ize a substantial
Donaciano
Santa
Ortega,
Fe;
C.
Williom
for
honor
the
bad on Saturday, the 21st, and willjChosen
by
jtat ion conference, and that the same
grand clerk, Elizabeth Martin,
Jemez: Meliton Torres, fit on your investment. Any special sense of, the State Highway Commis- 0 wa Bu.a..,,u. who. De recommended
irora raws ra uiyion mr mt m8 auu.i..u,
to the governor, Socorro; Abran
sion that road work, except emer Clovis; grand banker, Ed. C. Tafo-y- a,
information you desire in this
Chavez,
Monticello;
on Wednesday the launching ceremonies were
Union county sale
leaving to his discretion the number
Santa Fe; grand chaplain. Ivy
Garcia, Belen ; T. F. Gilles- - nection will be promptly furnished eencv work, be temporarily suspend
April 25. The business men of Clay raiit'ccL Attej miss ae Baca naa iiic- -- and personnel of said conference,
Roswell ; Leonardo Montoya, Las by this office. Remember it is ne- - ed during the planting season, and .Grissom, Alamogirdo ; grand attend-th- at
ton have had badges printed for a cessfully smashed a bottle of cham6 We recommend the adoption of pie, ;
all the equipment and facilities ant, Ida A!bers, Albuquerque: grand
Vegas Apolonio Rael, Santa Fe ; cessary to decide on your crop and
large reception committee to wel- pjiine under the bow, Miss Viritmia- the
organization of a legion of honor Frank I. Vaur. East Las Vegas; B acreage and get your seed now. We of the State Highway Commission assistant attendant, Pearl Walker,
M. tarr, maid of honor, broke urcain- : .trHcultnral
come the visitors of whom
luffirested
hv
services,
:
v.
F. Coff. Carrizozo: Adriano L. San will gladly advise you as to where! and of the several counties of the Albuquerque; grand inner sentinel,
:
i
'
cw ix
a. i a.- juk
are expected as bidders on .a
uituc uv UaH.
hcjuvu iMr. Kampenich.
Jackson. Artesia ; grand outer
chez, Armiio; Ernest Digneo, Santa to obtain any seed you may desire; State be utilized as far as practi- - Myr-.lvarious tracts, and souvenirs will be Indians and containing a mixture of
E. C CRAMPTON, Chairman.
cable to assist in preparing ground sentinel, Julia James, Albuquerque;
Fe
at
; S. A. Wiseman, Raton ; Luis Her- - and which is not obtainable
your
from
Rio
the
Grande
water
and
counpresented to those from other
and planting and cultivating crops.l grand managers. Elizabeth Market,
rera, Los Gnegos; Telesforo Truiillo home town.
ties and other states. ' The land Pecos rivers. Miss Helen Kelly of
Las Vegas; Margaret Savage, Kea- Yours very trn'y.
Pojoaque; Jos. A. Leahy, Lordsburg;
commissioner wi't make an extensive Las Vegas also was a maid of honor. SANTA FE COUNTY NOW
R. P. ERVIEN.
Ina; Alice Ackers, Elida; Alberta
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Ed. Westoby. Ked Kiver City; Uua- United States Senator A. A. Jones
distribution of general New Mexico
HAS AGRICULTURAL AGENT dalupe Urioste. Santa Fe ; R. B. Sauer
HELPING FOOD CAMPAIGN Cowan, Tularosa; Maude Oearlea,
Commissioner of
literature and wilt also give an il- of New Mexico represented Governrallur: supreme delegate, tuna A.
Public Lands.
Luis Wingert, Taos;
Albuquerque;
in the motion pic or Lindsey, and there were nearly
lecture
lustrated
To Boards of Education, Superinten- Sharp. Roswell : supreme delegate al
B. Dalies. Belen; Martin Loba- ture ' theater the night before the 50 residents of New Mexico present, Juan Ramirez, an expert agricul PaulOld
Santa Fe. N. M, April 24 R. P.
dents, Principals and Teachers: ternate, Lily Ellis, Albuquerque.
to,
Albuquerque; Jose A. Rome-r- i.
sale. CoL R. E. Twitchell wi'l be together with several hundred native
turalist, has been appointed county
Santa Fe; E. N. Stever, Santa Ervien, commissioner of public lands, Attention is being called daily to a
the lecturer and will speak on "The New Mexicans living in Washington agricultural
coun
for
Fe
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lease to state land for grazing and the imperative need of husbandque.
Vccder of Las Vegas were among the ty, and witl begin work May
OVER TWO MILLION ACRES
This announcement is contained in
purposes, a letter granting a permit ing and conserving all the resources
spectators.
PEOPLE OF THE STATE
to use such lands for agricu'tural of the nation. Unless something is
Admiral Nathaniel R. Usher, a telegram received this afternoon SPRINGER GIVES LIBERALLY
Rear
ORGANIZE FOR DEFENSE
FROM PERSONAL WEALTH purposes, without any increase in done immediately real suffering may
Washington. April 23. In decidingby Secretary Earle P Doyle, of the
commanding the New York navy Chamber
land case torate of rental paid to the state. The be expected, in order to meet this the
of Commerce, from A. C
yard, was master of ceremonies,
court affirmed
Charles Springer, of Cimarron, one permit is for the period of the pre- - crisis in our state Governor Lindsey day the supreme
director of agricultural exReports received from all parts of Chaplain Isaacs of the yard read the Cooley,
New Mexico show that hundreds of invocation and Assistant Secretary of tension work in New Mexico. Mr. of the members of the war com- - sent war and during the life of the has appointed a war commission of; the Oregon federal court t lecree
named by Governor Lindsey existing leases. It applies to more 12 men to organize the agricultural joining the Southern Pacific railroad
men are organized and instantly rea- the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt rep- Cooley stated that Mr. Ramirez is
There well trained in scientific and practi Saturday night, placed an order by! than five thousand holders of state resources of the state and provide from disposing of timber and miner- -dy for mobilization under arms in resented the government.
wire for ten farm tractors, which land crajr.i- leases, in every county greater food production and take.als on its lands received by congresOthers in the cad agriculture."
cities, towns and villages as home were no speeches.
decision
Fe county secures the agri he will place at the disposal of the,- in the state and covers roughly other steps for the safety and well sional grant. By the same
Santa
defense units, lhe number is ex party of sponsors were Miss Irene
the government won its suit against
of the commonwealth
ii.i: ; of Portales, N. M., and Miss cultural agent through the efforts of committee in its plant for agricut- the right to farm seven million acres
pected to reach the thousands
The school forces of the state join the Southern Pacific railroad to re
of land, a very large portion of
Chamber of Commerce, and the tural preparedness.
(Catherine French and Miss Hilde-'th- e
ty.
There are richer men than Mr. which is adapted to some form of enthusiastically in this work, and gain nearly 2.300,000 acres of
In Eddy county, a mounted police garde Hurley of banta Fe.
The action ot tne county commissioners
he organized and ready for eon and Washington land worth S30,-force has been organized and bus largest battleship ever constructed at in agreeing to take care of the coun Springer in New Mexico, although cultivation and to one or more food
iness houses close half a day a week the New York navy yard, the New ty's portion of the expense. The sal he possesses a goodly share of this or forage crop of great value in the service. It is their patriotic duty to 'W 000." Chamberlain-Ferri- s
law of
make their contribution in this hour The
to allow their clerks to drill.
Mexico, is the sister ship to the Mis- ary and expenses of the agent have worlds goods, but there are none present crisis.
1916, divesting the railroads of title
The Commissioner's letter permit of national need. The hearty erTularosa has a committee of safety sissippi, recently launched at .New- been guaranteed by the chamber un- that have done a tenth as much
so far. or who are likely to do as ting the farming of these lands car- ation of the large number of school to the lands granted by congress in
of 150 drilling regularly with arms. port News. Va, and the Idaho, under til such time as funds resulting from much
for preparedness and food pro- ries with it a list of crops, irrigat- children will greatly increase the 1866 and providing for federal tat
Fort Sumner has 60 men well construction at Camden N. J. She the county levy are available.
duction as he has done and will con- ed and
the lane's, timber and minerals,
furnished by food supply. Our school organiza-lo- f
will burn cil, and is said to be the
equipped.
tinue to do. In addition to what the State Agricultural college auth- tion is such that it is comparatively was upheld as constitutional,
Carrizozo has sent In a requisition firt battleship equipped with the
he has done and is doing, on the orities, regarded by the college ex- easy to reach the children and en- - Through Justice McKenna the court
electrical drive. The keel was laid HOOVER RECOMMENDS
for a large number of rifle,
board we understand that he perts as hest adapted to use in New list their services, and it is through: held tha the Oregon federal court's
in October, 1915.
and amunition.
SCOUT BEAN CROP state
has guranteed teed to every man in Mexico, with quantity of seed neces- existing organizations that all ef-- 1 decee ei ic'ning sale by the railroad
The original plans anounced by
Roswell has an armed safety
of ttnilx. anei minerals on the 1'udi
Colfax county who is unable to pro- sary per acre. The letter also car- forts should be made
the navy department called for 32.0T)
gne of nearly 400 men.
ries a blank on which the lessee W, thrrefnre. offer the following was rntirelv it, accord with the SO-New York,
April 20. On the vide for himself.
has two companies of ton displacement for the New MexClayton
will advise the land commissioner suggestions and earnestly urge that:preme covrt's previout order. Tha
home guards, 150 men.
ico, a length of 620 feet over all, a ground that beans are the best of
immediate decision was unanimous and entirely
Albuqnerame hat over 200 engaged mean draft of JO feet and a speed of food for war emergencies, Herbert Ntnwl CtVot Mflitarr I tnattloa of the acreage he will plant to each every : school board take
in tavor ot tne government except
21 Knots. She was designed to carry C Hoover, chairman of the nationa-- al
lhe Normal University at Las Ve- crop this season. Thus it will be action
hi drill with rifle.
1. That your board employ one or as to costs of the litigation a confood commission, urges the Boy gas announce the apoointment & possible to know wkhia thirty days
Santa Pc hat a large rifle dub at a main battery of 12
guns
Scoots of America to devote their Major Lndwi W. Ilfeld at military just how many acres of the state's more competent people to take siderable sum the' court ordering
with 22 five-inguns, four
daily target practice.
red effers a recttar leased lands will be so used. It is charge of the gardening for tlje the government ahonld not lecers
four
gnat and four energies to the cultivation of this irftroctDT mili-rMad.ieaa, where 200 people at
its costs
bettered here that saaay thousands
comae in
(Continued ea page four)
tsaming.
ended Mg sMttrietic demonstration torpedo tabes.
crop.
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The state of New Mexico now has
a permanent war committee that will
be in continuous session, day and
riyhi, if need he, to pass upon all
measures appertaining to the war
The committee con- pivuarat'ons.
sists of Governor W. E. Lindsey, ex- Kataei uarcia. Her- oiticio;
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MISS ALICE JOHNSON

KAISER ADVISED

ARTHUR J. BALFOUR

NO SEPARATE

MURDERER FREED

HAIG INITIATES

LATE

BY PLEA OF CHILD

TO QUIT THRONE
FRIENDS TELL EMPEROR HE HAD
BETTER ABDICATE, SAYS
ROME REPORT.

WILL FIGHT UNTIL
PUBLICS ARE MADE SAFE,
PRESIDENT'S STAND.

AMERICA

CRUSHES HINDENBURG LINE IN
CONTEST FOR POSSESSION
OF LENS COAL FIELDS.

RE-

ALLIES ADVANCE
ON FRENCH
FRONT AGAINST DESPERATE
RESISTANCE OF TEUTONS.

BALFOUR

Witern

Vetern Neft'Hjmper

Mist Alice Johnson, a pretty Brooklyn girl whose engagement to marry
Al Mamaux, star pitcher of the Pittsburgh Pirate, has bten announced.

-

Would Give Board Power to Name
Maximum and Minimum Figures
for Necessaries of Life.

The Intensely
of the last

three

days has been reflected In the an
and the British Hoyal Hying Corps
Tuesday established a new record by
bringing down forty German ma
chines. Fifteen of these were actually
Been to clash, while twenty live col
lapsed or fell In spinning nose dives
completely out of control.

Washington. Secretary of Agriculture Houston recommended to Hie
Senate that the Council of National
Defense be empowered to fix minimum and maximum prices for foods.
t the food sit nation Secretary
To n
Houston told the Senate the Department of Agriculture needs the following power:
"To make a complete survey of the
food supply of the nation, to determine Its location, ownership, control
and distribution;
"To license and supervise the operation of all plants, mills, packing
houses, canneries, slaughter houses,
breweries, distilleries, storage houses
or other establishments or factories
in which food or feeds, implements
and any other articles required for
agricultural purposes are prepared,
manufactured or. kept for sale or distribution;
"To require the preference movement by the common carriers of
seeds, fertilizers, farm implements or
the materials required in their manufacture;
"To enlarge the existing telegraphic
market news service of the department to assist In the distribution of
products according to the proportionate requirements of the consuming
centers;
"In case of extreme emergency the
government should have power to
purchase, store and dispose of food
products and to fix maximum or minimum prices. It Is estimated that approximately $25,000,000 'will be required to carry out the plans outlined
herein. In order that prompt steps
may be taken to put them into effect
it is urged that immediate action be
taken to give the department the
requisite authority and to make avail
able the necessary funds."

London, April lit!. In the face of
growing opposition along the entire
line the liritish moved forward at
three points Tuesday on the front between Lens and St. Quentin. Advanci
ing all along the
load between Trescault and C'onnelieu
both of which villages were captured in the last drive lluig's forces
occupied the villages of Villers Plouich
and Bouacamp after bitter fighting.
South of this point and to the east
of Kphy, the British gained ground
"on a wide front," the war office reports, reaching and crossing the St.
Quentin canal near Vendhullle, less
than two miles from the Important
railroad center of l.ocatelet.
On the main line of the Arras
from Croiselles to Gavhelle,
Gen. Haig's forces advanced their line
to within a few hundred yards of
and
Fontaine - les Crolselles,
pressed forward east of
and Hoeux, and maintained
In Gavrelle against a
their
positions
' series of furious counter assaults by
the German troops, whose losses were
severe.
"More than 2,000 prisoners have
passed through our collecting stations
since Monday morning and there are
others yet to come," says the official
communication from Gen. llaig.
Bulgarian Minister Thinks Peace Near
Copenhagen. "My opinion is that
peace is nearer than many think," the
Berlin Vossische Zeltung's correspondent quotes the Bulgarian minister of
war as saying. "The Russian revolution and American intervention," he
added, "have brought peace nearer.
President Wilson, through his declaraMake Mad Rush for Life Boats.
tion of war, has furthered the cause
London The story of the sinking
of peace, for America will now require of the hospital ship Lanfranc will
ammunition and food supplies, and rank with the undying histories of the
must cease supplying the allies."
Birkenhead and Tyndareus, accord
ing to a British officer. The British
FRENCH WAR COMMISSION HERE. soldiers stood at attention while the
beneath
Bhip was slowly sinking
Military Leaders to Tell President them. Their conduct was in marked
Be
Sent
contrast to that of the Prussian
Why Army Should
to Europe.
guardsmen aboard, who in the moment of danger rushed for the lifeFortress Monroe, Vs., April 25.
France's war commissioners to the boats.
United
States reached
Hampton
Roads Tuesday and went up ChesaMurguis Hangs Hundred Villistas.
Juarez. Mexico. One hundred Villa
peake bay to Washington on board
the presidential yacht Mayflower. followers were hanged, 200 killed and
Marquis Pierre de Chambrun, a grand- wounded and a quantity of ammuni-- '
son of Lafayette, is a member of the Hon and horses captured when fightcommission. The mission, of which ing between the Villa forces and the
Rene Viviani, vice premier and min- command of Gen. Francisco Murguia
ister of justice, is the official head, was resumed in a rugged canon In the
and Marshal Joffre a member, brings Babicora district of western Chihuafrom the hua, according to an unofficial report
no written instructions
French government, the ministry hav- received here from Gen. Murguia's
ing decided to give its members un- base at Casas Grandes.
limited power to negotiate on all
Navy Recruits Total 75,357.
subjects.
Washington. Navy recruiting FriIt is prepared to discuss the sending
of an American expeditionary force to day showed a net gain of 1,332 men,
or an average dally gain for the week
France.
Marshal Joffre and other military ending yesterday of 1,324. With this
members will Indicate to American of- addition the total combined strength
ficials several Important military rea- was brought to "5,357. Secretary Dansons which they consider renders the iels said there was no doubt that the
full authorized number of 87,000 would
ending of such a force advisable.
be reached by May 1st.
Believe Destroyer Sunk in Battle.
London. A British admiralty state- Dynamite Placed on Railroad Track.
ment reports an attack by three BritSilver City, N. M. The discovery by
ish naval machines on five enemy de- a track walker of eight sticks of dynaseen
were
Monday, mite on, a Santa Fe branch between
stroyers, which
steaming between Blankenberge and Hurley and Santa Rita balked a posZeebrugge in a northeasterly direction sible attempt to wreck a train. The
five miles off the coast and It is con- sticks were sewn in a sack.
sidered probable that the destroyer
was sunk.
New Mexico Militia in Service.
The first regiment of
Washington.
Allies.
Join
Greeks Expected to
'Washington. Greece Is reported to Infantry and battery of field artillery
be on the point of joining the entente of the New Mexico National Guard
was ordered into the federal service
allies.
for purposes of police protection.
Need Food, Ships and Money.
Kaiser Told to Give Peace Terms.
Washington. Food, ships and monThe HunBerne, Switzerland.
ey these are the pressing wants of
the allies as stated to the administra- garian Socialists have adopted resolution In the order of their Importance tions at a secret convention demandby the British commission beaded by ing that the central powers make public their peace conditions, excluding
the RL Hon. Arthur J. Balfour.
ail forcible annexations.
Mexico
Burns.
Mine
New
Los Cerrillos. Efforts to check
Bankhead Made Good Roads President.
fire, which started In a hard coal mine
Birmingham, Ala, John H. Bank-heahere were made by use of dynamite.
United States Senator from AlaMiners who were at work when the bama, was elected president of the
fin started escaped by war of the air United States Good Roads Association
la convention her.'
IVronne-Catiibra-

Che-rls-

Monchy-Io-Prou-
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.
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BRITISH CAPTURE VILLAGES AND
8TRATEGIC POSITIONS SOUTH
OF THE RIVER SCARPA.

FICA-TIO-

AND

UNITED.

1'nlon

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington, April 25. The United

Service.

Washington, April 24. Coincident-allwith the arrival in Washington
Sunday of the British Commission of
twenty members headed by the Right
Honorable Arthur J. Balfour, for a
series of war conferences with the
it becomes
American government,
known that President Wilson intends
to offer voluntarily
his assurances
that the United States will make no
The
separate peace with Germany.
President will slate to Mr. Balfour
that the I'nited States intends to
fight until it achieves these three objects:
The recognition of" the rights of
Americans on the high seas;
The destruction of the Prussian autocracy, deemed a menace to demojciatlc government and the permanent
peace of the world;
The security of the United States
and from the plots of imperial ag-- j
tack from the German government
and from the plats of imperial ag- giandizeinent engineered by Berlin.
Arihur .Tames Ttalfour. secretary of
!stali for foreign affairs of the empire,
formerly premier, and often called the
dean of the world's elder statesmen,
was the central figure of a party thai
included some of Great Britain's most
prominent men.
With a genial smile playing over
his features, he consented to a brief
interview, warmly expressing his ap
preclation of all the United States
lias done as a neutral In charitable
and relief work in Belgium and in
German prison camps, his gratification
that England and the United Slates
now were allied for a common pur
pose, and his conviction that this
country in its war efforts would as
lound the world, particularly Germany.
The object of the commission, Mr.
Balfour said, was "to make
easy and effective between those
who are striving with all their power
to bring about a lasting peace by the
only means that can secure it namely, a successful war.
"Your President, in a most apt and
vivid phrase," Mr. Balfour added,"has
proclaimed that the world must be
made safe for democracy; that
communities are not to be
treated as negligible simply because
they are small; that the ruthless
of
one unscrupulous
domination
power imperilB the future of civilization and the liberties of mankind are
truths of political ethics which the
bitter experience of war is burning
into the souls of all freedom-lovinpeoples."
y

Christianiu, April 21. The Norges
Handels Slofartstidende says that as
a result of reports by German ministers and consuls in neutral countries
to the German government, the latter MAY FIX FOOD PRICES
probably .will draft new regulations
governing the ruthless submarine war
upon neutrals- shipping.
Spain, the HOUSTON ASKS POWER FOR U.
WAR COUNCIL.
newspaper adds, lias already outlined
concessions.
L'll.

GRATI

AT ENGLAND

Rome, April 2C The ( orriere D'
Italia, the clerical organ, declares
that it Is able to confirm reports published in the Spanish newspapers that
the immediate following of the German emperor Is exerting pressure on
him to abdicate. The paper says that
at a recent meeting of the Hohenzol-lerfamily one member, bolder than
the rest, Intimated that the emperor
might save the situation, by following
the example of Kmperor Nicholas.

London, April

EXPRESSES

AMERICA

1'njon NVwh Service.

bitter ground fighting

ROUT TURKS ON TIGRIS

STRUGGLE FOR LIBERTY

CATHOLICS PLEDGE LOYALTY.
Support for War Promised President
by Cardinal Gibbons.
.Washington, April 20. One of the
most
and momentous episodes of the European war took place
here when Cardinal Gibbons and a
committee of the dignitaries of the
Roman Catholic Church In America
waited, by special arrangement, upon
President Wilson and presented to
him an address, signed by Cardinal
Gibbons, Archbishop Hanna of San
Francisco and Archbishop Glennonof
St. Louis, pledging to the President in
the most unqualified terms the complete adhesion, support,
loyalty and service of the Catholic
men, hospitals, institutions, nuns and
nurses to the United States.
Rancher Shot by Hotel Man.
Globe, Ariz. F. A. Donaldson, a
Globe hotel man and owner of sawmills and stores In Pleasant Valley,
thirty-fivmiles from here, shot and
killed James Haskel, a Pleasant Valley rancher. Donaldson and three eyewitnesses assert that Haskel threat
ened to stone the lumberman to death,
and that the shot was fired in
The shooting occurred in the
Margaret
presence of little
Haskel, who dashed at Donaldson and
attempted to kick him, crying, "Don't
shoot my daddy!
e

Sentence.
Officer Given Twenty-Yea- r
Second Lieutenant
Washington.
First Infantry,
Robert H. Hall,
Indiana National Guard, has been
sentenced to twenty years' imprisonment on charges including one that
he negotiated for a commission from
the Mexican government.
Ten Million Loss in Alaskan Flood.
Juneau, Alaska.
Machinery and
equipment valued at $10,000,000 are
believed to be a total loss, due to the
flooding of the great mines of the
Treadwell system, on Douglas Island,
opposite Juneau. All the miners escaped without injury.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Daughter's Story.

DENVER MARKET8.

Albany. Governor Whltmnn did not
need much more than the statement of
a
girl, who said she
wns "In the cradle when papa went
away," to pardon Frank McNamara,
who Is serving his thirteenth year In
Sing Sing prison. McNamara was con
vleted of murder In Kings county In
1004 and sent to prison for a minimum
term of twenty years or the maximum
of life.
Mrs. MeNnmnra, accompanied by her
daughter, stood before the governor at
his public hearing on application for

Cattle.
Steers (pulp fed), good
S10. 50li.85
to choice
SteerB (pulp fed), fair to

d

States has given its word that it will
fight in conjunction with the allies

Western Newspaper L'nltin News Service.

London, April 21. America's partnership in the world war was celebrated by a religious service In St.
The Stars and
Paul's cathedral.
Stripes floated from the highest tower
of the Parliament buildings at Westminster the first time a foreign flag
was ever displayed on that eminence
and flew above all government
buildings.
The service in the historic cathedral, where the most momentous occasions of national rejoicing and mourning have been solemnized, was unprecedented in being the commemoration
of an act of another nation.
One of the most picturesque of the
numerous processions to St. Paul's
veterans
was a group of twenty-onof the American Civil War, who
marched from their humble headquarters near London bridge carrying
American flags and a banner inscribed, "American war veterans; not
for ourselves but for our country."
The clergy of St. Paul's conducted
the service, assisted by the archbishop
of Canterbury and the bishop of Lon
don.
The text from ' which Bishop
Brent spoke was chosen from Maccathirteenth
bees, second
chapter,
verse, "Having gone apart from the
elders, he resolved that they should
go forth and try the matter in fight,
by the help of God. And committing
the decision to the Lord of the world
and exhorting them that were with
him to contend manfully, even unto
death, for the laws, tho temple, the
city, the country and the commonwealth, he pitched his camp having
given out to his men the watchword,
'Victory is God's.' "
Three of the prayers offered at the
St. Paul's services were specially prepared for the occasion. The first one
was:
"Thou, O God, hast put Into the
hearts of the President and people of
America to join the allied nations in
a great war in defense of liberty, humanity and justice. We pray Thee
to grant victory to our forces."
The cathedral seats nearly 4,000
persons and was filled to its furthermost recesses.
All seats were occupied when King George and Queen
Mary entered, followed by the mayors
of the
and aldermen
twenty-siboroughs of London, wearing their
scarlet robes of office. The American
embassy and consular staffs occupied
front seats with representatives of the
Pilgrims, the American Society, the
American Luncheon Club and the
American Chamber of Commerce. In
the diplomatic section were officers
in the uniforms of France,
Russia,
Italy, Belgium, Serbia, Montenegro,
Rumania and Japan.
e

8. P. Loses $30,000,000 Land Suit.
Washington. In deciding the
land case the Supreme
Court affirmed the Oregon Federal
Court's decree enjoining the Southern
Pacific road from disposing of timber
and minerals on its lands received by
congressional grant. By the same de
cision the government won its suit
against the Southern Pacific railway
to regain nearly 2,300,000 acres of Ore
land worth
gon and Washington
alifornia

$30,000,000.
10,000 German

Strikers

in

Riot

Ten thousand strikers,
London.
mostly munition workers, tried to burn
the town hall at Magdeburg on Friday,
according to a dispatch to the Ex
change Telegraph Company from Old
enzaal, Holland. Soldiers fired on the
rioters, killing and wounding many
and the town now is in a state 6f
siege.
Exports Increase Despite
Washington. Despite the German
submarine campaign American exports In March reached a value of
$551,278,000, which has been exceed
ed only once, last January, the best
month in the country's history. Im
ports of $270,484,000 set a new Amer
ican record.

Interned Women Released.
Washington. Secretary Wilson has
instructed Immigration officers to parole all women and children taken
from interned German merchant ships
who desire to leave the immigration
stations.

War Loan Oversubscribed.
Spanish Cabinet Resigns.
Washington. The first American
Madrid. The Spanish cabinet has offering of war securities in - any
resigned. Impending difficulties with form, $200,000,000 in treasury certifiGermany' are understood to be the cates, has been heavily
cause.

British
Headquarters in France,
April 25. In the new offensive the
British captured the town of Gavelle,
the last part of the defenses of the
Hindenburg line north of the Scarpe.
They also have taken the village of
Guemappe, south of the Scarpe.
A big push also was made opposite
Croisilles and from that sector of the
front alone conies tho report that
more than 1,000 prisoners were taken.
Gavelle is a part of the last definite
defense the Germans have been falling
r
back on, which is known as the
switch to the Hindenburg
line.
Further south, British troops have
captured the remainder of the village
of Trescault and occupied the greater
part of Havrincourt wood, which
formed a
bulge in their line.
From this point to St. Quentin the
line approached very closely the
Quentin road and canal.
The British also made progress in
the region southwest of Lens, the German garrison of which town is daily
facing a more critical situation.
Airplanes fairly filled the air over
the battle lines Monday directing the
with the inartillery and
aviators
British
Sunday
fantry.
brought down 28 German observation
balloons.
London. The Turks Jn Mesopotamia
have evacuated the Iztabilat position,
on the right bank of the Tigris ten
miles below Samara, the war office an
nounces. They are now being attacked
at a point six miles nearer Samara,

v
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Feeders
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Feeders
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stockers,
common to fair
Hogs.

hogs
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8.50
7.00
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7 .50
6 .50
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$15.2515.75
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Wethers
Yearlings
Lambs
Ewes

$12.0012.75
13.0013.5U
14.0015.0tt
12.25

11.50

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B., Denver, Carload Price.

Hay.
Buying Prices.
Colorado upland, per ton. .21.0023.00
Nebraska upland, per ton .19.0022.00
Second bottom Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton.19.0020.00
23.00 24.00
Timothy, per ton
15.0018.UU
Alfalfa, per ton
So. Park, choice, per ton 21,0024.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton 19.00 20.00
6.00
5.00
Straw, per ton

Dro-cou-

two-mil-

Cam-brai-S- t.

9,

good

Steers (hay fed), good to
choice
Steers (hay fed), fair to

Bulls
Feeders

until the Prussian autocracy is crushed
and Americans at home and abroad are
from the ruthlessness of the BerBOTH FLAGS DISPLAYED safe
lin government.
This was the outcome of the first
conference
here
Monday between
OLD GLORY FLOATS OVER LONPresident Wilson and Right Honorable
DON PARLIAMENT HOUSE.
Arthur J. Balfour, British secretary of
state for foreign affairs. The only othU. S. Partnership
Into World War er participant in the conference, which
lasted forty minutes, was Secretary of
Celebrated by Religious Services
State Lansing.
in St. Paul's Cathedral,

Arizona Man Plunges to Death. t
Miami, Ariz. Roy O'Connor, a painter, fell 100 feet from the top of the New Warrior Launched on Atlantic
New York. The battleship New
dome on the International Smelting
Company's converter and was instantly Mexico was launched from the Brookkilled.
lyn navy yard.
Cancel All Night Liquor Licenses.
York. Mayor Mitchel anNew
nounced after a conference with hotel and restaurant managers that
liquor licenses will be canceled
for the duration of the war, beginning
May 1. Thereafter all bars must be
closed at 1 o'clock.

QUOTATIONS

Governor Pardons Frank McNa-marAfter Hearing His

fifteen-year-ol-

40 PLANES

BRING DOWN

MARKET

NEW OFFENSIVE

PEACE FOR U.S.

"I Haven't Seen Papa Since

Little Baby."

I

Grain.
Wheat, ch. mill, 100 lbs., buying.
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs., buying.
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying.
Colo, oats, bulk, buying
Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs., sell
Was a
ing
s

clemency, and heard Frank Lowery,
the prison worker, appeal for her hus
band. "Of all the cases I have become
interested In," said Lowery, "none has
appealed to me more than this case.
It was not premeditated murder. This
man has lived long years in sorrow and
penance, and he wants to go back to
his wife and child to help make whatever reparation he can for his mis
take."
"And I haven't seen papa since I was
a little baby. I don't remember just
when or how he went away," spoke
up the child.
Governor Whitman saw there were
no objections to the application Low
in
sentiment
war
The
Peking.
ery presented, and Immediately par
China is increasing daily. The Chin- doned McNamara.
Mrs. McNamara
ese are incensed over the action of became hysterical. Mother and daugh-teChinese
the
Germany in detaining
had to be led out of the room.
minister in Berlin pending the safe ar
rival of Von Hlntze, German minister
WITH SKUNK
to Peking, There is also great indig GIRL BATTLES
nation over the detention of Chinese
Then Pupils in Her School Were Givstudents in Berlin and Munich.
en Vacation for a Few
Days.
Washington, April 24. A State Department dispatch yesterday told how
Miss Madge McMilColo.
Pueblo,
a German submarine several days ago
sank an unarmed freight steamer lan, pretty and young, three years ago
Valwhose name was not given, placed the filed on a homestead In Peaceful
crew of nineteen, including five ley, 20 miles west of Pueblo, and has
school ever since to
Americans, on the submarine deck, been teaching
and when a British patrol boat was hold her rights to the claim. It Is sad
to relate that Miss McMillan Is "In
sighted, dived suddenly, leaving the
her pupils.
nineteen to struggle for their lives in bad odor" withwoman
lives alone on
The young
the water, lae men managed tc
her ranch In a shack which she built
reach a boat.
with her own hands. One night reLondon. Two British hospital ships cently she was aroused from a deep
sunk by submarines with loss of sixty-thre- sleep by the sound of squawking.
Seizing a flashlight and a butcher-knifpersons, fifteen of them Gershe rushed to the chicken house
mans.
In the Champagne district Germans and, catching sight of an animal in
on the nests feasting on an egg
have launched a series of counter at one
it had broken, lunged at It. In an
been
which
with
have
tacks,
repulsed
severe losses, according to the Lon instant It turned, biting and scratchThe pretty schoolteacher coning.
don and Paris war statements.
the thing and soon it lay "welquered
Berlin says the French suffered
in Its own gore."
tering
heavily near Braye and the Hurtebise
Then she discovered that the animal
farm when moving up infantry intc was a
skunk.
position to attack.
The pupils have been on a vacation
Bombardments have become intense for a few
and the beauty of the
front teacher hasdays
again on the Austro-Italiabeen admired only from
Heavy fighting reported in Mace a distance.
donia.
Berlin admits loss of two de
a'B'oTiTroTrcro'm'mTya a a a a
stroyers in raid on Dover. German
MADE TO KNEEL AND KISS
100
fire
shells
into
Calais.
destroyers
Official reports indicate big battl
FLAG HE HAD CURSED
is brewing on the Aisne, where the
British and French guns are hammerKansas
City, Mo. William
ing the German lines with renewed
Powell and Eddie Smith, neNo intensive Infantry ac
intensity.
groes, were in police court one
tion reported yet but artillery duel 01
day recently.
extreme violence is In progress.
"I had an American flag out
in front of my bouse," said
Consider Passage of Draft BUI.
Powell. "This fellow came along
Washington. After finally disposand started cussing it; then we
ing of the great war loan the House
bad a fight"
and Senate went Into the final stagei
of the problem of raising an army ol
"Lay the flag on the floor," ordered the court Powell laid it
2,000,000 for defense of the nation.
down.
Argentina to Break With Kaiser.
"Now," said Judge Kelrnan to
Buenos Aires. El Dairo says the
Smith, "you get down on your
government probably will break off reknees and kiss that flag, and do
lations with the German minister, al
it quick."
there is no hope of obtaining satis
Smith obeyed.
or
indemnificafactory explanations
oaoooo
tion for the sinking of the Monte Pro frfpnooonooooo
will
tegido. It adds that Argentina
Birth of Twins Restores Mother's Sight
then join with the nations fighting foi
Burlington, Kan. Two weeks of
liberty, civilization and democracy.
blindness was ended for Mrs. McCul-lougwhen she gave birth to twins.
No Mail on Sunday in Great Britain.
London. Sunday postal service hae A few hours after the babes were born
been completely discontinued through- she awoke from sleep and was able to
see a faint light Since that her sight
out Great Britain.
has gradually returned.
Shortage of Food Causes Strike.
with
Dissatisfaction
Chicken Gizzard Held Diamond.
Stockholm.
frown Point' Ind. A valuable din.
the size of the bread ration, the shortage in many kinds of provisions and mnnrl- - which ahe had lost some Hm
previously and had given up hope of
high prices generally resulted in
strike of laborers in all the shops la unaing, was uiewncreu vj jots, xienry
flhaf or nf Tike ponntv. Ind. In tr
the town of Vestervik, which has
gizzard of a chicken she was dressing.
population of some 8,000.
U. S. Navy Patroling Atlantic Ocean.
School Lad Committed Suicide.
Washington. It became known ofHaledon, N. J. Raymond Oanove,
ficially that the American navy Is
"rapidly taking over the patrol which aged twelve years, committed suicide
the British and French Teasels estab- In his home here, rather than submit to
the command of bis stepfather that be
lished on the American coast."
assist his mother by washing dishes.
e,

n

u

.

Hungarian

$4.07
2.85
'2.45
2.45

.2.93
2.90

Z.0U

Flour.

Patent

3.65

..

Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Per Cent Commission.
30
28
Turkeys, fancy D. P
22
20
Turkeys, old toins
18
17
Turkeys, choice
24
22
Hens, fancy
20
16
Ducks, young
20
16
Geese
16
14
Boosters
Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F. O. B. Denver:
21
20
Hens, fancy, lb
12
10
Roosters
24
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over ,.22
17 It 19
Ducks, young
16
15
Geese
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
84
Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F. O. B.
26
Denver
Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
10.00
leas commission
$9.75
Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Process
Packing stock (net)

43

.

4041

39

33

Fruit.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box. . .$1.003.00
Pears, Colo., winter, box... 2.503.0Q
Vegetables.
Beets, cwt
$3.504.08
,
cwt.
1.602.00
Carrots,
10
.12
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, Pascal, hgr. doz... .30 .58
.25
Onions, table, doz
Onions, Tex wax, cwt.... 7.508.00
5.005.75
Potatoes, cwt
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
Prices Quoted for Metals.
New York. Lead, $9.00.
Bar Silver 72c.
Copper Casting, $25.62V4.
St. Louis. Spelter $9.64.
Boulder.
Tungsten concentrates,
$17.00 per unit; crude ores, 60,

60,
$15.00;

10.00

$9.4012.00; 10,
25,
per unit

$8.79

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Bulk, $15.40
Chicago.
Hogs
mixed.
15.75;
light, $14.5015.65;
$15.10 15.85;
heavy, $15.1015.85;
rough, $15.1015.30; pigs, $9.75
13.40.

Cattle Native beef cattle, $8.90
13.40; stockers and feeders, $7.10
9.80; cows and heifers, $5.60 11.00;
calves, $8.0012.50.
13.00;
Wethers, $10.60
Sheep
ewes, $9.46 12.50;' lambs, $12.00
16.10.

New York Cotton Prices.- New York. Cotton
May, 19.60;
July, 19.21; October, 18.19; December.
18.25; January, 18.28; middling, 20.10.
Butter, Eggs and Poultry.
Butter Creamery,
Chicago.

43c.

Eggs Firsts, 33l43414c; ordinary
at mark, cases infirsts,
cluded, 32 34c
Potatoes Washington, Idaho and
Colorado, $3.003.10; Michigan and
Wisconsin white, $2.85 3.00.
Poultry Fowls, 22c

3132c;

Price of Linseed.
Duluth. Linseed.
On track and
May,
$3.26 H
arrive, $3.27H3.28;
'
bid; July, $3.25Vi bid; Sept., $3.16
bid.
asked; Oct, $2.91
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $2.34
2.65.

Corn

t yeUow,

No. 2 yellow, $1.46

1.50; No.

$1.45H1.48.

Oats No. 1 white. S768c; standard,
Rye No. 2, $1.96.
Barley fl.20l.S2.
Timothy $5.00 6.00.
Clover $12.00(9 17.04.
Pork $36.67.
Lard $20 J0t7 20.86.
Ribs $19.22 19.67

6768ttc

-
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DAIRY STABLE

OF

SCIENTIFIC

V

The Easter Contains Features
Not Found in Some Other
Modern Structures.
BEST PROTECTION

FOR COWS

There Muit Be Freedom From Insecti,
Good Ventilation and Comfort
In Temperature for Sure
Milk Production.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
will answer
Mr. William A. Radford
questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he is, without doubt, the
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only Inclose two-ce- nt
stamp for
reply.

The important development of dairy
farming during the last decade Is very
forcefully Indicated by the changes
which have occurred in the stables
used on such farms. In the improvement of sanitary conditions around
such stables, one thing nt a time has
been found wanting until the dairy
stable has come strongly into the attention of
architects,
ventilating experts and equipment engineers causing it to be given a thorough overhauling and redesigning.
Several types have been established,
all of which aim to accomplish practically the same thing. Primarily, the
animals must be furnished the best
possible conditions in which to live
and, secondarily, the building must be
easy to keep clean.
This Is an Easter cow stable. It has
some features which are different from
other good stables, some of which are
well liked by everyone who has tried
them out.
Where the winters are cold, as they
are where dairying has been conducted
to the best advantage, a stuble really
should be built for warmth in winter
and clenn, airy coolness in summer.
This design sometimes is fitted with
farm-buildin- g

body warmth of the cows. Warm air
will rise to the celling and spread In
every direction. Aa it loads up with
impurities, and as its temperature la
reduced, the air becomes heavier. Aa
it reaches the outer walls it descends
and is drawn through the outlet flues
from near the floor behind the cows.
Practical Btable ventilation must be
studied for ench building separately.
What will work out in one stable
would be useless In another, because
of some peculiarity in the structure.
This center horizontal air duet Is
worth a trial. Being made of concrete, it may be kept perfectly clean,
and, being open, It is less of a harbor
for rats and mice than some of the
wall air ducts that are placed In stables. This center walk is mnde in
sections, so It may be lifted up and
rested against the front of the manner
while the stable Is being swept with a
broom or cleaned with a hose.
Any system of stable ventilation requires a temperature above 50 degrees F. to keep air In circulation. A
temperature above 50 may be maintained In a good stable In zero weather
by packing the cows close enough to
gether. This Is, of course, likely to
lead to the old argument about the
amount of nlr space required for animals, and this Is a subject that has
never been settled to the satisfaction
of dairymen,
But good cowmen like
to have the air changed whether there
Is much or little to change.
These
men make their stable ceiling low and
are particular to have a
cow In each stnll.
In building these stnbles in the
East, dairymen are particular not to
leave any ledges to hold (lust. They
use Inside celling without beading and
they paint the celling In such a way as
to fill the cracks so far as possible, so
the celling Is smooth and airtight. For
the same reason there are no window
stools. There nre no unnecessary projections anywhere on the Inside of the
stnble. The same Idea Is followed in
the stall partitions.
In this particular stuble the only
support to the ceiling Is from the partition uprights between the cows,
which are cemented In the floor and
fastened to the celling by screws
through threaded plates. A loft over a
stable like this is not used for any
purpose except as nn uir space, and
the uir Is ehunged hs having a window
In each gable. The silos are placed
between the stuble and storage barn,
with room for a feed currier to puss
through ; this carrier track extends the
good-size-

d

INVENTION

OF

CRANK-SHAF-

TIRE PUMP

T

Meenational
SDNMrsaiooL
Lesson
3r K. O. SELLERS, Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright,

1917.

Western Newspaper Union.)

LESSON FOR APRIL 29
JESUS WELCOMED

AS KING.

LESSON TEXT John 12:13-GOLDEN TEXT Messed Is the King
or Israel tliat cometh in the name of tin
Lord-Jo- hn

12:13.

This lesson marks the beginning of
that last tragic week In the life of

SYMPTOMS

OF DISORDERS

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The condition of a sick horse Is
shown to a certain extent by the appearance of the mucous membranes.
For example, when the animal is anemic as a result of disease or of Inappropriate feed the mucous membranes
become pale. This change in the mucous membranes can be seen most readily in the lining of the eyelids and In
the lining of the nostril.
Paleness
means weak circulation or poor blood.
Increased redness occurs in painful
conditions, excitement and following
severe exertion. In fevers there is an
increased redness In the mucous membrane, and this continues so long as
the fever lasts. In some diseases red
spots or streaks form In the mucous
membrane. This usually indicates an
Infectious disease of considerable severity, and occurs In blood poisoning.

HORSES

AMONG

In fever, the skin becomes dry; the
hair has a harsh feel that la quite dif-

ferent from the condition observed in,
health, and from the fact of Its being
so dry the individual hairs do not adhere to one another, they stand apart,
and the animal has what la known aa
"a staring coat" When, during a
fever, sweating occurs, It Is usually an
Indication that the crisis is passed.
Sometimes sweating is an Indication of
pain. A horse with, lockjaw or
sweats profusely. Horses sweat
freely when there Is a serious impediment to respiration; they sweat under
excitement and, of course, from the
physiological causes of beat
and work. Local sweating, or sweating
of a restricted area of the body, denotes some kind of nerve interference.
Swellings of the skin usually come
from wounds or other external causes.
There nre, however, a number of condi- azo-tur- ta

n

our Lord, the most Importnnt week in
nil history since creation.
The date
The invention of a crank shaft tire
To operate, insert the shaft of the was probably April 1, A. D. 30.
reon
which patents have been
I. The Lesson of His
pump
pump in the crnnk hole below the ra
Kinship, (vv.
cently Issued makes the adaptation of diator so thnt the clutch on the pump
Reading cnrefully the record
a
tire pump comparative- shaft engages the cranking pin on the of euch
evangelist, regarding this trily simple. By driving the pump from end of the motor shaft.
The pump
the end of the crunk shaft the whole body Is then Instantly clnmped to the umphal entry, we nre still at a loss
power of the motor is behind it and cross member of the chnsis. The hose fully to describe the scene. It octhere is no dunger to the timing, un- Is then connected to the tire and mo curred the day following the supper In
iversal and water pump packing, ulong tor started. This type of pump does the homo of Mary and Martha and
the secondary shafts. Automobile en- away with the muchine shop expense Lazarus, I. e. on the Jewish Sabbath.
gineers have never favored driving of installing geared pumps, and does From Bethphage Jesus sent two of
pumps by gears from these side shafts, not complicate the inechunlsm of the his disciples Into Jerusalem to secure
us the intermittent pounding of genrs motor.
the colt. They were to loose him withmakes trouble sooner or Inter. The
These pumps are not adapted to ev out
nsklng anyone's permission, and
crank shaft pump Is carried In the ery make of car as some of them nre
tool case and kept clenn from road arranged with crank clutches with bring the ass and her colt to him to
whom all things belong, with no other
dust and grease.
spring throwouts,
explanation than, "The Lord hath need
of them" (Matt. 21 :3). This command
wns In line with the prophecy (Zech.
TO
0:0). The young nss was a symbol of
HINTS FOR DRIVERS
peace, but the going of the disciples,
In obedience to his command, was an
Don't ruce the motor when
act of faith, ond obedience is the suNot All Owners of Automobiles
shifting geurs.
preme test of disclpleshlp (John
Don't violate the unwritten
In response to their faith,
l.r:14).
Have Correct Idea.
rules of the road.
they found everything Just us he sutd
Don't overwork the motor on
It would be (Luke 19:152).
Placing
hills shift gears.
their garments upon the colt (Matt.
Don't fall to carry necessary
21 :7) Jesus rode upon It toward the
DUST IS DRAWN INTO MOTOR
license numbers.
city, the people crying, "Hosanna"
Don't abuse the brakes. Apliterally, "Save. I beseech" (Ps. 10:37-4- 0
thein
ply
; see Luke 10 :3S ; Mk. 11
gradually.
; Matt.
FINE TYPE OF BELGIAN STALLION.
Deposit Eventually Becomes 80 Deep
Don't drive through traffic
21:0). The enthusiasm of the moment
It Is Incandescent, Causing Premawith head lamps lighted.
was tremendous. For the moment this When the liver Is deranged and does tlons in which the swelling of the skin
ture Explosion of
Don't shift Into or out of recorIs a symptom of a derangement of
great crowd (Mk. 11:8) believed thnt not operate, or when the
Is Favored.
verse when car Is moving.
Jesus was really the Messiah, threw puscles ore broken down, ns in serious some other part of the body. For exDon't drive fast on wet
the garments of their holiday attire In axes of Influenza, there Is a yellowish ample, there Is the
"stockthe car is lluble to skid.
bis way (Matt. 21 :8), and cast their discoloration of the mucous mem ing" or swelling of the legs about the
Each man who owns nn automobile
Don't start on a trip without
has his own Ideas about carbon pre
palm branches before him. The Phari- brane. The mucous niembrunces be fetlock Joints. In Influenza. There is
a full gasoline tank and plenty
sees protested (Luke 1!):3!M0), but the come bluish or blue In any serious dis the soft swelling of tUe hind legs that
vention and removul, but not ull of
of oil.
enemies of Jesus for the moment were ease of the respiratory tract, as pneu- occurs so often In druft horses when
them are by any means correct. This
Don't descend extremely steep
substance is deposited In the combusimpotent (John 12:10). The Phari monia, nnd In heart failure.
standing sill) and that comes from presees forgot their dignity to such nn
grades before shifting into one
If there is fever the temperature of vious inflammation or from insufficient
tion chumhers of the gasoline engine
of the lower genrs.
extent ns to get excited along with the the skin Is likely to be increased. heart power. Dropsy of the skin mny
through Imperfect combustion of the
Don't fall to keep the brakes
multitude, though with another pur- Sometimes, however, ns a result of occur beneath the chest or abdomen
cylinder oil and gasoline.
adjusted.
Dust is drawn Into the motor and
poor circulation and Irregular dlstrihu- - from weak heart or from chronic colpose (See Luke 10:37-40)- .
Don't use dirty water In your
adheres to the first oily surfuce it
the enthusiasm of the peo lon of the blood, fhe body may be lection of fluid In the chest or abdoradiator.
strikes, adding to the accumulation of
ple wns not
Many of the warmer than normal, while the legs men. In anasarca or purpura hemorDon't turn corners too rapidsame ones were soon crying, "Crucify mil ears may be cold. When the gen- - rhagica large soft swellings appear on
the piston head. Eventually, this de
.
him" (Oh.
ly. It is hurd on tiros.
Jesus himself
any part of the skin, but usually on
posit becomes so deep that it is Indid not Join In the general joy (Luke
the legs, side of the body, and about
candescent, causing premature Ignition
19:41-44of the fuel. It is this latter characterthe head.
for he, with prophetic eye,
.
saw the outcome (Luke
istic which makes it so important to CHANGE OF LUBRICATING
All
Importance of Wounds.
OIL
the city was stirred as Jesus entered
get rid of the curbon.
Wounds of the skin may be of Im21 :10).
Somo Chemical Removers.
When
enters
he
(Matt.
truly
Is
This substances may be scraped out friction WhenGreatly Increased in En- - a city It Is always stirred. It was not
portance in the diagnosis of Internal
Carbon and Gum Are
gine
disease. Wounds over the bony promiuntil nfter the resurrection thnt the
with specially designed tools with most
Present in Lubricant
nences, us the point of the hip, the point
disciples of Jesus understood the
engines, which permit a pretty thorof the shoulder, and the greatest conough Job to be engineered without reinclining of this event. They then rervot
Is
attention
enough
given by called what the prophet, Zecharlah,
There are drivers of automobiles to
vexity of the ribs, occur when a horso
moving the cyllnder-heud- .
the
changing had said, and saw In the fulfillment of
is unable to stand for a long time and,
several sorts of chemical carbon re- or tne
oil
In
the
case.
crnnk
lubricating
movers on the market which are to be
his prediction the Messiah of whom he
through continually lying upon his
says Prof. II. L. Thomson of the De
side, has shut off the circulation to the
Injected into the combustion chamber partment of Farm
spoke.
Engineering at
for the purpose of loosening the
II. The Lesson of Reverence (vv. 17- portion of the skin thut covers parts of
UKianoraa Agricultural and Mechanical
the body thut carry the greatest weight,
and permitting it to be blown out
Is one thing to acknowledge
It
10.)
Fresh
oil
is
college.
poured In the
and in this way has caused them to
of the exhaust.
crnnk case from time to time, but no Jesus ns a King. It Is quite another to
Yearling Clydesdale.
With some types of motors it is posrevere him as Lord nnd Savior. Never
mortify. Little, round, soft, doughlike
is
to
thought
what happens to was
given
sible to drop a smull chain in the com- uns
there a time when we need more eral surface of the body becomes cold swellings occur on the skin and may be
011.
scattered
bustion chamber and let it scrape the
freely over the surface of the
The oil breaks down Into gum and to have reverence for things holy nnd It Is evidence of a chill, or that the
curbon automatically as it flies about carbon as
Is on the body when the horse is afflicted with
Is
for
animal
constituted
heart
and
the
weak
than
the
authority
it wears out, neither oi
under the Impulses of the piston.
urtienria. Similar eruptions, but dis
dny. The net of reverence on Verge of collapse.
which will lubricate.
Pouring fresh present
tributed less generally, about the Blze
Kerosene Best Remedy.
Skin of Healthy Horse.
oil into this mixture simply dilutes It. the pnrt of this multitude for the
When the engine is hot at the end There is also
The skin Is moist, to a certain de- of a silver dollar, may occur as a
King ought to be a suggestion
which
water,
will
sepIn a healthy horse. symptom of dourlne, or colt distemper.
of the day's run, feed about three or arate from oil Into
the bottom of the to those who look upon Jesus merely gree, at all times
ns a man.
four ounces, say, a third of an ordinary crnnk case, as well as
This moisture is not in the form of a Hard lumps, from which radlute welt-lik- e
and matedirt
swellings of the lymphntlcs, occur
drinking glass of kerosene through rial which will have a
perceptible sweat, but It Is enough to
tendency to
Ride triumphantly;
the nlr vent on the Intake manifold,
keep the skin pliable and to cause the In glanders, and bllsterlike eruptions
Behold we lay
the
strainer
up
of
oil pump.
the
ciog
or through the air intake of the carbuoair to have a soft, healthy feel. In occur around the mouth and pasterns
Our lusts and proud wills In Thy way.
Once In every 2,000 miles the crank
some chronic diseased conditions and In horsepox.
retor, while the engine is idling.
case should be drained of oil and the
Jesus' grief Is In strange contrast
The kerosene should be poured in oil strainer cleaned. A
kerof
gallon
gradually and the throttle should be osene is put in and the engine run for with the Joy of the multitude. The
sight of when comparing the range
opened very slowly, and the engine be about a minute and the kerosene practical application for us today Is: RANGE CATTLE NOW
cattle with the steer production of
we
cast
Have
our
talents
before
on
the
Is
which
him,
speeded up
kerosene,
drained off. It Is surprising how bluck
the farms over the central west and
God's
anointed
thus drawn Into the cylinders In larger and
There
rightfully
King?"
dirty this kerosnne will be. and
GIVEN PREFERENCE eastern states. The range is not In
quantities than can be vaporized and what dirt it will bring out with it. had been a large company of people
the least mixed with dairy blood,
burned at once, and In a few minutes Then when fresh oil is
present when Jesus wns nt the tomb
while many of the farm herds are
put In the crank of Lazarus, and raised him from the
the excess kerosene la being churned case the
has
a
clean oil. Un- dead. The
engine
more or less mixed with other thun
testimony of these eye- Native or Farm-Raise- d
up and down In the cylinders, soaking der such treatment the
Steer Not strictly beef breeds. Feeders desire
bearings will
the valve seats and spark plugs.
stand up for a long time without tak- witnesses to the power of Jesus must
uniformity In their cattle to go Into
hnve had
So Nearly of One Type in
Left for the Night
weight with the multiing up. The wear on
whole in- tude. Thegrent
the feed yard, because uniformity In
enthusiasm of this crowd
That there is a surplus of the kero ternal mechanism of the the
Breed.
Color and
motor will be for Jesus excited the hatred
pretype, color and general make-usene in the cylinders may be proved by much less.
of
the
In addition to this, the
sents a more pleasing general appearIt nil the more Inthe fact that the engine will run at driver will save
Pharisees,
making
many dollars In fuel tense, for
The range steer receives the prefer ance to the buyer than dissimilarity
they saw the crowd forsakgood speed for several minutes after bills. Friction Is
steers
greatly Increased on ing them, and following one whom ence now for the feed lot over what Is In any of Its phases. Farm-brethe operator has stopped pouring the the side of the
will become more plentiful as the
engine when carbon and they envied and hnted. To one anoth- termed the native ateer, the
oil into the Intake manifold.
gum are present in the lubricant, and er
states. farms become more Interested in the
steer of the corn-bel- t
After running the engine for some It will take more
they exclaimed, "Rehold, how ye
power to run an enThis Is largely due to the more uni buby betf Industry.
Notice
the
minutes on the kerosene fuel, It should gine, and the
prevail
nothing."
personal
engine will have less pow pronoun
be rapidly speeded up by opening the er to drive the
"ye," seeking to lay the fault form quality of londs of cattle from
car.
the oil
wider and then, while the ker- as often as this Is Changing
upon others rather than taking their the range. The native cattle nre not
exan
apparently
own share or the burden, another so nearly of one type; In fact, they nre SCARCITY OF POTASH
osene Is still being poured into the pensive
Is the
procedure, but
manifold, the spark should be shut off. cheapest Insurance for reallylife that touch of human nature which Is evi- most generally of a mixed breed, mixed
long
PUZZLING TO FARMER
dent even todny. It Is very easy for colors, mixed sizes nnd dissimilarity
More kerosene Is drawn Into the cyl the
engine can have.
p
readers of the life of Jesus prevails, showing that they are a
present-da- y
inders with each revolution, and none
to be swept with enthusiasm, and to
neighborhood product.
of It is burned up, and It may be left LENGTHEN
LIFE OF
S
There was a time in the history of Expert of Massachusetts Agrfor the night to perform Its function
exclaim, "Had I been there I would
have gladly joined with the multitude's cattle feeding when the reverse conof a carbon solvent on the cylinder
icultural College Recommends
When Placed in Mold Clamp Screw, cry, and cast my garments before ditions prevailed. The range steer
head, valve seats and plugs.
Should Be Tightened Until Exact
Jesus." The more practical question was looked upon with suspicion by the
Use as Fertilizer.
8ize Is Obtained.
Is, "Are we willing today to crown cattle feeder. There was not much In
TOURING CARS FOR CAMPERS
make-up
feeder.
the
his
that
we
him
not more frepleased
King?" Are
The life of an
can be greatly
root
Parsnips are a
joining In the carping criticism His long horns, his wild, nervous,
Special Machine, Fully Equipped With lengthened by observing the following quently
scaredhulf-to-deatactions ond be- crop, which occupy the ground until
Is a day, howPharisees?
There
of
the
rules:
Be
to
Built by
Paraphernalia,
the late fall and sometimes until the
When the tire Is placed In the mold. ever, when Jesus' triumph will not be havior convinced the feeder buyer that
Company Just Formed.
as It was that day In Je- he did not care to risk him. It took following spring. II. F. Thompson,
the clamp screw should be tightened short-live23:35-40Before that a few years to break down this pre- processor of market gardening, MasA company has been formed to man until the exact size of the tire is ob rusalem (Matt.
Agricultural college, has
comes
we
hlra as judice, but gradually good reports sachusetts
herald
may
glad
day
and
one-hathen given about
ufacture a special touring car, equipped tained,
sand recommended for beets and carrots
common
more
until
the
became
our
In
testimonies
our
by
King
dny
turn.
This slightly decreases fhe size
with full camping paraphernalia. The
world, and thus hills cattle of Nebraska and some oth- the use of 1,000 pounds fier acre ot
of the cavity and relieves the strain to the
cruiser is to appear as a
fertilizer, analyzing 3 per
we
our
be
will
laying
palm branches er western districts where a good qualon
In addition to giving
the
roadster, most of the space back of the
beef-brebecent nitrogen, 8 per cent phosphoric
were
used
bulls
of
our
and
of
ity
which
are
garments,
victory
front seat being devoted to the stow perfect results In the cure.
acid and 10 per cent potash.
Never allow the bag to become flat, of no value, before him who Is alto- came famous in the demand for their
The rear
ing of camping equipment
Twentieth
feeder
Present wartime conditions prevent
steers,
Century
says
worthy.
compartment will carry a tent folding as this will cause cracks In the lining. gether
the use of the amount of potash recomIII. The Lesson of the Creek Pil- Farmer.
Inject a little water Into the bag
bed, table, chairs, bed clothing, a stove
The steady Increase in breeding mended, and probably the best advice
These Greeks came
and places for carrying food. The car each week In order to keep the Inside grims (vv.
quality of the range cattle generally that may be given Is to use as much
Vst to Philip, who himself was
of the bag moist
will be made completely waterproof.
Greek. The hour had come (v. 23) Is a feature that must not be lost potash as can be obtained now.
when the work of Jesus for the Jews
Paper Robes for Autos.
Why He Hurried.
One of the latest fads for autoroo- - was to be finished. The Jews had
Aaron, seeing Beerbaum with a new
Both Eat Same Amount
Separator Improvement
overcoat asks, "Vere did you get It?" bilists Is the paper lap robe, said to be been threatened with Greek religion,
A speed Indicator to show the speed
A good cow doesn't eat any more
"I was hurrying across Michigan very efficacious In keeping one warm and that assault had been stopped by at which the separator Is running Is a feed than an Inferior one. By raising
Christ came first to
avenue," said Beerbaum, "wheta I ran during long, cold tides. Even newspa- the Pharisees.
very valuable device for hand separa- your own calves yon can keep those
against a big car and tore my old coat pers will do, but soft papers, which the Jews that through them he might tors.
cows and
It will save enough butterfat from your
Just then the owner came out of the tuck In so much better, are to be pre- reach the Gentiles. Now his work for to pay for Itself several times each thus build up your herd and profits
Is
He
done.
the
as
ferred.
Jewa
he
me
dollars
rejoices
club
and
gave
fifty
Chicago
at very little additional cost
sees the Greeks coming to him, for It year.
to buy myself a new one."
was to be In Greek dress and In Greek
Aaron pulled on his own coat and,
Goggles for Night Driving.
When to Wean Calves.
Have a Manure Spreader.
New automobile goggles for night form of expression that Christianity
seizing his hat started for the door.
When the calves are seven to eight
If yon cannot afford to buy a
"Where're yon going?" asked Beer- driving have opaque diagonals on the was to conquer the world. But this
better rent-ro- ot
borrow
lenses to enable a wearer to tarn his rejoicing Is tinged with sorrow, for It months old wean them, for the cows
baum.
eed a short vacation In which to
your neighbor's. The use of a rentprophecy of the price that he
"Out to see If that automobile Is still head slightly and thus avoid the glare waa
must pay tor the redemption
of headlights he faces.
the build np the next calves they are to ed one for two or three seastfaa will
there."
Iron.
enable you to buy one,
a in
srorld.
CRANK 8HAFT TIRE PUMP.
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Floor Plan.
outside blinds, painted dark green, whole length of the cow stable, and
This Is for the purpose of shutting It runs far enough Into the storage barn
up dark after the cows are milked in to load the litter carrier.
The value of this arrangement may
the morning In summer. When the
blinds are shut the Btable Is so dark be better understood by the study of
that flies will not stay In It. Dairymen one fact that north of the
have taken lessons from good houseparallel of latitude there is an
keepers In this respect. Flies will average of only six weeks of good pascrawl out of a very small crack to get ture. There are droughts sandwiched
from darkness to light. You can't In between late spring and early fall
shut flies out of a cow stable, that Is, frost, so that dulrymen are obliged to
you can't shut them all out; but It is supply manger feed for ten or eleven
possible to shut up a stable like this months. In fact, some of the best
so dark that they will all leave it be- dairymen don't depend on pasture, extween morning and evening milking cept to have a run for the cows for
hours.
exercise, fresh nlr and general henlth.
Of couise, the cows will carry flies Of course, they want cows to get some
In with them when they are stabled In picking, and this Is necessary to Inthe afternoon, and this cannot be duce the cows to travel abofit. But
avoided very well. However, some when It comes to actual feeding, the
New York dairymen have dark pas- stuble is depended upon in summer as
sageways leading to the stables, where well as winter. The storage of silage
a good many flies are brushed off by and the growing of alfalfa have brought
the attendant as the cows pass in. One about this change.
The old plan of growing soiling
dairyman experimented with stationon to any great
ary brushes in a dark passageway, crops is not carried
which Is an automatic way of brush- extent; labor Is too expensive. Silage
ing the flies off the cows as they enter and alfalfa are better and cheaper. At
the same time, good cows appreciate
the stable.
Easter dairymen usually are well a feed once a dny of green stuff. It
may be clover, oats, succotash, alfalfa.
supplied with small hills or banks on or
any other good forage crops, but
which to arrange their stables, barnthis feed is given as an appetizer more
a
etc.
this
For
gently
plan,
yards,
than for the actual returns in milk de
sloping bank, falling away towards the
south or southeast. Is preferable. The rived from It
north Is usually protected by a group
Hot and Strong.
pf trees or high board fence.
Charles Sarka, who draws pictures
During the last ten years stables for
the comic magazines, spends his
have grown in size and dimensions.
Little cellar windows of meager sizes summers in the Adtrondacks, above
In lonesome connection have been dis Gloversvllle, N. Y. Last summer he
and his wife attended a corn roast at
placed by two sash windows, as care- a
camp near his own. Some Illinois
fully made and adjusted as the windows In the house. The system of visitors were playing host and among
ventilation In this stable Is a combina- the guests was a young Scandinavian
tion system, with the ceiling openings who worked as a brnkeman on an Illithat permit the ventilators to carry nois railroad. The Scandinavian was
off the warm air from the top of the painfully clean and dressed up and his
voice had frozen.
Btable in summer.
Whoever made the cqffee made It too
There may be built in the concrete
floor la the feed passageway a cen- strong, and Mrs. Sarka passed a teatral air duct to admit fresh air. Over kettle of hot water among the party to
this air duct la placed a wooden walk, dilute the brew.
"Will you have some hot water in
built of 2 by 4 cross pieces, with the
This your coffee, Mr. Larson?" she asked the
boards nailed on lengthwise.
leaves an opening between the 2 by 4 Scandinavian.
"No, thank you," he replied hoarse-cross pieces for the entrance of air
Into the stable directly In front of the ly, "mine's hot enough." Pittsburgh
Chronicle Telegraph.
cows' noses.
According to the principle of warm-ai- r
A Mean Man.
circulation, this arrangement Is
"I never thought Smith waa a man
theoretically correct Air Is admitted
n the center of the room that is prop- to desert a woman in an emergency."
rwhy, what did he doT"
erly proportioned and close enough
e
"Their cook gave notice yesterday
built to prevent the Influence, of
The cold air from and this morning he left his wife cryall1 currents.
outside Is heated by the lungs and the ing for help."
forty-secon- d
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IN THE MATTER OF CENSORSHIP
(i

-

raisin:.; tlie
rcrim..i. "f scll'iii'" tl'e Ixui'ls
annv :la! v,
an .)' ircit:rtf t!:i
rtry ct'tlviM'iMH to
. slmuM In
pru'ii: c vii-- iy I" A:'n ru an arm-vm cini'iil in the 'Manner in whit h tliey go
alii ii( llieir
A;irrua has i r i:ni.i!C- ii,:!lio;i
hmiilied
one
people, seventy million
ly
ol who!" are ah!e to lliink for t lietnselvcs atvl
as to what
eaeli oi whnni lias a different
can ril :L war, who M:irtci it, how we eoitlil
li,,vt: kepi out of it and what we .should do
to end it.
Irrespective of these seventy million ideas we believe that all Americans are
a unit on the proposition t t there is nothing
to do now but to invent stu b a formidable array of finance, men and patriotism as will
j'l.c.'M'

iio
ill he

w

i'.'i

i l.ar--

i

i'

f

;

;

il'a

h.-i-

win.

However, not otic of these seventy

the future acts of our administration,
Nothing will hinder the success of American arms more than to attempt a censorship
It is all right to censor news
on criticism.
of the movement of troops, the movements of
vessels, the supply of foodstuffs and matters
of this kind, but when it comes to censoring
criticism of official acts, war or no war, the
American people will not stand for it.
Any
attempt to censor criticism will result in dissatisfaction, fewer recruits and less moral suf-poto the war, the United States over.
Many of our people feel that we are waging an unnecessary war ; that had our government been maned by men of great statecraft
we could have conducted an administration
the nations that would not have brought
lis into the conflict.
Many of our people feel
that we are in this conflict because we were
the ally of the Allies all through the war and
that we were not the neutral nation we should
have been. Many of our people feel that because of this it is now necessary for us to
enter the war at this time in order to prevent
Germany from waging an indeniinity war
against us when this war is over.
Many of
our people also feel that because of the depleted man power of b'rattce, the financial situation in England and the tendency of Russia
to sign a separate peace with Germany, we
entered the war to prevent the Allies from be- One thing is sure, up to date
ing defeated.
it is not a popular war.
Even those who
mentally favored the Allies are open in the
statements that they do not believe in the
war and those who mentally favored Germany are ojVn in the statement that we should
have kept out.
Whatever these beliefs may l)e or whatever the feelings may be, we are in the war and
it must be won. But it cannot be won by enacting laws that are intended to curb criticism or
to prevent a full and free discusion of the officials acts of our government.
It is a whole
lot better to discuss them now among ourselves than it is to let some future historian
discuss them in the then light of history, which
will be done. If they are properly discussed
now the future historian can get a viewpoint
which no one gets at the present time.
Aside from that the greatest bulwark of
the American government is its free speech
and its freedom of the press. No one is going
to deliberately try to arouse American people
against their own government either in speech
or in editorials. The government should beware that it does not, through censorship laws,
arouse the enmity of its own people against
itself.
An open discussion of any subject
finally develops the facts relative to that subThe fact that the administration is
ject.
trying to curb ciitkism indicates that it is
fearful of the results of the facts in connection
with our entrance into this war.
Senator
Thomas, Senator P.orah ;md Senator Johnson
are justified in the fight they are making
against the administration's measure.
If the administration will stop trying to
suppress public criticism through speech and
through the press and will come out frankly
and state just what it wants in the way of men
and money, we believe it will get them.
War the
During the Spanish-America- n
criticism against President McKinley and the
administration was something terrific; by reason of that criticism Senator Teller of Colorado succeeded in placing in the Declaration
of War three words: "not for conquest" and
those three words were in time pronounced
the foundation upon which America waged
that war and came out unsullied as between
the nations.
Neither President McKinley
nor any leader of the administration attempted
to stop in any way the criticism either of the
In the midst of
press or of public speakers.
the criticism America's young manhood flocked to the colors by the thousands.
The same will be true in this war. An
American, wherever he is, wants to express
his opinion.
Washington ought to realize
this and use it to advantage.
rt

cnsUlces?

A BIG ONE DURING

PAST SEVEN DAYS
DEFENSE

WAR
COUNCIL,
BOARD, ADJUTANT GENERAL APPOINTED BY GOVERNOR;
FOOD AND
SPECIAL
SESSION PROCLAMATIONS ISSUED

Marron & Wood

Chr

ed With

Con- -

tempt

State Highway Commission authorizes use of all state teams and MINING ACTIVITY
machinery for farming purposes and
discontinues all road work, excepting
where emergency
demands repairs,
IS INCREASING IN
until after the planting of the crops.
State Department of Education
calls nn all teachers in the state
THIS STATE AGAIN
the Governor's proclama
ircscnt
tion to their schools and to ushe
Ithi'ir influence in every community
iin the state for the planting of more
crops and the conservation of foods. HIGH PRICE AND CONTINUED
Governor Lindsey appoints
War
UJ5MAWJJ
FOB ALL THE
Committee to he in continuous session from today on and to consider
METALS IS CAUSING MORE
and recommend measures of relief
and efficiency.
MEN TO DELVE INTO THE

Manual
A. "II..

of

Murdock,

Music:

Albuquerque,

Margaret Rice of El Paso, Physical
Education ; Superintendent George
L. Erinton, of Carlsbad, Pedagogy;
Bede.-lrck- .
I

A. H., of Demingj
na
Secondary Education ; Elcisa DeBaca
Pd.. of V illard, Spanish; J. R. Craw-fo- .
d, Id. B., Mathematics.
Expense
The eynenses wi I he ahoitt as fot- lows: board and room for the entire
5
riil'oad fare
!5rm i?42, tuition
lua)imfr a totA necessary ex- 3
01
.e,nsc
.?r the summer school.
railroad fare to bona fide
pay
residents of New Mexico from any
pointn in the state to Silver City and
retti-above
etaoin shemv bxz

f

MOUNTAINS

Corporation Commission Cases
The State Corporation Commission
announces the closing of the following informal cases with the results
in each case
Inadequate Waiting Room Facilities at Cambray Citizens submitted
petition to the Commission asking
the construction of a wailing
room at the depot at that point.
considerable
correspondence
bv the Commission with the rail- road enmnanv the latter construct-- 1
r the desired addition to the budd-- .
.ing and the case is therefore closed

Training; Sarafc D. Ulmer,
of Hudson: Mrs. Fannie K.

WE MUST HAVE FAIR
AND EQUITAELE

The purchasers of the Jones and
Winters
groups of mining claims
rsanta fe county are
in eastern
bringing in tlie machinery lor the
rapid development of the ore bod-fics already shown to be there. It
is understood tl.at the first mach-Aftineiy put on the property will be
an air compressor, ore cars, rails
and the equipment necessary to oush
won;, after winch three shifts wil.
Rcduc- be worked on the property.
tion works will come later.

TAXES

The RepubWashington, April
The Supreme Court of New Mexico
lican Pub icity Association, through
directs the attorney general to file
i's
Hon.
President,
Jonathan Bourne,
an iniormation for c.mtcmpt against
Jr., today gave ort the fallowing
Kraut is K. Wood ami O. N. Marron,
its
at
Washington Head
of Albuquerque.
quarters.
The action is tiased on aliened vio-laI he American
of the order of suspension ispeole do not merit
rhc scolding adminstered to them bv
sued liy the court cm September
E.
Howard
Coffin, who makes the
On that date they were
ZH,
last
vague and indiscriminate charge that
si!'n ruled from practice for One1 August Winkler, Socorro and Mag-ing- s
Iv
, o.'..
(
.
i fnnA'ttirtn
.,,
r(
..v.,,.,...--!l. TU.t
1111
t.
II.UUI4
rrtnr T1
year, following disbarment proceed-- 1
con- - tnere js and nas
arc snowing
i.M.mi ;nra
VS
bce for the past
'n
h:'SxhS
Now that the winter wheat crop throughbrought by the State liar as- siderablc
and
as it is an f0lir years an abundance of
K y. ("--T rain
activity
A.
1.
S
r.,
sociation on charge of unprofession- ,",ehcdi-loil time for the assessment work no onc wno iias watched the ysteria,
out the country is reported as only 65 per cent
sion
on Magdalena
erratic
a: conduct. Violation of the order of
the activity means something.
r
It
k...
,:n
of the normal, and if is necessary to suppleis aileged in a report Complainants prayed for a chance in is known
bodies
ore
of
that
Socorro-Maglarge
schedule. of the
it can De so aetinitely located
.... l,v .. rnmmiHpf of. Albimiier. train
r,,.,lP
.
I ,
ment it by the planting of a great deal of
but
will
in
exist
the
camp,
proba
,L.
is
j
no
that there
for a
fllHI all!
MrllClld Iflrllltll,
lilt "
que iwayers appointee, recently "y rlnnire
until 'here general accusation. justification
t.
Mr. Coffin does
j blv never he m"worked
spring wheat, it is time for the dry land states the supreme
court to make an insome
crecieii
ai
informal
conference
in
ence
an
.
mention
i,s
of
the
and
not
specifically any
to get busv and plant every acre of available
The report charges
vestigation.
Magda'ena between Santa Fe offici-- ! I'01"1 , ea,sl,y, reached by the major factories that he says bave been
that they have engaged in legal ats
land which is under irrigation from ditch,
' l,le iarE'-'- r properties ot tne c'osed without cause, but it is safe
and members of this Commis-1practice since their suspension.
district.
to say that if he will investigate
well, or otherwise, as the drouth will have litViolation of such an order is pun- sion. it was agreed that the train
he will find an explanation in the
out of Socorro
ishable by permanent
tle effect on the production of such lands.
disbarment, would be srhedu'cd
is
It
the
that
reported
uncertain outcome of legislative rein the dis- at 4:30 A. M which would afford1
fine or imprisonment,
c
disores
of
Not more than half the land under ditch,
the
Magdalena
a good connection
with the main!
commendations made by this Democretion of the supreme court.
-- r,A
i;
nrniit n( (he rarlier Hi.-- I trictth will find a profitable market
cratic administration. Mr. Coffin's
with plenty of water available for its irrigaWalnew
at
process
plant
mails
for
outly-athe
the
nearest approach to the problem be
tribi.tion
of
t
For Better Crops and LWestock
tion, is usuallv put to croos of any kind in New
wil! be able to fore the
districts from Magdalena. and al do. The new plan,
ing
country is in his closing
Farm
of
e
The
extension
company
ores carrying sentence where
Mexico.
This condition should be changed
he says: "We must
so expedite the switching and snot handle the
as
a
mere
no
a
or
silver
way entire have successful industries if success
Aiuuquerque, organizeu
,.t ban ai luaKi 1111.11a onuj ivi.i- gold in
now, every acre possible to water should be
ness measure, filed articles i.II'JK7for"I the
the
and
to
ly satisfactory
producers,
ful tax levies are to be
but
mining interests there.
used this year.
It should le planted to whatof incorporation with the state cor y
later it .....is expected
that. .1 the pre-- , he gets the cart before raised";
horse.
. the
... : n wuc
i
in
The
commission
j
today.
poration
ever crops it is Inst adapted.
of
Production
",lla,!'
"'" ",,u He should have said: "We must
charges at points on lines
corporators are Max Nordhaus, J. a. of Storage
have fair and equitable tax levies
food supplies should be given preference and
Santa Fe System in New Mexi- Herndon, J. M. Raynolds, Wilmott
if we are to have successful in17
Too
Tth.CO..
ami
ll.mlh
in
A number of inquiries have been dustries".
uncertainties eliminated. There
exneriments
We cannot tax industries
This cause resulted from complaint
forth!
the
concern
set
obiecls
of
.
thn
are
tfce
inade
for
nlnrer
nrnnertie
-will be ample demand at exceedingly high
to death and then revive them by
of T. L. House, of House, alleging A "
v,"
fniinu,..
the country for hysteria.
prices for all the ordinary staples this year.
"The objects of this company arel,I,at ms f,'rm wa? ca'ed uPon t0 'V? ing the inquiries make the known scolding
to encourage the raising of larger .storage charges by the agent of the New Mexico p'acers undesirable.
o
MOTHER OF MRS. CALISCH
Fe at Tolar after the cxpira-stoc- New Mexico has a
and better crops and better
large area of
The president has called out the New
DIES AT MONTOYA HOME
to give financial and other J""1. of 48 ho"r? r,ee ,m' wh,ch placer gravel which can only be
hc
le applicab e to shipments worked when some successful
Mexico National Guard, including Battery A
assistance to farmers; to borrow!"
dry
un
...c
ui
.y
l"
Tn? Vegas, N. M., April
and loan money; to raise, produce, i1'"1
juii;i
out, or, in some
and the First regiment.
It is expected that
disclosed that machine is brought
,,,
Ye'ta Kchn. aged 75 vears, died yes
buy, se'l, lease, take, hold, convey rails. Investigation
,
seven
As this state
tree
ot
aiiowc..
time
2,41'v) men will Ik; asked for.
'"e
in
of
all
deal
kinds
iiays
and
real
and
terday at her home in Montoya of a
yardage. with. . comparatively
.
a
tnmtltrc ..V
rori'iiinri!" nf friolti
J'
is on the Mexican border, from below which
water. It is claimed that sev- - complication of diseases. Mrs. Kohn
,
personal property necessary or pro-- i
jilittie
,V
a'H'''-u
eral townships ii one district of resided in Las Vegas for many years,
per f.ir the furtheance of its
there is a constant menace, it should be will-in- ir
i. .
mv)
provision a lowing the additional
,fflis gUte wi, iverage above fif- - icctviitK l.uric in .iiic
jects, and to do eveything that may the
anai
year ii?v,
rewas
inland
frce
for
anxious
time
and
to furnish its full quota of
points
be necessary to advance the agricnl-- 1
een cen,S) which will be pay dirt going to Montoya with her sons. She
this
stored
and
under
of
orders
tural business in New Mexico; ncithwatcr or a dry machine can was an aunt of Mrs. Sigmnnd Nahn
Guardsmen, and more, if the government asks
er the said corporation nor its mem mission refunds were made on all be taken to it.
Mrs. Ado'phine Kohn, of his city
for them. Men who join the Guard now are
for
received
were
which
shipments
material
be
hers are to derive any
re is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
nefit on account of its operations." House, New Mexico or other inland
El Paso money has been going 'Albert
regarded as bona fide volunteers, and will be
Calisch, wife of Senator
points, during the period mentioned. into New Mexico mines of late and Catisch, and a son, Howard Kohn,
discharged at the end of the war. Thev also
Those Who Enlist
for
Tex-.
Diplomas
several
of
whom reside at Montova
both
financed
companies
by
will haw an ounortnnit v of qualifying to be
The State Normal University at J. B. Shumate, Carson vs. The D. as men are operating in the south- - Charles Kohn and George Kohn, two
officers in the larger army, which likely will
Las V'cgaa announces that al' men & K G. R. R. Co. Overcharged on ern part of the state. The Buckeye sons, died almost together, a little
tlie graduating class who enlist enr of mica, I. a Madera to Chicago
be raised by conscription.
Company, with properties at.rnore than a year ago, Charles Kohn's
in defense of their country will be This cause resulted from oral coui- - Magdalena ; The Jumbo Mining Com- - death occurring on
January 31, and
in
plaint made by petitioner alleging pany, of Luna county; The Pyramid! that of his brother On February 2,
given their diplomas and those
from
of
mica
a
on
car
be
will
classess
credits
other
overcharge
given
Mining Company, of Grant county, 1916.
The receipts from the Union county sale
La Madera to Chicago on account an,j others, aggregating considerable
to the end of the year.
of State I and which amounted to just a few
ana upon investigation ranita . are all act ve and deve on EVERY BOY SCOUT TO
oi weignt
Quay Asks for $16,000 Road Money, of the situation, it devoted that his nig their properties. Mining money
hundred dollars under a million adds $jo.ooo
FEED A SOLDIER, PLAN
T A. Muirhcad, president, and rv claim was wc'l founded, and
has decided not to wait !onger for
per vear income for our state schools and
I'. M. Case, secretary. Of the Quay fund of $10.55 was made to him.
in
of
the
the
settlement
troubles
institutions and will put, including the imWashington, April 20. A call to
Mexico, and is seeking investment in
county chamber of commerce were
observe a "national planting day"
commisthe
state
before
New
Mexico
and
Arizona.
highway
like
the
of
present year, something
provements
by the Boy Scouts of America was
sion, and asked for state and fed- DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
twelve hundred thousand dollars new property
sent out today to the 218,000 memeral aid to meet $10,000 which his
The
Alhambra
Silver
Mining bers under
HELPING FOOD CAMPAIGN
plan that "every
been raised for the highway across
on the tax rolls of the state and Union county
Company is a new company in course scout feed a the
soldier."
of organization, for the purpose of
Quay county. A tax levy that will
besides bringing many new settlers to the
and
the Alhambra
produce a like amount has been
taking over
(Continued from page one)
And yet some people still think the
state.
.. 1. ffrm.n. max..
made by the Quay county commisnil.!
T. ah a Magdalena Orgaizes Red Cross
of
The' promoters are The Maeda'ena chapter of the Amland should be kept bv the state to the exsioners, and the money has been children, and the grown people
Grant county
rendered available by the issuance of me Luiinuuiiiiji
ii
at the modest erican Red Cross completed organthe
ranilal
"iIiiif
clusion of settlers and improvement of the
other states are doing this. In sum of fifty thousand dollars, near- ization with 185 members on Thurscertificates of indebtedness.
land, which can only be effective by private
New Mexico, Santa Fe, Albuquerque ly a'l of which will be immediately day afternoon in the Casino theatre.
and several other towns have done expended for machinery and devel- Canvass for membership was made
Twenty-fiv- e
for the Navy
ownership.
by the organizers before the meetiThe naval recruiting officer at Al- this and are already planting their opment.
o
ng'. Mrs. Lansing Bloom was el- buquerque has accepted sixteen le- - gardens.
of the chapter, to
rrils and the examination of many In the rural districts one person
It is expected that the govern- berteda chairman
Prior to the outbreak of the war. we
AlonzO
n; ted by Mesdamei
others is in progress. Twenty five can be employed for several schools ment wilt take measures to encourwere receiving from other countries a net inKillinger, Falconer and Mays,
will
eas, to begin service on and communities.
age the production of copner, lead, Garcia,
was
Mrs.
made secretary.
crease in our population of about 7SO.ooo per
Ho't
in much increased
Wednesday.
2. That the work of the Boy's and will be needed
Plans were made for the course In
Girl's clubs be speeded up and in- iron, silver and cold, and that coal first aid and
During the first year of the war our
year.
and Mrs. Fox
nursing,
General creased.
New Mexico can furnish
Cpt. Baea Named Adjutant
boy and girl in the tonnage.
net immigration was only 50.000. During the
a trained nurse from Kelly, has of
a'.l
Governor Lindsey announces
the state over Every
these
and
considerable
of
should
of
meta's,
nine
age
years
fiscal year ended June 30, 1916, the net init should become a part of the daily fered to instruct the classes and giveappointment of Capt. James Baca of be a member of a club.
be lecture every Wednesday afterlabors of the committees on pro
Company E, New Mexico National
crease in population from immigration was
of
3.
the
That
products tection
many
for years prominent in Na- raised
increased
to
the
Guard,
encourage
i0,0,"'
sold.
or
consumed
be
cannot
in
from
six
months
and
the
Irene Pender, daughter of
126.000,
July to
Guard matters, and who
tional
should be canned for fu- production of al the metals needed Wil'iam Pender, and a trained nurse
achieved signal success in the train- This surplus
December, 1916, the increase was 140,000, inin both peace and war.
of
abundance
An
use.
beans,
ture
of
Magdalena has valnnteered for
g
citizen soling of
dicating that for the entire twelve months
tomatoes, chili and potatoes
active service at the front.
diers here Adjutant General' of New corn,
NORMAL SCHOOL OFFERS
ending June ;o, 1917, we shall absorb some
Mexico. Capt. Baca succeeds Adjut- should be canned.
Sedillo Granted $3JM Bail
SPLENDID ADVANTAGES
ant General Herring, who has held 4. That teachers and demonstra-of
300,000 foreigners.
g
Jacobo Sedillo. who admits the
the position since the death of Gen- tors be employed to take charge
AT
VERY
LITTLE
COST
o
of Antonio Glasnera, eight miles
the canning operations at the time
eral Brooks.
west of Socorro, a short time ago,
such service is needed, making the
Many a small farmer in the past in this
school house the center of the acAmple accomodations both in the has been admitted to $30,000 bail,
Defense Council Increased
it
is
which
state has considered himself lucky to be able
was furnished. The justice of
of
class rooms and dormitory
Additional members of the Council tivities undertaken. Wherever eco- way
will be provided for the summer the peace who held the preliminary
to sell a few beans, produced as a sort of byof state defense, created by Governor impossible to secure a home comstudents at the Silver City Normal refused bail, but the district court,
a capable and
Lindsey yesterday, were' named to nomics woman can
product, at three or four cents a pound. He
be found in every School this year for the session ex- - after a hearing granted the
woman
This
executive.
petent
the
state
day
by
now has an opportunity to go the limit and
community who will gladly perform tending from June 4 to Ju y Z7. The
makes a total of 41.
completion of the new building and
The additional members are: S. this service.
produce just as many as his acreage will perA Fine Snow Storm
of the o'd gymna5. That a committee be organized the remodeling
I. Roberts. Carlsbad; Eugenio Rome
mit, with little chance of receiving less than
Northern New Mexico was covered
ro. Mora: Nathan Jaffa, Roswel!;ito plan this work in detail, the sium will afford the additional space
fall.
them
next
twelve cents a pound for
They
Carl Muller, Portales; W. L. Ltuk-har- t, members to consist of the school required, while the faculty strength- with about 5 inches of snow Thursri
d
woman, the ened by the addition of many of day and Friday. The farmers and
are worth ten cents now. with a prospect of
Clovis; M. B. Goldenberg,
board, a
keep men are rejoicing because it
Ve- men and women employed to take the leading educators of the counLas
; Sccrsdino
Romero.
demand.
increased
food crop shortage and an
will furnish the best teaching was getting very dry for planting
gas ; Chris Otto, Clavton ; Francisco charge of the gardening and canning, try,
service which the school has ever and for grazing. Taos News.
Delgado, Santa Fe ; H. E. Lutz. Car-- 1 and the county agricultural agent been able to offer.
rizozo; R. C. Ely, Santa Fe ; Eufra- -' wl rever one is available.
Gereral Pershing is quoted as declaring
Scientific equipment costing $3,300
Significant Picture Sign
ci0 da legos, tialiegos; unver Lee, o. 1 nat gardening anci aineu m- - will be
that New Mexico is amply protected along
We rnnnot help remarking upon
placed in the new Science
Oscar Snow, Las Cru- - du; tries be considered a valid excuse
Alamogordo;
Hall for the use of summer students. the befitting sign of the rattle snake
the border. That is strictly in line with the
ces: Joseph Mahoney, Deming; Max for absence from school.
- This apparatus will include the most oortraved on the sign board of the
up7.
B.
C.
call
HernanMarch
school
L.
on
That
the
officers
bv
held
Kahler,
Hillsboro;
view
ireeiy
regular army
It is not
and practical laboratory Ded Dron Tnn Saloon.
extension workers, the Agricul-su- modern
dcz, Tierra Amanita; H. O. Bur-o- n
8, 1016. The raid at Columbus on the folgas and electricity every establishment of this nature
Socorro; E. B. Garcia, Albu- - jural college, and this department fors, furnishing, both for
so frankly display its wares.
the sciences
being provided
lowing day is not such an event as to inspire
querqne; Eduardo M. Otero, Los Lu- - assistance and literature. The
Six brick bui dngs and Taos News.
Nestor Montoya, Albuquerque; partment of education shall make it partment.
the peonle of New Mexico with confidence
one of adobe now form the campus
Gregory Page, Ga'llup; Frank A.' a part of its duty to keep in close
A N-- w
in the "views" of regular army officers.
Farming District
ttouch with the commission and se- - group.
Budrick, Farmington.
New Gymnasium for Summer
Watch the Carson district in this
cure suggestions from it as to the
One of the most attractive and county. I twil' not he many moons
work to be undertaken.
Hernandei to National Council
Charles City, Iowa, Press Those Gerreceived from Final'y, it is highly important that
gymnasiums in the south- before we have in that section one
Governor
Lindsey
man prisoners on the west front can now be
Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, we should not become hysterial and west will be a feature of the new of the most prosnerous communities
that a na- - expend money and effort uselessly, building now nearing completion. in this part of New Mexico. A few
a telegram announcing
put to work filling the trenches they dug.
sheet) there and
tional defense council, to consist of Our energies must be directed and The flooring will be of hard maple vears ago we Veptsome
o
day it would
and the apparatus carefully chosen. 'iu'e th'mht that
one delegate from each state for the we took with confidence to the
of considering the relation- - cational forces of the state for intel-shi- p The main floor of the gymnasium develoo into rn agricultural district
OF
C.
H.
THE
Taos Newtin this work. We will be so arranged that it can be
of state and federal activities in ligent
the prosecution of the war and in tyuld determine what should be converted into a roomy assembly
to Ship Cattle
the methods of organization of state reasonably undertaken and the most hall large enough to accomodate any R. K.Flminc
When eggs are a dollar a dozen
F"Vminr and ton went down
will meet at the effective means to accomplish the school gathering. A circular gal'ery
defenses
local
and
And meat is a quarter a bite.
to Car'sbad nHy where they wt'l re- ii
war department on Wednesday, May desired results. Not many of us as with ior. mmi nt
a trainload of cattle which
And even the price of such fodder as rice
and school children can around the whole building will over-kei2, and asking the New Mexican exec- -' teachers
will ship to Kansas ftastnres.
fhy
utive to name the head or some wear uniforms and shoulder guns for look the basketball floor.
Is soaring away out of sight.
Exceptional advantages in the way! Mr. Fleming will have a thousand
other representative of the council service in this great war in which
of cattle on the Kansas ".""''
You'll find, if vou just do without 'em,
of state defense to attend as a dele-- . we find ourselves forced, but we can of physical training will be afforded h'
me pct inunui. mC n.nMii
There will soon be an over supply
perform a service equally important this summer, the department being' wirnin been
gate from this state.
sufficient there to m'ke
R. C Hernandei was immediately bv hcloine to feed armies in the under the capable stioetyision of Mis having
There's never a doubt, if you'll only hold r
""-ldesirable. Ros we J
appointed by the governor to repre- - field and to prevent distress and i Margaret Rice of El Paso. Special- News. grazing
out.
suffering caused by a food shortage courses planned to meet the partisent this state.
at home. We are facing a great cular needs of the teachers of the
That the price will come down by and by,
"Ha'f a ton of harmonr miirht
Food Crop Campaign
crisis; and teachers and children, state will be given in the Training well
describe the Metrooolitan Men
fjiMniAr T.itiHev inane nroclama without asking what the compensa- -' School department.
You can cut out the milk and the coffee,
ineers. the "artet who come to
Uuttide fcducators ta Assist
food situation, cal'ing tion will be, must contribute to thel
on
tion
the
and
and
the
bread
cake
the
The
Chantanmia. . The men tipV. the scales
pie:
iu.icsi pussiuic
attention to ine snonage biiu
almost that amount.
ortiinteiy
The pickles and jam and the ham and the Iamb
inr .11 citizens to refrain from cer- - needs of the hour. Courage in the will supplement the work of the tre-- 't
them, the railroads stiH cnane
con
'"r
are:
as
common
gular
faculty
is
and
Superintendent
of
useless
wastes
tain
place
perhaps
supplies
won't
You can swear that you simply
buy.
mile
and
oond.
the
not
the
B.
by
Andrew
of Carrizozo,
as the courage in the
McCurdy, A.
energies, and asking them to join mendable
And the men who are boosting the prices,
Education; Superintendent J. L. G. Other "big" folk on the proemm
more conspicuous walks of service.
in ereater production
esr include Marie
Won
Sw'nney. B. S., of Monntainair; Edu- this
Will not have a thing they can sell.
State Land Commissioner authorVery sincerely.
Wnttercno" tn Pinafore,
cation; Professor J. D. Gunter. Pd. the "Little 227
JONATHAN H. WAGNER,
izes use of all state land for agriAnd inside of a year there'll be nothing to fear
"his"
Socorro. who weigs"
pounds. It is
cultural pru poses without any in Superintendent of Public Instruction. M of the School of Mines. Sunerin-of L.
From the terrible H.
1 nrorrm this year, ia snore ways
RUTH C MILLER,
Geology and Miners'ogy;
crease in the grazing lease rental of
'
Director Industrial Education. tendent W. Mel via Fox. of Helen, "an
New York American.
tame for the period of the war.
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lion wants to be or will stand for being curbed
in his right to free speech and in his right
to criticize, not only those whom be believes to
be responsible for our present situation, hut

For nearly three years we have failed
to heed the lesson of German efficiency. Shall
we now refuse to heed the lesson of England's

Everybody knows that one purpose of our
five billion dollars bond issue is to enable us
to loan three billions to the Allies, but everybody does not know the particular reason why
we ate doing it instead of letting them borThis reason
row as they have in flic past.
was very clearly explained by Senator Smoot,
of Utah, during the debate on the bond bill.
He said that the Allies could raise the money
by selling bonds as they have in the past, but
that the rate of interest, commissions, etc.,
Said he, "There is no
would be excessive.
question that if England should undertake today to place a bond issue at the rate of interest
of 317. per cent; and England, or whatever
of
per cent; slit; would not get more than
87 to iyi cents on the dollar for the bonds. Her
not as good as that of the United
cn'dit
States, and now our cotmtrv is undertaking to
loan to Etigla-v- !
our credit, which is worth
too cents on be dollar, at a rate of 3J2 J)cr
cent ; and England, or whatever country borrows t'x. r.'ohcv. will tret tin advantage of the
credit of the United States".
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NEW SCHOOL LA WS
Enacted
tha Third Stata

law.
After paying all indebtedness of the old district or before the first day of September of, each year make an to carry', then such county bdlrd of education shall in wrft
rhat is chargeable to the common school fund, if any balance enumeration of all unmarried persons between five and ing order the county treasurer to set aside such portion of
remains, the county board of education shall credit the said twenty-on- e
years of age, giving the names, ages and sex of the credited school fund of such district, not less than onfr
Legislature, 1917
by
balance between the old and the new district in proportion such persons in full, and shall report the same in writing, fifth thereof, yearly, for the purpose of eventually building
to the number of children of school age in each.
All other which enumeration list shall be signed by all the directors, to a school house for such district, and such fund shall be kept
resources such as school houses, proceeds from sale of bonds, the county superintendent within fifteen days thereafter. It for such purpose only, and such county boards of education
AS AMEMDED
and all other similar indebtedness shall be divided between shall be the duty of the clerk of said school directors to shall, when in their opinion such fund is
sufficiently large
the old and the new districts in proportion to the taxable correctly enumerate or cause to be enumerated all unmar for the purpose, build or cause to be built such school
APPROVED MARCH 13, 1917
property according to the assessed value in each. In making ried persons of the respective school districts as specified house.
AN ACT
such adjustment the county board of education is authorized herein. For said enumeration he shall be paid from the funds
Sec.
28.
That Section 491 1, ,Code of 1915, be and
RELATING TO THE SCHOOL LAWS, CREATING to use such plans or means as will best subserve the mutual in the hands of the county board of education to the credit it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: When the
COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION, PRESCRIB interests of the districts and the decision of said board there of the district, the sum of one dollar and fifty cents for each income of any school district in this state is insufficient to
AND DUTIES, AND on shall be final, subject only to the right of appeal to the one hundred names or fraction thereof, thus enumerated. En permit the proper maintenance of schools therein, or when
I KG THEIR POWERS
in tne event 01 a vacancy
in umeration list and the forms for enumeration herein provid any school district is in imperative need of additional funds
CERTAIN uistrict courts.
AND
REPEALING
AMENDING
the
school
office
of
director because of the ex ed shall be specified by the State Superintendent of Public for school purposes it may, through the county board of educaCON
SCHOOL LAWS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
FORMING TO THE SYSTEM ADOPTED HERE ercise of the power herein contained, the same shall be fill Instruction,
tion petition the siqierintendent of public instruction for
ed as provided for in Sec. 4854, Code of 1915.
Whenever a petition signed by one hundred qualified sufficient funds out of the fund herein created to
IN.
Sec. 8.
Boards of Education and Boards of voters shall be presented to the board of education or school enable the districts to build and construct suitable school
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of New Mexico : Education of County districts shall have
municipal
power and be re trustees of any incorporated city, town or village in this State houses or complete or properly furnish the same. The
Section 1.
For the purpose of centralizing control over quired to provide, by building, purchasing, or leasing, suit
therefor, any such board to which such petition is'pliCation shall describe the boundaries of the district, the
the rural schools and more economically administering the able school houses; to keep same in repair, to provide the nresented shall require the person appointed to make the schoo'anlount 0f taxable property therein, the indebtedness thereof,
funds thereof, there is hereby created in each and every coun necessary furniture therefor, to provide for fuel and light, census at the time of making such school census to also e
number of school children therein who can be
and enumerate the number of persons residing in anvCOmmodated by such school buildings and all other facts
ty in the state, and in each and every county hereafter creat- for the payment of teachers wages as well as other em
ed in this state, a County Board of Education, which shall ployees excepting only the county school superintendent; to sucn city, town or village.
ah resident unmarried persons which may aid the said superintendent m determining the ad- be a public corporation capable of suing and being sued, con- provide for the payment of interest on school bonds and the between said ages shall be entitled to attend the schools of visabilitv of giving the aid provided for herein. The ap
tracting and being contracted with, and acquiring, holding, redemption thereof, and to defray all other expenses con their district.
plication shall be signed by the school directors of the district
Sec. 19.
That Section 4860, Code of 191 5, be and it and by the president of the county board of education and be
possessing, and disposing of both real and personal property nected with the proper conduct of the public schools in their
UlClUUlIlg II 1C puwer IU nuiu 111 hum an jnuycuy uiu lunua respective districts.
hereby is amended so as to read as follows : The respective presented to the superintendent of public instruction.
for the use of any rural district, together with such otherj
Sec. o
The county board of education may consti County Board of Education having jurisdiction of the various
Sec. 29.
That Section 4912, Code of 191 5, be and it
powers as are hereinafter described. Such corporation shall tute any board of school directors in its county its agent for school districts shall procure at the expense of their respective hereby is amended so as to read as follows: If the applica
be styled "
County Board of Education", in the purpose of executing any of the ministerial powers here districts, towns or cities, for every public school not provided tion mentioned in Section 491 1 be approved by the Superin
which name it shall sue and be sued, contract and be con in granted to and chargeable against the said county boards therewith, a United States flag not less than five feet long tendent of Public Instruction, the Auditor of the State shall
traded with, acquire, hold, possess, and dispose of all real of education, which delegation of authority shall be in writ together with a flagstaff, and the necessary appliances there draw his warrant in favor of the treasurer of the county in
and personal property.
ing and maj be revoked at the pleasure of said board.
for; and whenever the flag, flagstaff or the necessary ap which such district is situate to be by him credited to the
Sec. 2.
Immediately after the provisions of this act
Sec. 10.
Nothing contained in this act shall be con pliances therefor of any such school shall from any cause County Board of Education for the school district, payable
shall become effective each of the district judges in the strued to divest boards of education 111
incorporated tern become unsuitable for further use such boards of education out of the fund herein created and the treasurer of the
state, for each county in his respective district, shall appoint tory of any of the powers possessed by them, immediately shall in the same manner purchase others in place there state shall pay said warrant upon the endorsement of the
from the electors of the county, no more than two of whom preceding the date of the passage of this act.
said countv treasurer out of such fund. Provided, That hot
of.
shall belong to the same political party, four persons as
Sec. 11
That Section 4834, Code of 1915, be and
Sec. 20.
That Section 4809, Code of 191 5, be and to exceed ($300) Three Hundred Dollars shall be allowed for
members of the County Board of Education, at least one it
hereby is amended so as to read as follows: Subject to it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: The res building or completing any school building nor more than
of whom shall be appointed from each County Commis the supervision and direction of the State superintendent of pective county boards of education are hereby required to in Fifty Dollars for furnishing any school room and in every
sioner's district and not more than one of whom shall be public instruction, the county superintendent of schools shall sure all school
in rural districts and to pay all pre case the school district receiving the aid shall furnish in
resident of an incorporated city, town, or village in the have jurisdiction over all public schools within his county, miums thereon property
ot the cost of the cond
from the funds credit to such districts over labor or money at least
county. Two of such appointees shall be designated by said except those in cities, and except as otherwise provided by which they may have control.
struction, completion, or furnishing of the school building' or
The site in all cases shall be procured by the
judge to hold office for a term of tour years and two for a law, and such schools, including city schools shall make such
Sec. 21.
That Section 4900, Code of 1915, be and buildings.
term of two years from and after their appointment and reports to the county superintendent and to the State supenn it hereby is amended so as to read
as follows: Any failure school directors unless the county board of education otherqualification. Every two years thereafter each of such judges tendent of public instruction as may be required by the State of any of the officers mentioned in the preceding sections of wise consents, and the title thereof be vested in fee simple
shall appoint two members to each of said boards to hold of Board of Education.
Each county superintendent shall visit this article to carry out their provisions in the letter and in the county board of education.
fice for a term of four years and until their successors are each school within his county as often as the State Board the
Sec. 30.
That Section 4913, Code of 1915, be and
spirit thereof, shall subject such officers, to removal and
appointed and qualified, but in no event shall more than of Education may prescribe.
He shall supervise the meth- to a forfeiture of their official bond for the benefit of the it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: Plans and
two members of said board be appointed from among the ods of instruction employed in the various schools; consult school district so injured thereby.
specifications for the building, completing, or furnishing of
residents of any one County Commissioners district nor with the school directors concerning the improvement of their
Sec. 22.
That Section 4001, Code of 101 5. be and the school building or school buildings of the district, speci- more than one from among the residents of an incorporat schools and the keeping of their accounts; enforce compliance t hereby is amended so as to read as follows: For the pur- - fied in Section 491 1, shall be prepared bv the county board
The County School Superinten with the school laws ; hold teachers' meetings for the advance- pose of erecting or
ed city town or village.
completing school houses the county boards of education or the respective school directors upon the order
dent of each countv shall be a member of said board and the ment of the school interests of his county, and perform such of eudcational shall have power and
authority to borrow of said board. The county board of education shall call for
president and presiding officer thereof, but shall receive no other duties as are provided by law for county supennten money, by issuing negotiable bonds of the district wherein sealed bids for the construction, completion or furnishing of
additional compensation therefor.
dents, and such as the State Board of Education such buildings are to he erected or completed, said bonds to said school building or buildings, allowing at least thirty days
Sec. 3.
For the purpose of this act incorporated may prescribe.
On the third Monday in January, April, run for a period of not less than twenty years nor more for filing bids, with adequate notice of date and place of
cities, towns, and villages and territory attached thereto for July, and October of each year, or as soon thereafter as the than
The county board shall open said bids and award
thirty, to draw interest at the rate of not to exceed six opening.
school purposes shall be known as municipal school dis- County School
the contract for building, completing or furnishing said school
Superintendent shall receive the certificate of per centum per annum, with interest payable
tricts or referred to herein as municipal schools and all the superintendent of public instruction signifying the amount or annually, but such bonds shall not he sold for less than house or houses, as, in their
judgment, the best interests of
others as rural school districts or referred to herein as rural appropriated to each county for the use of the common schools
A
bond shall be required
with
accrued
district
centum
sufficient
of
the
interest.
per
par,
require.
may
ninety
schools.
of the current year, he and the County Board of Education
Sec. 23.
That Section 4902, Code of 1915, be and of the contractor for the full and faithful performance of
Sec. 4.
The members of said board shall annually shall
apportion such amount, together with the county school it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: Before any his contract.
elect one of their members as
and one as fund for the same purpose, to the credit of the several dts bonds shall be issued under the foregoing section the
Sec. 31.
That Section 4914, Code of 1915, be and
county
secretary, the former to preside at all meetings which the tricts within the county, in proportion to the number of school board of education, through the directors of the school dis it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: The Coun
president thereof does not attend, the latter to record and children residing in elach over five and under twenty-on- e
years trict, shall submit to the voters 01 tncit district at the regular ty Treasurer shall honor and pay all warrants drawn by the
keep in a book furnished for that purpose, all the official of age, as the same shall appear from the last annual reports or any special election called for that purpose, the question county board of education against the fund placed to the
All meetings shall be called and of the clerks of the
proceedings of said board.
In no event shall
bonds, giving the same notice of such meeting credit of the district as herein provided.
respective school districts, and such ap of
attended by the county school superintendent, but in no proved amounts credited to the district shall be certified by as isissuing
now required to be given for the election of directors. a county board of education contract for or incur obligacase shall any official business be transacted by said board said
county board of education to the directors of the res and the amount proposed to be raised by the sale of such tions on such account beyond the amount of money available
in the absence of the president thereof, except where the pective school districts and to the county treasurer of the bonds, which
question shall be voted uion by the qualified in the county treasury for such purposes.
waiver in writing of his presence has been filed with the county; provided, that the county board of education is au electors of the district, and if a majority of all the .votes
Sec. 32.
That Section 4917, Code of 1915, be and
said board.
The board shall hold a meeting at least once thorized to leave in the
county school fund a sufficient cast upon that question, be in favor of the issue ot such it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: No county
in every two months and shall have power to call such amount to meet such warrants as may be legally drawn against bonds, then said board shall issue bonds to the amount voted, board of education, nor municipal board of education, nor
special meetings as the president shall deem necessary. said fund as elsewhere provided by law.
in denominations of not less than twenty-fiv- e
dollars, nor any memlier thereof shall act as agent for any person, firm,
All the members of the said board except the county school
Sec. 12.
That Section 4837, Code of 1915, be and exceeding five hundred dollars, due not less than twenty, Or corporation engaged in selling school furniture, apparatus,
superintendent shall be reimbursed from the school funds it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: The county nor more than thirty years after date, and redeemable at etc., or doing any work under contract for such boards, nor
upon the warrant of the president of said board for money by boards of education quarterly, and at their next meeting after the pleasure of the district at any time after ten years, hall any such boards or members thereof receive any com
them expended for actual cost of transportation to and
receiving notice that school funds are at their demand for which said bonds shall Iv given in the name of the district mission on account thereof and all persons identified in an
trom tne place ot meeting, at tnc rate ot tive cents per apportionment to the credit of the several districts, shall pro- issuing them and shall be signed by the president of the ifficinl capacity with the public schools or with the higher
mile for every mile actually and necessarily traveled and shall, perly credit such districts with the amount
approved, speci board of directors, countersigned by the president of the! 'chicational insiituti' ti s supported in whole or in part by the
also, receive two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) per day for fying the number of the district, the number of children oficountv board of education and attested
by the secretary niblie funds of this state are prohibited from being a party
every day actually consumed in holding meetings, nut no school age in each district and the amount of money appor- - thereof. Said bonds shall be delivered t the countv treas lireclly or indirectly to any contract, or interested io any con- member shall receive in any one calendar year more than noncu
countv treasure! 'tract, in connection with the operation or maintenance of such
ins receipt tlierel.tr; am !
ny way 01 credit mercio, and a copy or tins ap- - nrcr,
the total sum of twenty-fiv- e
dollars ;is per diem fees nor porlionment report shall he filed within ten days thereafter hall taking
advertise Tor the sale of said bonds to the higher llllMC SI noois
Inglier dueationa! institutions'; and a nv con- ..... iikiv
ill he void, ami the
" ,v
:ev are so interested
ti.ii.-..-act in v'' ieh,
iii.ii.i,, lne oiiicc ht uie county c lerk of the county, and be shai'ibiddcr, in at least f..r,r issues of sonic wcckl paper publish
ten meetings 111 any one calendar year.
The majority ofaiso supplv a duplicate copv the of to any newspaper print-'efi r the same shall he
111
ill counthis county, r an adjoining c mill v. and
'.,!., of an;. ducal io
voting
1 he hooks and
the board shall constitute a quorum.
it
r
d
ed ' til,.
able to v nishment accord a tin Vine:."'
IrrKt'n-Ilitv
papers! within fhe mmiiv uP.Yli wJil give publicity to the satin eloign said bonds w
he
of said boards shall
the office of the county tree ot charge as a matter ot general information.
kept
mare lne proceeds ot sue!) ale ot honds to the credit ol
school superintendent.
Sec
Sec. 13.
That Section 4839. Code of 1915, be and Iv ;.n,pt r distri' ;, to ' e pat,
Tint Section .oi). Co of 1915, be and
ut
pr. ... j,Vd fur in t hej
Sec. 5.
The said board shall have full power am it hereby is aincisi'vd so as to read as follows: That evvrv manner of
Ii tic!
ici'ehv
tided o
'o read as
low : Kx 'cpt
The county treasurer sha'ij
ta.
spoil!
control over all rural schools and districts and the fu ndsCoiu!tv school suerintendent or other officer who slull wil iiand chnrced
ii ; i.ffieial
Io !;.v,-- ::'!
v
e
bond with all hoii.is :h.".
ring t 5 rural
proper!
thereof, including high schools in rural districts ami the hilly neglect or refuse to make ami deliver the reiKvts s:.od-;
I'd .1!'
the title
;c!i is or t
or iM'luis ii.
iv be delivered to in1:, ,y'i am
y
rrly
funds thereof, except as such jxnvcr is now conferred upon fied in Sec. 4838, Code of 1915, shall be deemed
s ,M
M
rv!' v " I'm of edeeat i.
istnct and the reasiu er ei lite.:
'!
guilt, ofitnay be returned to tl
the State Hoard of Ivducation and the State Superintendent misconduct in 01 fire and shall he removed from office a.sjvvith the same: IVovi
.,, exec; t for c;
That i f such bonds are iw.t
po-- e
its eq' v.'de t
f,,r
Saul hoards shall, also, have power provided by law
of Public Instruction.
t of t'e Supc
u
v
l'
o
:ent
of Public
net;'h
the build ing of a m !.-- ,
ten
con
that
the
contractor
ue,
to contract for and purchase all sites, buildings, equipment
Sec. 14.
That Section 484 , Code of 1915, he audjing the same may receie in payment, such will. at their faccp'ostructiot)
or other property for schools. All rural school moneys it it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: Each school, value, or at the i.ri.-- e offered by the highes biddir. Provide
de ot
ec. 3 1.
Th at Sectio-- ' i;V).
he ant!
the respective countv" treasuries and all such money credit hstru'f shall he a hodv cornorntf.
A
w :
flip nnnif. nrwt ttvl.. uf.lMirther TP.M ,v.m ot qiw Ii h(n,l siiait lit: soi.j t,,r less tlian
lerehv is until, led So as to read a
tax
poll
t
ed or to be credited to said schools shall be expended and School Pistne' Number
":-:
f
e ; ersotH
sl,..H ,e
of the County of
cents on the dollar.
pou a 1! rib'
ninety
disbursed upon warrant of the county board of education and by such name may contract and be contracted with MIC
be and if the age of twenty .tie wars or over, o r si hool furpocs.
Sec. 24. 'That Section j.V'i, Code of
only, signed by the president thereof, and countersigned by and Im sued, 111 any ol the conns ot this state laving coin-i- t
hereby is amended so as to read as follows: In any ft shall he the duty f t! e clerks of the various school
the secretary thereof, and no contract of expenditure of said tietent jurisdiction.
Mexico to nil ke out separate lists
school district where a special tax is in contemplation of tricts of the State
funds or any part thereof hereafter made, except in the manSec. 15.
to p.re a poll tax. resident in their
That Section 484-;- . Code of iqi;. be and it being levied, or of bonds being issued, and after the bouud- - of all '(lersons
ner herein specified, shall he valid.
No expenditures shall liereliy is amended so as to read as follows: No
districts, a id the clerk thereof shall receive three
public kroi' arier of the dtrfrirt have been properly determined ami mark
t it
be made by said board involving more than two hundred I.nouse or
d for that pt:rTnse, d shall lie the duty of the county as lollars to he paid by the county board of education or front
nuiitnng snail neieancr ue Miuaic or
except
dollars except upon written contract of said board and no upon a public highway or
sessor to certify to the county school superintendent, the the municipal school finds out of the funds to the credit
thoroughfare.
contract involving an expenditure of more than five hun
Sec. 16.
That Section 4854, Code of 101 e,, be and it toard of directors, and the countv Imard of education a true of the school district for which such service is rendered, and
dred dollars shall be made by said board, except upon seal hereby is amended so as to read as follows: Five
days after and correct copy of the last general assessment of taxabli no other person shall receive a recompense tor such services.
ed proposals and to the lowest responsible bidder. All equip their
qualification the school directors shall meet and elect a iroperty in the school district. Whenever a special tax is to It shall be the duty ot the said school district clerk to collect
ment and supplies for rural schools, whenever feasible, shall hairman and a clerk, and two directors shall constitute a be levied or bonds to be issued in a newly created district the said poll tax and said clerk shall receive ten per centum of
be purchased by said board in quantities and at wholesale
The school district
piorum, which shall be competent to discharge all the duties assessor shall make an assessment of all the taxable pro ill moneys collected from poll taxes.
Teachers shall be employed by the Board of School of a full board. Should a vacancy occur from any cause
prices.
perty. real and personal, within the said newly created dis lerk are hereby empowered to bring suit in the name of
Directors with the approval of the County Board of Educa notice shall be given to the county superintendent by the trict including therein all live stock which
graze wholly with he school district for the collection of said poll tax, if not
tion.
directors or a director, and thereupon said county superin in the limits thereof and shall certify said assessment to at within sixty davs after the posting of the notice speciSec. 6.
The title to all property, both real and per tendent shall annoint a director to fill such varanrv until tVip the county school superintendent, the board of district direct fied in Section 4937, Code of 1915. All poll taxes shall be
tsonal, of schools in rural districts shall be vested, and is next election.
The directors shall have the care and keen-or- s.
and the countv board of education as nrovided herein. nid to the county treasurer for the use of the respective
hereby vested, in the County Board of Education, but no- ing of the school house and other property therein or at- Sec. 2S. .Nothing contained in this act shall be con- - school districts in which the same are collected, and the
thing herein shall be construed as imparing the security of tached thereto.
No school house or buildinsr shall be user! stnied to impair the security or validity of anv bonds here- - Treasurer shall pay to the school district clerk his percentage
t the gross amount collected :
any bonds of any district heretofore issued or now in pro- for any purposes other than those which may be prescribcd!tofore issued bv anv school district.
Provided, That no resident
cess of being issued.
The right to acquire real estate for by the County Board of Education.
Sec. 26.
That Section 4907, Ccxlc of 191 s, be and if anv school district shall pay his poll tax to anv other
school purposes for rural districts is hereby vested in said
Sec. 17.
That Section 4855, Code of 1015. be and it.it hereby is amended so as to read as follows: The countv listrict than the one in which he resides: And Provided,
Board, by way of eminent domain, to be exercised in the hereby is amended so as to read as follows: No board shall superintendent of schools for each county of this state joint-issu- e Tirther. That no poll tax shall be received bv anv district
same manner as the power is or shall be exercised under
warrants or certificates of indebtedness of the 9chooljy with the respective county boards of education shall have lerk from any resident of any other school district. No
the law by railroads.
district, in excess of the amount of the levy for one year, but power in cases where any school district in the county docs roix:rty shall lie exempt from execution in suits for collec-io- n
Sec. 7.
Rural school districts may be changed, abol- all school orders shall draw sx per cent, interest per annum not own a school house, upon a petition signed by twenty
of poll taxes and the justices of the peace and cons-ablshall not demand fees in advance for such suits. And,
ished, altered, and consolidated and the boundaries thereof after having been presented to the county treasurer and not, residents of such school district, lnring each the head of a
altered or changed by the respective county boards of educa ia'd for want of funds, which fact shall be indorsed upon the family and having children of school age in the family, t Provided. Further, That all money collected as poll tax shall
tion in their discretion, but nothing herein shall affect the order by the treasurer; and when there is sufficient money.order the school directors of such school district to submit e immediately transmitted to the countv treasurer and by
provisions of Sec. 4X77. Code of- 1015. Provided, however, n the treasury to pay any such order the President and.the. question of issuing bonds of such district for the pur 'inn credited to the district transmitting the same, but no
that the territory within a school district shall not be reduced. Secretary of the Countv Board of Education shall draw an nose of building a school house as provided for in sectior uch money shall be expended except upon warrant of the
so as to make its bonded indebtedness exceed four per eenthrder for the interest due on said order and further interest 23 to the voters of such school district.
ountv board of education or municipal board of education.
of its assessed valuation, and provided further that when hall cease from date of such order.
Sec. 35.
That Section 4962. Code of 1915, be and
Sec 27. That Sectioij 4908, Code of 1915, be anr"
ever a new school district is created or the boundaries of the
Sec t8. ' That Section 48;7. Code of 1015. be and it t hereov is amended so as to read as follows: In case t hereby is amended so as to read as follows : County super-ntendeold district materially altered, the couny board of education hereby is amended so as to read as follows : Th directors where the question of issuing such bonds has been or shall
are vested with general supervisory powers in this
shall apportion the school fund, by way of credit as provided of schools in the several school districts in the State shall, onjbe submitted to the voters of such school district, and shal' fa natter and shall require all directors to comply with the
by
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Principals or teachers in charge
iuaoL-ImnL-a rannrt in
cliill
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school
county
superintendent containing the
Writing to
of all persons having the control of children of school
age who have failed, neglected, or refused to send such child-- j
1 he
ren to school as required by section 4901.
presiding
judge of the district courts at each session shall give to the
grand jury as a special charge, the substance of the law
of compulsory school attendance.
That Section 4966, Code of 1915, he and
Sc. 36.
I1 of
it here y 1:1 amended so as to read as follows:
shall he
school
in
a
district
situate
schools
municipal
high
under ihe control of the hoard of education and all such
schooh, situate in a rmal .m!h,h district shall he under the
control 01 the i'"imt hoard of education.
'I hat Section .1117,
'ode of Mils", he and
7.
Sec
For the
it hereby is amended ; as to read as follows:
ot maintainim; county lun schools, municipal uoartis
purpose
c
.
c
.
.
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O
C(
cat on and coi niv m i s oi e' iieauuii wneiem miuii.
shall
annually certify to the board ol
high schools .ire situate,
'.he
an estimate of the amount
o!
comm;
county
'4iii"r'
county
'
I
01 .y
c :en f or .1i v nu nose: o : nai ii.i iiiul; s.im sciiouis,
Ul
at the
and themmon the board ot comity comnns.-ioner- s,
time of making levies for other school purposes, shall levy
not to exceed two mills on the dollar, an amount sufficient
'
' '
111
said estimates, said tax
amount specified
to produce t
,
to be collected in the same manner as other taxes; when
collected by the county treasurer, said amount shall be placed
'.o the credit 01 the said municipal or county board of educa
tion, ;n the cae may he. in separate fund known as am
called the "County llii,''' School Fund". The levy provide
shall he called the County lli.sj) School Levy.
for ltf-ciSec.
Code of 191.S, be am
38.
That Section
reas- u .11 as follow s
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it i;ci
.uii.l
o;: ion aid big!
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'ir '..Mi
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such provisions as are necessary for the maintenance of such
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the first, second and third grades;
Provided, that this re
X
quirenienLjshall not apply in districts where it shall be shown
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been impossible, after . dilhgent. effort, to secure the services J
of a teacher having a ii low iviiji. of the two languages, Eng- - 5
lish and Spanish.
t
It shall he unlawful for the County Superin
Sec. 2.
A
tendent of any county to approve for payment the warrant
for monthly salary of any teacher who shall fail to comply A
with the requirements set out in the preceeding section, unless
such teacher le cue whose serv ices have been secured accord
,
ing to the proviso in said section.
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Even
our
lands.
all
of
farm
farm
cultivation
the
extended
and
intensified
A
though
upon a more
lands in the eastern fraction of our nation were utilized to the best possible advantage in the production
t
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ir-.,
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vatcd and unoccupied areas of the western and southwestern states, lies the potential base for the greater
and necessary production over local consumption. New Mexico embraces vast areas of these uncultivated and
unoccupied lands.
In this and in the emergency and necessity of this world war lies a signal opportunity for our peo- to
serve efficiently the cause of freedom and democracy.
pie
The food situation in the world is such that unhss its supply can be greatly augmented in America
diiriiifr- ttif. nrpsciu rion season, civilization mav be striuued of its dearest, blood boutrht ritrhts and auto- cratic government established in the world, having its foundation ujion the principle that might makes right,
and established upon the theory denounced by our fathers, that earthly kings can do no wrong.
We of New Mexico must not only supply ourselves with food and clothing, but we are charged with
the high and solemn duty of adding to the supply required by our allies in this war, if we will successfully
prosecute it to the perpetuation of the principles of democracy.
We therefore should utilize our lands to the utmost of our ability in the production of food. We
shall have only ourselves to blame if want shall come upon us and upon our allies in this war and if we shall
stripped of our liberties so dearly bouglit by the blood ol our fathers
A new day has dawned in warfare. Service on the battle rent is 110 longer held to be the only proof
of loyalty. Each citizen may submit that proof in any avenue of service. In this war, the army of farm
ers may contest for glory with the fighters in the trenches, or in the air or under the sea; and if victory
come, the greater glory rdiall be theirs. siije victory in ihe end is dependent uj.oii what they produce. In
many feasible ways, the food product of our state lqay be greatly increased.
The farmer now on the land, if he be alerted and supplied with Med and means, may labor longer
hours for love of his country, ai d thrmgh the oper.eioii of t'.ic principle of the selective draft, rightly
proposed for adoption in the enlistment .to arms, he left to pursue the avocation he has learned.
Many men and many women of our state, exempted fi"in service' in battle, possessed of means, may A
well go upon our lands or their own and become produce; s. Hundreds of men under age of selective draft,
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'.' e harvest
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p:'i idui '.ion of food stuffs.
e and increase 'their herds,
That all our livestock owners a:-- growers con
'I hat men and women of means
go upon the Ian !s and plant and cultivate crops.
Y
' That the young and uuemttlovcd men he listed and called ffor work upon the land.
Y
hat parents in towns and cities busy their chi dien in th growing of gardens.
Y
That each county of the state employ a county farm rg'-nY
That each and every citizen contribute his or her utmost by word and by deed to the production of Y
food and more food, against the probable day when ottn .vise- civilization sliall be both hungry and enslaved.
I earnestly urge that each of us avoid waste, which under our customary habits of living has. become as n scandal upon us. "J")' rides" should not be further indulged - to save gas for useful ends. Cost- ?..
Y
Grains should no more be used in the manly dinneis should he abandoned, frivolous games forgotten.
Y
ufacture of intoxicating liquors. Indeed, the manufacture of intoxicating liquors should be prohibited Y
m the nation, and we should return to live the simple life of our fathers who subdued tyrants and who estab- Y
lished for us this "the land of the free and the home of the brave."
Y
As the servant of the people of this state let me s iggest that this proclamation be widely circulated, in J
Spanish and E'nglish; that the same be read from the. pulpits'and in the public schools as an aid in arous- - Ji
iug our people to arduous action in the accomplishment of the objects designated.
above should address Dr. A. D. Crile. A
Citizens desirinir information or aid on the lin.-New
Prendent of the Agricultural College, State College,
Mexico, or the State War Committee, Santa
i'e, New Mexico.
Itone at the Executive Office this the 23rd Day of
April, A. D. 1917.
WITNESS MY HAND AND THE GREAT SEAL
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OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO.

W. E. LlNDSEY

ATTESTED:

GOVERNOR OF NEW MEXICO
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Be It Enacted ly the Legislature of the State of New Mexico:
Section I. That in Rural Schools of the State of New
Mexico where only one teacher is employed, no grades shall
be taught higher than the eighth grade if there are more than
six of the elementary grades being taught in such school:
Provided, that two or more districts may combine and under
the direction of the Ccunty Superintendent and by permission of the State Superintendent may designate some centrally located school where the higher grades may be taught and
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belt rang she left that to
didn't fven alt up and
Inga, too
swing ber legs off the couch and
try, with a prodigious stretch, to get
herself awake, until she heard the
girl say casually:
1"
"Her ban right In the sitting-rooSo it fell out thut Rodney Aldrich
had, for his second vivid picture of
her the first had been, you will re
member, when she had seized the con
ductor by both wrists, and had said
In a blaze of beautiful wrath ; "Don't
dare touch me like that!" a splendid
lazy, tousled creature, In a chaotic
hair, an unlaced
glory of chestnut
a plaid skirt twisted
around her knees, nnd a pair of ridic
ulous red bedroom slippers, with red
pompons on the toes. The creature
was stretching herself with the grace
of a big cat that had Just been roused
from a nap on the hearthrug.
If his first picture of her had beeu
brief, his second one was practically
a snupshot, because at sight of him.
she flashed to her feet.
So, for a moment, they confronted
each other about equally aghast,
flushed up to the hair, and simultane
ously and Incoherently begged each
other's pardon neither .could have
said for what, th,e goddess out of the
machine being Inga, the
work. But suddenly, at a twinkle she
caught in his eye, her own big
narrowed und her big mouth widened
into n smile, which broke presently
Into her
lasgh, whereupon he laughed too nnd they shook
hands nnd she asked him to sit down,
"It's too ridiculous," she said. "Since
last night, when I got to thinking
how I must have looked, wrestling
front-doo- r
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CONCRETE PAVEMENT IS BEST
und came over to him. "All right, manner was a little apologetic when
Affords as Good Foothold for Horses
since It's been a good day, let's go to she answered It.
RODNEY ALDRICH HAD NEVER REALLY THOUGHT MUCH
as Any Other Hard Surface and
bed." She put ler hands upon his
"No, I think not," she said. "But
state when she
Wears Quite Well.
shoulders. "Y'ou're rather dreadful," she was in such
OF GETTING MARRIED UNTIL HIS SISTER "PUT THE
You came home last night literally wet
she said, "hut you're a dear.
The concrete pavement In use on the
dou't bite my head off when I urge you through to the skin, and blue with
BUG IN HIS EAR"
THEN HE THOUGHT FIRST
to get married, though I know you cold. So I thought it wouldn't do any
main driveway at the Kansas State
wunt to. Rut you will some day I harm. . . ."
Agricultural college has proved that
OF PRETTY ROSE STANTON
GENTLE HINT.
this type of pavement Is successful,
don't mean bite my head off won't
"Of course
not," snid Portia.
"Rose Is ull right. She won't spoil
you, Hod?"
according to L. E. Conrad, professor
of civil engineering. This pavement
"When I see any prospect of being badly."
SYNOPSIS. Koso Slimtoii, student lit the University of Chicago,
us lucky as Martin find a girl who
has been in use for more than three
"I'm a little bit worried about the
In put "IT a sireet ear lu the ruin after an argument with the conducwon't mind when I turn up for dinner loss of the poor child's notebooks,"
years and shows practically no wear.
tor. Slit1 is accosted hy nice you.ig mail who offers to file a comThe traffic over this road Is heavy.
looking like a drowned tramp, or kick said her mother.
plaint witli the company tinil who escorts her to another ear line. An
her plans to bits, after she's tipped me
It consists of all the coal and machin
"I don't, believe Rose Is worrying
hour later this mail, Koduoy Ahlrieh, appeared soaked with rain at the
off us to what she wants me to do . ." her head off about them," said Portia.
ery delivered to the college, a large
home of his very wealthy married sister, Mrs. Martin Whitney, to atFrederica took her hands off, stepThe flush In her mother's cheeks
part of the material that is used In the
tend a birthday dinner In his honor. Mrs. Whitney had schemed to
construction of new buildings on, the
ped hack, and looked at him. There deepened n little, but it was no longmake u marriage match between liini and Ifernilonu Woodruff, u diwas an ironical sort of smile on her er apologetic. "I don't think you're
campus, college mall and express, and
vorcee, hut the plan falls at the dinner.
the many pleasure vehicles that are
lips. "Y'ou're such an innocent, Uoddy quite fair to Rose, uhout her studies,"
dear. Don't think the girl you marry she said. "If she doesn't seem always
continually using this road.
Two methods were used to surface
to appreciate her privilege in getting a
and then clenched her hands over them. will ever treat you like that."
CHAPTER II Continued.
road. On the level portion of the
the
"Hut
look herol" he exclulmed. college education ns seriously as she
was
lie had got up and
2
ranging "How In
the finish was made compar
know should, you should remember her
am
I
to
roadway
thunder
going
room.
She came up to him and, at arm's comfortably up and down the
while on the grades a
smooth,
about
before
atively
I
the
to,
She's
girl
get
engaged
only
youth.
a
twenty."
"1
like
I
look more or less
know
length, toiieheil him with cautious
stable brush was drawn over
too
Into?"
heavy
it's
Inter"I'm
Portia
sorry,
mother,"
tinker-tips- .
"And do, please, there's u nut to the people who've always known
the green cement, leaving a rough sur
"You won't," she said. "You haven't rupted contritely. "I didn't mean any
dear hoy," she pi led, "hurry as fast us. P.ul I giveli you my word, Freddy,
face.
It Is probable that after a few
a
In
chance
the
harm
world."
Didn't
she
the
sny
anyway.
me.
to
in look like mils
as you can, and then come down and Unit most of
service the roadway which
of
years
struck
he
name
"Ilm!"
was
man's
Ahlrieh?"
grunted,
obviously
Rodney
Why a man should load himself up
lie as nice as you can" she hes'tnted
has the smooth surface will present a
"I think so," her mother agreed.
with three houses and a yacht, a with this idea. "Y'ou're giving the
Woodruff.
to
lerinionc
more uniform appearance but at pres"especially
prospect of marriage new attractions. "Something like that."
She thinks you're a wonder and 1 stable of motorcars, and heavens knows You're
ent there Is no appreciable difference,
the thing out an adsaid Portia.
"It's
rather
making
funny,"
can't
is
what
a
figure
besides,
tiling
want
he
to
her
don't
disappointed."
"The teamsters hauling coal to the
Doctor Endee Your husband needs
venture."
"It's hardly likely to have been the
"The wlddy?" he usked. "Sure I'll out on any basis except of defective
college power plant were strongly of a rest. I recommend a
She nodded rather soberly.
Y'et It's not a
"Oh, real Rodney Aldrlch.
I suppose they're equally
intelligence.
ho nice to her."
the opinion thnt the road would be tour of South America.
I'm not afraid for you," she said. common name,"
puzzled about mo when I refuse a
Mrs. Nagger Fine!
We'll leave
slippery," remurked Mr.Conrad, "but
She looked after him rather dubious"Men like ndventures you more than
"The
real
Aldrich?"
quesRodney
of
work
law
they've
profitable piece
they say, after using it for three years, next week.
ly as he disappeared In the direction offered me, because I don't consider most. But women don't. They like to tioned her mother. But, without waita. There was
that it affords as good a foothold for
Doctor Endee Pardon me, but you
of her liuslniinl's hallo
it interesting.
All the same, 1 get dream about them, but they want to ing for her daughter's elucidation of
the horses as any hard surface.
a sort of hilarious contentment about
misunderstood. He must go alone
what I want, and I'm pretty dubious turn over to the last chapter and see the phrase, she added, "Oh, there's
"The expansion and contraction of I said he needed a rest.
liini which tilled her with misgivings. sometimes whether
how It's going to end. It's the girl Rose !"
they do. I want
the concrete Is taken up by
come
Well, hey were justified
.
.
.
I'm
worried
about.
came
The
Oh,
behind
Portia
and
so
girl
up
comfortable
elbow
room,
sinice
joints that are placed every 35 feet,
Feminine Trait.
According to Violet Williamson's ac- that If I happen to get an idea hy the along! We're talking nonsense. I'll enveloped her In a big, lazy hug. "Hack
these joints being surrounded by an Dame Nature's age grows day by day,
count, given confidentially In the
see
to
with
and
go
that
work
another
you
up
they're
I
head
nfternoon,
can swing it round my
Saturday
tail,
she
few
a
of
Outside
material.
may not reveal it;
Though
elnstic
afterward, It was really
giving you pajamas and a
Angel?" she asked conimiserntingly.
without knocking over the lamp."
she knows the way
dollars for replacing some of this ma- For, womanlike,
fault. "She just wouldn't let
She
had
tills
ever
"Aren't
to
can conceal it.
purpose,
and
she
accomplished
you
Whereby
going,
stop
"It's a luxury, though, Itod, that
terial, there has been no expense what
and turned to have any fun?" Then she slumped
ltoilney alone would keep talking kind of spaciousness, and you aren't kissed liini
ever for the repair or upkeep of the
about crimes and Loiubroso and very rich. If you married a
Good Substitute.
girl with- leave the room, when her eye fell upon Into a chair, heaved a yawning sigh,
roadway."
a heap of damp, warped, pasteboard-Loun- nnd rubbed her eyes.
"Yore aunt," said Uncle Hiram,
psychiatric laboratories I'll bet she'd out anything . . ."
;;ot hold of a paper of his somewhere
"seen a ad In a paper what sed ez how
notebooks, which she remem"Tired, dear?" asked her mother.
He broke in on her with that big
y
und read it. Anyway, at last she
SPRING WORK ON GOOD ROADS a feller tew th' city would sen
bered having observed in Ids side pock- She said it under her breath in the
sense
"You've
of
his.
laugh
your
kept
a reseet fer makln' puddln' withsaid, 'I believe Doctor Randolph would of humor pretty well, sis, considering ets when he lirst came in. She went hope that 1'ortla wouldn't hear.
twee with me.' He was talking to you've been married till these years over and picked them up. peered at the "No," said Rose. "Just sleepy!"
One or Two Trips Up and Down With out uisn' milk, an' a hecp site richer,
me then, but maybe that isn't why to a man as rich as
nn' all fer a dollar; so she up an' sent
n
but don't paper label that had half peeled off the She yawned again, turned to Portia,
Drag Will Put Them In Fine
Martin;
she did it. Well, and Kodney straightth' money."
was
what
and
rend
to
;
cover,
of
a
somewhat
their
Details
and,
topmost
said
I'll
or
thiuk
remarks
like
Drag.
surprise,
that,
ened up and said, "Is that Randolph, spring lost it. If a man can't
"And did she get the desired Inforon
it.
written
do
what
mean
"Yes,
the
real
you
keep
You see he hadn't you've
the alienist V
mation?"
asked the city nephew.
she
considerable
asked
with
I.EO
Aldrich?
He
MATTHEWS.)
"Who,"
looked
real
(By
even
Rodney
after
around
.in
him,
open space
"Yep," answered the old man. "Th'
cuuglil his name when they were In- lie's married on an income, oulside of emphasis, "Is Rosalind Stanton?"
In the spring of the year, when the
enough to me. And his arm felt real
it
bow
started, what he
troduced. And that's
roads begin to dry and the dirt Is feller writ back tin' told her to youse
the one he wus going to punch the
"Oh," said Rodney, very casually,
earns, of ten or twelve thoullermione was game I'll admit that. sand dollars a
a
the
somewhat moist, one or two trips cream."
imitation
of
still
worst
conductor
with."
yawn
isn't
the
trouble
year,
She listened and kept locking Inter- with his income. It's with the content she had ever seen, "oh, siie got put off
"I didn't mean ho was imaginary,"
up and down with the road drag will
Positions Reversed.
ested, and every now and then said of his own skull."
the cur when 1 did."
Portia explained.
"I only meant I
put them in excellent condition. If
Hnmlett What became of that
something. Sometimes they'd take the
"That .sounds rather exciting," said didn't believe it was the Rodney
each farmer would enre for the road
She gave a little shiver and
trouble to smile anil say 'Yes, indeed!'
which passes his place, dragging it charming Miss Khnrlelgh whom you
snuggled closer into a big down pillow. Frederica behind an imitation yawn Aldrich who's so awfully prominent;
politely, you know, but oilier times "You will marry somebody, though, of her own but a better one. "Going either somebody else who happened
every time it needed It, we would all supported in "The Boarding House
A Splendid, Lazy, Tousled Creature.
they wouldn't pay any attention at all. won't you, Koddy? I try not to mig to tell me about It?"
Mystery" three years ago?
to have the same name, or somebody
have occasion to rejoice.
I don't believe there Is
Eggbert Oil, she's supporting me
just roll along over her and smash at you and I won't make any more
"Nothing much to tell," said Rodney. who just said that was his name."
Personally,
her Hat like what's his inline Jug- silly plans, but I can't help worrying "There was a row about a fare, as
"What's the matter with the promi- with that conductor, I've been telling a steel drag made that will bent the now.
If I ever saw you again, work of the old King drag. Another
Hnmlett In what?
gernaut."
about you, living ulone lu that awful I said. And then, we both got put off. nent one?" Rose wanted to know. myself that
I'd try to act like a lady. But it's
"You don't need to tell me that," big old house. Anybody but you would So, naturally, 1 walked with her over "Why couldn't it have been he?"
In Its favor Is that It can be
Egghert In a real bonrding house
point
"All I didn't know die of
said I'redciicn.
to the elevated. And then I forgot to
made at home and costs practically thut she Is running. I'm her husband.
Portia admitted that it could, so fur no use, is it?"
despondency."
He said that
was how It started. Didn't I sit there
too, had hoped to nothing.
"Oh," he said, "that's what I meant give her her notebooks and came away as that went, hut Insisted on nn In- make n better he,
the second
and watch for n mortal hour, not aide to talk to you about! I sold It
Good Suggestion.
Impression
them."
with
Because of constant Inquiry for
A millionaire,
herent
Improbability.
today
time than the first. That was what
to do ii thing? I tried to signal to
Mr. Slowboy
asked
sort
of
"What
Mrs.
the
brother
of
Martin
you were a
leaving
girl?"
plans of this drag and to encourage
Whitney,
fifty thousand dollars iminediute
Martin, but of course he wasn't oppoa girl
"Is she pretty?"
wasn't likely to be found riding in he brought the books back for.
man, Miss Willing, and
Man wants to build a Frederica.
possession.
"I'm awfully sorry mother's not at
site to me, and . . ."
very dearly, and couldn't find words In
"Why, I don't know," said Rodney street curs.
You
establishment
there.
printing
"He did nil he could, really," Violet come down sometime next week and judicially. "Really, you know, I hardwould
which to express It,
"Millionaires have legs," said Rose. home mother and my sister Portia.
assured her. "I told him to go to
"I bet they can walk around like any- They'd both like to thank you for
Jj
you do?
out all the things you think you ly got a fair look at her."
pick
the rescue, and he did, bravely. Hut and Harriet would like, anil I'll auction
Miss Willing Well, I would prob- Frederica made a
body else. However, I don't care who looking after me last night. Because
what with Ileniiione being so mllTy off the rest."
know."
him
an
you
and
wished
lower
did,
the gas a little and ay
really you
laugh
ably
abrupt "good he is, if he'll send back my hooks."
about getting frozen out, and Martin
"There never was anything less alPortia went hack presently to the
nothing.
She shivered again anil, to her night."
himself being so interested in what
She was a great old girl, Frederica
shop, nnd it wasn't long after that that truistic in the world," he assured her.
disgust, found that her eyes were
they were shouting nt each oilier blurring up with tears. She was a pretty wise about lots of things, but her mother came downstairs clad for "I dropped off of that car solely in
There's a Reason.
because it was frightfully InterestMrs. Buttin I think you ought to
pursuit of a selfish aim. I'd enjoy
.'it le bit slack and edgy today anyhow. Rodney was inclined to think she was the street, with her "Modern Tendento
have
don't
If
you
ing, you know,
know it. I see your husband kissing
What he had just referred to in a mistaken in saying women didn't like cies" under her arm in a leather port- meeting your mother and sister very
Outline of King Drag.
pretend you understood It why, there dozen brisk
folio.
the cook nearly every day.
Her valedictory, given with much, but what I came for was to get
was
final dis- adventures.
the
words,
he
much
do."
wasn't
could
Mrs. Outntown Isn't it thoughtful
"You're a liar, you know," remarked more confidence now thut Portia was acquainted with you."
of the home they had all
its further use I give this detailed
In ' the Unlit of this disaster, she appearance
I his
She flushed nnd smiled. "Why, I'm drawing and make the following sug- of him? He does it every morning and
conscience, "telling Frederica you out of the house, wus a strong recomin
was hither clad the men lingered
she appreciates It so much that she's
audi) t a good look at her. And how mendation that Rose stay quietly with- nobody much to get acquainted with,'
gestions :
us long as they did
tln dining-rooteen with us for two weeks.
about those notebooks about forget- in doors and keep warm.
she said. "Mother's the interesting
wood.
Use
The
do
will
light
drag
glad that Ileniiione had ordered her
"I was going to, anyway," she said. one mother nnd Portia.
Mother's the most efficient work if It Is light
ting to give them to her!"
car for ten and took the odd girl with
She's Naomi
"Home and fireside for mine today." quite a person.
enough for one man to lift.
WASN'T A FOLDING BED.
her. She made no effort to resist the
CHAPTER III.
The house was deserted except for
Stanton, you know."
Don't use square timber, as it will
departure of the others, with reason"I
to
know I ought
know," Rodney-said- not stay sharp on the edge like a
Inga in the kitchen, engaged in the
lu
their train.
able promptitude,
The Second Encounter.
and her quick appreciative
principal sporting event of her domestimber. A log from 10
When, after the front door had closed
Portia Stanton was late for lunch; tic routine the weekly baking. Rose smile over his candor rewnrded him to 12 Inches in diameter Is best.
for the last time, Martin released a
so, after stripping off her jacket and hadn't meant to go to sleep, but the for not having pretended.
s
of ah
A strip of iron
long yawn, she told him to run along
gloves, rolling up her veil, and scowl- detective story she tried to read was
Inch thick, three or four Inches wide
to bed ; she wanted to talk to Uodney,
so flagrantly stupid that presently she
ing at herself in an oblong mahogany-frameInches long bolted to
nnd thirty-siwho was to spend the night while his
mirror In the hall, she walked tossed the book aside nnd began
The "bee In his bonnet"
right-hunside of the front tim
the
own clothes were drying out in the
into the dining-roowith her hat on. dreaming one of her own In which the
worked rapidly on Rodney and
ber, is very effective In cutting down
laundry.
his acquaintance with Rose deSeeing her mother sitting nt the lunch-tubl- heroine got put off a street-ca- r
in the
unusually rough spots.
"Good night, old chap!" said Martin
she asked, "Where's Rose?"
veloped with much speed as deopening chapter.
in accents of lively commiseration,
"She'll be down, presently, I think,"
in
scribed
next
the
Installment
The telephone bell aroused her once
TREES ALONG ALL HIGHWAYS
"I'm glad I'm not In for what you are."
her mother said. "Does your hat or twice, far
enough to observe that
mean you're going back to the shop Inga was
I'odncy found a pipe, sat down
attending to it so when the
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Plan for Annual Appropriation Com
astride u spindling Utile chair, settled
this afternoon?"
mands Recognition Investment
his elbows comfortably on the hack of
Portia nodded, pulled back her chair
Would Give Satisfaction.
it, cud then asked bis sister what Mar
BABIES MURDERED IN CHINA EASY TO HANDLE BIG LOADS
abruptly, and sut down.
tin had meant what was he in for?
"I thought that on Saturday . . ."
The plan for an annual appropria
her mother began.
Frederica, curled up in a corner of
One Mother Laughingly Admitted She Attachment Devised for Trucks Makes
tion for the planting of shade trees and
the sofa, looked at him at fust Willi u
"Oh, I know," said Portia, "but that
Had "Disposed Of" Seven of Her
the
SO
Work
of the Wheeler
shrubs along the great extent of state
wry pucker between her eyebrows,
girl I've got isn't much good."
Nine Daughters.
Per Cent Easier.
then with a smile, and finally answered
highways commands recognition. This
You'd have known them for mother
looks to the decoration of regions In
his question. "Nothing," she said. "1
and daughter anywhere, and you'd
A Chinese mother told me the other
In order to make it possible for a
which from year to year there Is a
mean, I was going to scold you, but
have had trouble finding any point of day that she had disposed of seven of workman to
manage a heavily loaded greater passage of our people for recI'm not."
resemblance in either of them to the her own daughters. She told It with
hand truck with less phy- reation and the
"I don't see how you stand lying In
enjoyment of the
Amazonian young thing who had so a laugh! She had borne nine: had sical exertion than Is
Then, "Oh, I was furious with you
re pleasures of nature. There Is no in- bed so late."
an hour ago." she went on. "I'd made
conductor given away two, and had drowned the quired an attachment hasordinarily
nearly thrown a street-ca- r
been devised vestment from whose dividends great"My dear, I beg that you will believe
mi'h n really beautiful plan for you
into the street .the night before.
other seven in the slop bucket
which holi the cargo In place, allow
er satisfaction can be drawn Boston that I am no contortionist; I don't
and then I sat and watched you In that
The mother's' hair was very soft anC
to
I
some
find
When tried to
the mass to be tilted forward until Post
appeal
ing
stand .when I lie In bed."
thoroughgoing way of yours kicking
white, and the care with which it was conscience to a sense of wrong it Its center of gravity Is over the wheel
It all to bits. The plan wus, of course.
arranged indicated a certain hnrmles? simply was not there. And the pas axle.
Results From Road Drag.
o mnrry you off to llermione WoodHappy Thought
vanity In It There was something a tor's wife, who was with me at the
When wheeling on level flooring a
The systematic use of the road
Miss Askit When one sends a parruff."
little conscious, too, about her dress. time, when I asked her what these peo- man Is thus
relieved
of
the
of
weight
drag will give better results for the cel by express, why do they always
lie turned this over In bis deliberate "The Plan Was, of Course, to Marry If you took it in connection with a ple do regard a sin, said, "Why, noth- the article he is moving ; bis concern
is money spent than any other method ask the name and address of the sendcertain resolute amiability about her ing! They do not think anything Is merely to maintain Its balance
way, during the process of blowing
You Off to Hermione Woodruff."
while
of maintaining an earth road, and er?
two or three smoke rings, began
smile, you would be entirely prepared wrong I If they carry the Idols round propelling the truck.
costs from $10 to $15 per mile per year
Percy Plnkleigh Why er so they'll
fira dually, to grin, and said at last: grown up In. Their father, one of to hear her tell Portia that she was to twice a year they may do as they like."
The device consists of an anchor and In
Illinois, provided the road has been know where to return It In case It Is
"Thut was some plan, little sister. Chicago's great men during the twenty talk on "Modern Tendencies" before
I went home with this murderess and chain attachment housed in a tube,
er lost or stolen, doncher know.
built
How do you think of things like that? odd years from the Fire to the Fair, the Pierian club this afternoon.
found ber sweet young daughter-'n-lawhich Is attached beneath a truck. By properly
Tou ought to write romances for the bad built it when the neighborhood
A very real person, nevertheless
who has studied a little in our tipping the latter forward against the
Heard at the Bail Park.
$1,750,000 for Concrete Roads,
magazines."
Included nearly all the other big men you couldn't doubt that The marks of schools, very sad and heartbroken beit is to carry, the chain Is drawn
She Papa says our minister's salary
A bond issue for $1,750,000 to be
'I don't know," she objected.
"If of that robust period, and had always passionately held beliefs and eagerly cause her two little daughters had been object
out to the required length, locked by
reasonableness counted for anything been proud of it nt course for years given sacrifices were etched with un- killed at birth or thrown away by their dropping one of the links Into a narrow used for building approximately 125 is only half as much as this pitcher's
miles of concrete highways In Sacra Is.
in things like that. It was a pretty the neighborhood had been Impossible. deniable authenticity In her face.
slot In the neck of the tube and the mento
futher. Of course, the mother-in-laHe Well, perhaps the pitcher's decounty, Cat, passed a few days
Once yon got neycod a catalogue of had also Insisted upon this. Her one hook engaged at any convenient
good plan. It would have to be some- Her mother had clung to It after her
point ago, the vote being four to one, '
livery is twice as good.
Ton can't get husband's death, but Rodney had sim- features, Portia presented rather a son had been killed when five days old
body like llermione.
on at all with young girls."
ply stayed on, since her death, waiting striking contrast to this. Her hair by the malpractice of the midwife, who
Make Earth Roads Worse.
Then H Got Busy.
Promoting Thrift In Colombia.
"I don't know," aaid Rodney, for an offer for it that suited him. His was done with a severity that was had taken him in hand when some
The Colombian congress has adopt
few roads receive enough time
Very
"Grammatically
speaking," said the
Her
hostile.
clothes
were
"whether Mrs. Woodruff knows what curt announcement that the
burned
and
his
fairly
baby ailment developed,
ed a measure providing for the ap- and money to be pnt in
s
conbashful young man, "would yon call a
worn.
had
Her
not
he wants or not, bat I do. She wants
if
come,
with
live
coals.
smile,
change
brought brusquely
head, hands and breast
by the minister of public dition. Most of, the money is spent in kiss a conjunction?
It wasn't that was distinct- So the poor little mother was left pointment
a run for her money. And she'll want np quick, unwelcomed tears. She
instruction of a commission to investi a,n endeavor to maintain earth roads
"I don't know," replied the fair maid
A
to
trick
husband
tame
with
them
ironic.
her
a nice,
ly
manage squeezed
away
very competent good- childless.
palms.
methods for promoting saving that are not in a suitable condition in the parlor scene; tint I am right
gate
be
and
ber
she
now
for
asked, "why you've looking yonng woman, just
that,"
things
droop
'My little baby girls cling to my throughout the country. 'This commis- for maintenance.
Many earth roads here to inform yon whatever It may
whenever she wants him. And peen looking so sort of say, all the ing a little over the cold lunch.
heart night and dayl" she cried. "I sion will work oat a general plan M are worse after improper
working than be, it's something mighty hard for a
to
.
me
were
.
.
be
maa
I"
So Rose didn't come down this don't know what became of them. 1
happened
licking the
evening as if yon
it the
were before It, for a large part of girl of my disposition to decline."
organization of public and school savK red erica stretched her slim arms last of the canary's feathers off your morning at all. Nothing
the loved them Just as I loved the boy, all ings banks, retirement funds, and so- they
particular
the best son In them is exposed so that
she made whiskers?"
matter with her, is there?" asked Por- the time they were with me before they cieties for mutual aid and
outward. Thoughtful-faced- ,
Little Achievement.
tivs the first heavy rains wash It away- no comment unless there was one tn
were born. I wanted them sot Bat baying.
"Perhnps so," he said. "It's been tia.
Maude Mr. Dobbins is always tell
Che deliberate way In which she turned a pretty good day, take It all round."
There was enough real concern in he was unwilling, so they had to die,"
ing what he is going to do.
Strong as Weakest Link.
She got np from the conch, shook her voice to save the question from and she buried her face in her bands.
tier rings, one at a time, so that the
Harold Well, if he didn't he'd hanr
The water of the Antarctic ocean la
A road, like a chain, Is only as strong
ferUUsat masses of gems were Inside, herself down into her clothes a Utile, sounding satirical, but ber mother's Evelyn W. Sites, in World Outlook. '
colder than that of the Arctic.
nothing to telL"
as Its weakest link. 11
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Waste of Mothers Lives and
Health Altogether Unnecessary
Prepared by Children

'

Bureau, U. S. Department

More women fifteen to forty-flv- e
years of age die from conditions connected with childbirth than from any
0
disease except tuberculosis. Some
mothers' lives are sacrificed yearly
to ignorance and Improper care. In
connection with Baby Week, the Children's bureau calls special attention to
these facts, for three reasons:
1. Tlje life and health of the mother
g
re essential to the health and
of her children.
2. The majority of these mothers'
lives could be saved.
8. The. number of deaths among
mothers Is merely a rough Index of
unmeasured preventable Illness and
suffering.
Just how adequate care for mothers
Is to be assured depends, of course, on
local conditions, but Dr. Grace L.
Meigs of the federal Children's bureau, whose special report on Ma- 15,-00-

well-bein-

Baby's Bottles Ready to Be Put Away
on Ice.

tenia

Mortality was published recently, believes that the first essential everywhere is a better understanding of what mothers need.
Few women seem to realize, for example, that a mother needs special
care before the baby comes. And yet
the principles of personal hygiene
which have been worked out by modern science are of the utmost importance in preventing complications for
the mother and Illness or weakness for
her baby.
Further, the expectant
mother should be under the supervision of a physician, and she should
have certain periodic examinations by
which any symptoms of complications
may be discovered and treated while
they are still controllable.
And the mother needs skilled at- -'
tendance when her baby is born. Doctor Meigs emphasizes the fact that a
difficult maternity case is one of the
gravest surgical emergencies and re- 1

Proper Furniture

for the Children

Prepared

by Children's Bureau, U. S.
Department of Labor

Too many homes, even those where
there is no lack of means for the necessary margin of choice, are furnished
without apparent regard for the needs
or rights of children, and in these It Is
hardly possible for a child to find a
place to play or use his own things
without having to be continually
warned against breaking or harming
something. It is plainly not Just to any
child to surround him with furnishings
designed entirely to accommodate
grown-u- p
people and ask him to respect them, unless there is somewhere
a place In which he tias equal rights,
must pay
and where the grown-up- s
equal respect to ills possessions. For
this reason there should always be
some room, or at least a corner of the
family living room, where the children
may keep their own things and use
them In comfort.
The ideal rooms for children contain
only such furniture as they need for
comfort or convenience, and this will
be simple and easily kept clean.. Washable painted walls, bare hardwood or
painted floors, simple curtains and
painted furniture are suitable. If wall
paper is used It should be Inexpensive,
so that It can be frequently renewed.
AU the moldings, door panels, window
and door screens should be made with
plain painted surfaces so that they can
be readily cleaned.
Only the lightest curtains should be
used, and they should not cover the
windows, save when necessary to shut

of Labor

quires special skill and training.
Many people do not seem to understand that In any case complications
may arise which can be met safely by
prompt and skillful scientific care, but
which at the bands of an unskilled attendant will cost the life of mother or
child or both.
Doctor Meigs admits the difficulties
of making accessible to every mother
In the United States these essentials
of maternity care, but she says:
"When women and their husbands are
convinced of the need of such care,
and when women demand It, physicians will furnish It; medical colleges
will provide better training for physicians; and communities, rural and urban, will see to it that mothers are
properly protected."
The difficulties are perhaps greatest
In rural districts.
The Children's bureau has had letters from mothers who
are 15, 25, 30 and even 6IJ miles from
a physician, and for whom any trained
nursing has been utterly impossible.
Other countries have been at work on
this same problem, notably New Zealand and Canada. From their experience and from the experience of those
American cities In which special maternity work Is being developed, Doctor Meigs has drawn up the following
suggestions for a unit of service to
meet the needs of mothers In ruraj
districts :
The unit would provide a center for
a rural nursing service with visiting
nurses especially trained to recognize
dangerous symptoms in expectant
mothers. At such a center mothers
would be able to obtain Information as
to the proper care of themselves and
of their babies. If a suitable general
hospital is too remote for use, the
county center should include a cottage hospital for difficult maternity
cases and for the care of normal
cases when It is convenient for the
mother to leave her home for confinement. In general, skilled attendance
should be obtainable by every woman
In the county.
Little has been done as yet to show
women that much of the waste of
mothers' lives and health is unnecessary. Even less has been undertaken
by communities to provide protection
for motherhood.
Many communities
which have studied their typhoid and
tuberculosis death rates and have undertaken costly measures to reduce
them have been heedless of the death
It Is not
rates among mothers.
strange, therefore, that since 1900 the
typhoid rate for the country as a
whole has been cut In half, and the
rate from tuberculosis has been markedly reduced, while the death rate
from maternal causes has shown no
demonstrable decrease. But maternal
deaths are largely preventable, and
Baby Week should mark the beginning
of definite work for their prevention.
Doctor Meigs' report on Maternal
Mortality may be had free upon request, from the Children's bureau,
Washington, D. C.
out the hot sun. The chairs, tables,
beds, shelves, bookcases and all other
necessary articles of furniture should
be small and low, so that the children
may find them comfortable and convenient. The continual effort to use
tables and chairs which are too high,
to get things that are out of reach,
and to be under the necessity of trying
to adapt the strength, size and skill of
children to the furniture of grown persons results In. no little Irritation,
some of which might be easily relieved. The washbowl In the bathroom
Is usually too high for a child to use
without getting bis sleeves and the
front of his clothing wet A stool or
hassock, or even a low box on which
he may Btand, will save much trouble.
After the baby's high chair has been
discarded the child should be provided
with a dining chair which Is high
enough to bring his elbows about on a
level with the top of the table, and he
should have a stool or a footrest. An
ordinary kitchen table or common sewing table with the legs sawed off about
half way will afford untold comfort to
the children at their work or play. It
should be painted white and should
rest firmly on the floor. Low chairs
should also be provided. These may
be pine kitchen chairs with the legs
sawed off. Added to this, there should
be some shelves with drawers where
work and playthings can be kept within easy reach. Such an equipment as
this. In a sunny, cheerful room, with
plenty of fresh air, and warmed In
winter to 68 degrees, will provide an
amount of happiness to the child quite
out of all proportion to the cost
Happy hearti and happy faces,
Happy play In grassy places.
That is how In ancient aces
Children grew to kings and oases.
Robert Louis Stevenson.

Something Wrong with Child Who
Does Not Come Up to Standard
Prepared by Children

Bureau, U.

The average weight of girl babies at
birth Is slightly more than 7 pounds
and that of boys 7Vi pounds. The average baby will weigh twice as much
t the fifth or sixth month as at birth,
and three times as much at the end of
the first .year.. At eighteen months
girls will weigh about 23 pounds and
boys 24 ; at two years boys will weigh
27 pounds and girls 26 pounds. The
Increase In weight thereafter will be
lower. The normal gain of a healthy
child, according to Doctor Holt Is
bout 10 pounds during the second
year, about 5 during the third, and
boat 4 the fourth, girls remaining
boat 1 pound lighter than boys all
the way along. . . . .
A baby batons to laugh aloud at soma
.

S.

DepartrBent of Labor

time between the third and fifth
month ; he begins to reach for his toys
from the fifth to the seventh month;
and at the seventh or eighth month he
Is usually able to sit alone and bold np
his body. At the end of the first year
he will stand up by chairs, and by
about the sixteenth month he can usually walk alone.
At' the end of the first year the baby
will be saying a number of words, and
at the end of the second year the average child Is putting them together In
short sentences. If a child la making
no attempt to talk at this time It may
be that something Is wrong.
One of the best of slogans for mothers is "Keep the Baby Well.
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NOT NOBLE ANIMAL
Man Not Such Finished Product

as Imagined, Says Savant,

i

K you would not be forgotten aa soon
as you are dead, either write things
worth reading
wrItlng.-- B.

or read things

Franklin.

worth

FOOD FOR THE FAMILY.

Put any piece of venl In astewpnn
with Just enough boiling water to
cover It.
Season
with parsley, celery
and leeks tied together, the peel of
one lemon and one
large carrot cut In
dice. Boll for an
hour, season with
salt, then let simmer until the venl
Is tender; take It out and lay It In a
roasting pan. Strain the broth ; there
should be two quarts. Put a half cupful of butter In n frying pan; In this
brown two tablespoonfuls of flour, then
add the hot broth and stir until smooth
and creamy. Pour this over the roast
and put Into the oven to brown.
Stewed Lettuce. This Is a dish
which will use the broken or unsightly leaves of lettuce and give the famCook the
ily nn economical green.
leaves until tender, drain,
then put Into a stewpan with thin
slices of salt pork and a cupful of veal
or chicken broth. Cook gently for an
hour. Drain In a sieve, slightly thicken the sauce and pour It over the lettuce when ready to serve.
German Carrots. Cut four small
carrots Into shoestring shreds. Put
two tablespoonfuls of butter ,lnto a
saucepan with a small onion finely
chopped and cook until tender, then
ndd the
carrots, a
of sugnr, and let them simmer
tightly covered. Do not let them
scorch; add a little lemon Juice and a
sprinkling of parsley when ready to
serve. Cream instead of lemon Juice
mny be added for variety. Cooked
pens may be added to the dish also,
giving it variety. A. heavy simp, Into
which Is stirred two or three tablespoonfuls of pineapple finely shredded,
mny be used as a sauce with cherry
Jello, If no cream Is at hnnd.
Chocolate and Checkerberry Pudding. Heat a pint of milk with a
squnre of grated chocolate ; mix half a
cupful of sugar, three tablespoonfuls
of flour, the yolk of an egg and a pinch
of salt, with the milk to make smooth ;
ndd to the boiling milk and cook until
thick. Bent the white of the egg to a
Dirty Windows and Poor Eyes.
stiff froth, add one tnblespoonful of
The factors largely responsible for sugar and a hnlf tenspoonful of checkpoor Illumination are small, narrow erberry essence. Put spoonfuls of this
windows, low power artificial lights In a pudding dish and pour the cream
placed too far from the point of opera- around it.
tion, and neglect of facilities at hand
WordB learned by rote a parrot may
for obtaining light, according to the
rehearse;
Pennsylvania Department of Labor
But talking la not always to converse.
and Industry. By this neglect Is meant
Cowper.
lack of cleanliness. This applies first
of all to the windows.
SEASONABLE DISHES.
There Is
scarcely a single Industrial locality
which does not contain at least one
Cook separately until tender potato
potntoes.
building, and all too frequently sev- balls or small,
eral buildings of the same type. They
beets of the same size
are built with a supply of window
and small button onions,
two cupfuls of each.
space sufficient to Illuminate amply
the Interior. The dust and dirt accuWhen well chilled,
mulated upon them, however, destroy
each in French
In large proportion their usefulness.
dressing, roll the potato
The same condition is found in artiballs In parsley and celficial lighting. The electric light bulb,
ery leaves finely minced,
and heap them In a bed
dusty or streaked with dirt, the result
hurried
and
of
Incomplete attempts at of lettuce on a plntter. Around these
washing, often shaded with a fixture arrange the onions, and the beets outmeant to be a reflector, but which in side against the green of the lettuce.
Mocha Macaroons. Make a custnrd
reality Is anything but that, fuintly
illuminates the work and impairs the with the yolks of four eggs,
f
health and the efficiency of the work- cupful of strong coffee. Add six tableer. Scientific American.
spoonfuls of powdered macaroons to
this and bake the custard until set
His Fables Were Classics.
When cold, cover with the whites of
Jenn de la Fontaine, the seventeenth the eggs whipped stiff with a quarter
century French genius, who ranks of a cupful of boiling hot sirup and a
among the greatest fubullsts of ell half cupful of whipped cream. Gartime, died 222 years ago, at the age of nish with candled cherries and anand to the last he was as gelica.
seventy-fouCrumbs of brown bread rolled fine
naive, Improvident reckless and
as a child.
and stirred Into cream makes a chnnge
He was the son of n magistrate, and which Is well liked.
In his youth proposed to become a
Winchester Nut Bread. Dissolve a
priest, but abandoned that project aft- hnlf cupful of brown sugar and
er eighteen months in a seminary, and
of a cupful of hot water; add
thereafter, for several years, led an a hnlf cupful of molasseR and
Idle and dissipated life. His early efof a cupful of milk; stir two
forts as poet and dramatist were of cupfuls of entire wheat flour and a
little worth, and It was not until he cupful of bread flour Rifted with two
was forty-fou- r
that he gained fume and a half teaspoonfuls of baking
with his "Conies pour Hire" tales for powder,
s
of n tenspoonful
laughter.
of soda, one and a half teaspoonfuls of
La Fontaine's
his salt and
s
masterpiece,
of a cupful of
"Fables," were published between 1868 coarsely chopped walnut meats. Turn
and 1604, the last book having been Into a buttered pan and bake aa hour
completed shortly before his death. In and a quarter.
these he satirized the whole range of
Cheese Eggs. Butter a baking dish
human nature in its animal counter- or six ramekins and spread the bottom
parts, and produced a work that will with grated American cheese; slip In
always rank as a great classic.
six eggs, dust with salt and pepper
and cover with more cheese, using
The Eccentric Chinese.
of a cupful ; cover with
Petroleum may be a thing for which battered crumbs and barely cover with
one's taste has to be cultivated. At any cream. Set In hot water and bake
rate, the Chinese dislike the smell and slowly until the eggs are setabout
touch of It so badly that they are much ten to twelve minutes.
In the situation of the people who
German Filled Noodles. Cut noodle
seventy-fiv- e
years ago had salt works dough Into strips four Inches long and
In western Pennsylvania
they abomi- three Inches wide; spread with seanate the petroleum and abandon a well soned, cooked spinach and place anwhen the proportion of oil to brine other piece of noodle dough on top;
gets high. Their repugnance for crude pinch together like turnovers and drop
petroleum may be measured by the Into
soup stock to cook
fact that In China It takes from one about ten minutes. Any
may
to three generations to bore a well ! be rolled In parmesan cheese and fried.
For the refined products of petroleum
a
This
is
such
Apple Sauce Cake.
they have no such aversion, or even popular cake that everyone should
for the tin cans In which they get it have the recipe. Take a cupful of unfrom the United States, making out of sweetened apple sauce, 1H cupfuls of
the latter a source of almost as many sugar, yolk of one egg, half a cupful
of the necessaries of life as a South of shortening, a teaspoonful each of
Sea Islanders finds in his favorite
palm. The Nation's Business.
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First Aid.
If an artery is cut the blood Is a

A Helping Hand.

red color and comes In spurts ;
Decker (watching the game over her brightIs
this
very dangerous; act quickly.
Miss
shoulder) Gee,
OldgirL I'd like Send for a doctor at once, treat as In
of
hand
to hold that
yours
gauze into wound,
vein cut
Miss Oldglrl Oh, Mr. Decker, this and hold crowding
with bandages. Comtight
la so suddenj
press artery by tight bandages near
wound, but between heart and wound.
Low Postage Rates.
The cheapest postal service In the
Warned Against
world Is said to be that of Japan. LetHe "It's hard to keep from kissing
ters travel for two sen about seven-Tentyou." She Ton mast be careful not
of a penny.
t overexert yourself."
1
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u CABINET

Human Body Has Points of Decided
Inferiority to Despised Mammals,
It Is Asserted.
Investigation Is proving, declares
Dr. F. Wood Jones, professor of unnt-om- y
at the university of London, In his
new book, "Arboreal Man," that the human body is no such ilnlshed product
of evolution as we have fondly Imagined. It has points of decided Inferiority to the physical frames of mammals
upon which we look with disdain as
less finely formed than ourselves.
Some of the lower animals are more
capable of exquisite adaptations than
are we ourselves. Their bodies are
more splendid instruments than ours
are, more complex, indicative of a
higher stage cf evolution on the physical plane. The upright attitude of man
has been employed as an argument in
d
favor of his superiority to the
beast physiologically! although
the evidence makes such an argument
ridiculous. It would tend the other
way, says a review In the London Lancet
If we compare man's body with the
"lower organisms"
body of
we are astonished to find that his
of
resemblance are with the
points
lowest in the scale of conscious being.
Man is oddly unlike the noble beusts of
the Jungle; but he is amazingly like
the creatures of a primitive type thnt
infest the bog, the pond and the
swamp. His relatives are not the lords
of the forest, not the kings of the
jungle, nor the mighty eagle, but the
creatures of the slime.
How is it that the various elements
of the remote ancestral limb have been
preserved In human limbs? 1'rofessor
Jones' answer Is that the primates
broke away from the early land living
mammalian stock while the primitive
bones and muscles were still preserved
In that stock. These primitive elements proved useful and were preserved in that particular form which
adopted an arboreal life and used the
hand and foot to grasp with. The primitive plan on which the hands of man
are built can be accounted for only by
supposing that man's ancestry spent a
long pilgrimage In the trees. It was
during man's arboreul phase of existence that the vast majority of those
anatomical characters which we regard as adaptations to man's upright
posture were evolved. These nnntoml-ca- l
traits Indicate how low we are,
Current Opinion.

the
KITCHEN

Whai-Wel- l

t

cinnamon and baking powder, a huif
tenspoonful each of soda and cloves
well mixed and Rifted with two cupfuls of flour. Strain the sauce, add
the sodu to it, the flour and spices
with the baking powder, beat well, and
bake In layers. Put together with
whipped cream and npple sauce enough
to spread without making the cream
too thin.
The fault of the age la mad endeavor
To leap to heights that were made
to climb;
By a burst of strength, or a thought
that la clever
We plan to outwit and forestall time.
K. W. Wilcox.
EAT MORE

Just as we conclude thnt there

Millinery for her mulds I
granted.
almost the most important item that
the bride has to consider, outside the
details of her own costuming.
and" softly
The airy,
feminine styles for midsummer show
many developments that promise
charming headdresses for the bridesmaid. The choice Is not eonflned to
hats, but their charm ts so powerful
that chances are In their favor. Hair
braid and tuscan, crepe georgette and
mulines, net and flowers go to- make

Is

nothing new thnt cap possibly happen
to summer blouses, along comes an
attractive surprise and we are forced
to concede that nnother beautiful novelty has made Its appearance. There
are Inexhaustible reservoirs of Ideas; It
seems, that designers know how to
draw upon to provide us with that variety which is the spice of life and
blouses.
Here Is a new, midsummer model,
made of fine cotton voile, embellished

flower-trimme- d

FRUIT.

The dnys are past when the orange
was a luxury. It Is on every-dnfruit,
found in the market from
one yenr's end to the
next. There ore seasons
when the fruit is more
plentiful, and then Is the
time to prepare for the
season of higher prices.
It Is hnrdly necessary to
mention that the orange
is a liver stimulant and n gentle inxntive, for Its virtues are
too well known. The mineral matter
which It contains Is not so well understood, nnd this Is the chief or one of
the chief Importunt elements which
make the fruit highly vnluahle. Oranges contain phosphates, which are a
nerve food and lire most useful In
cases of insomnia. As a refreshing
tonic, to be entirely successful it should
lie eaten at least u half hour before
breakfast. The Juice strained may bo
given to very young children, not too
near (he milk feeding. The orange
mny be served In such n variety of attractive ways. Sliced oranges make a
most attractive dish. Peel the orange
and remove all the white skin. Slice
very thin, removing any seeds if present; arrange the slices overlapping on
a small glass platter or oblong plnte,
sprinkle lightly with powdered sugar
nnd garnish with cnndled cherries.
As a salad, a most delicious combination Is oranges, pineapple, a few dates,
nnd quartered marshmallows served
with any dressing made thick with
whipped cream. When oranges ore
used as snlud for fish or duck, the
dressing should be a French one, using
lemon juice for the acid.
For serving nn invalid, the orange
should be peeled nnd nil the skin
from each section removed; then
around n mound of sugar and
serve. An orange prepared flower fashion Is a most dainty way to serve the
fruit to an Invalid. Cut down the Rkin
In eighths to within nn inch from the
blossom end, then strip down in points
and fold or turn them In. The orange
mny then be pulled apart In sections.
Another method Is to peel the orange,
leaving an Inch or hnlf Inch bnnd
around the fruit, equator fashion.
Then spread open nnd the sections are
easily removed.
y

They

who have

sunny

dispositions

are always on the sunny side of every
street.
Kindness Is the golden chain
which society Is bound together.

by

CHAFING DISH SUPPERS.
A chafing dish Is generally used for
Informal occasions, nnd nothing is
more conducive to the
general pleasure than
something for several to
do to assist in the preparation of the meal.
For Sunday night suppers where there is a
guest or two the enjoyment will be double if
they take part in getting things ready.
This is also a time to let the man of
the house use his Ingenuity as well
as the children, everybody loves to
wntch a meal In preparation especially
if all the appointments are pleasing.
For the server at the chafing dish
table the chair should lie high, so
that all the stirring nnd seasoning may
be done with ease. The chafing dish
should set upon a metal tray, the lamp
carefully filled, all utensils needed
near at hnnd. Pure alcohol should be
used in the lamp, as an inferior one
gums and spoils the lamp. One of the
essentials in all work, especially In
table preparation, is noiseless work,
so the wooden spoons nre better to
use than metal ones. The carved silver affnlrs mny be used for serving.
With the spoons as utensils for
preparations should be smull receptacles of salt, pepper, celery salt and
If onion Is used It should
paprika.
be finely minced and placed In a smalt,
attractive dish. All Ingredients should
be prepared beforehand, and placed in
pretty receptacles within easy reach.
A wheel tray is a most convenient assistant saving many steps, the soiled
dishes mny be quickly gathered and removed and all the supplies kept on it
If wished. Dainty finger rolls or sandwiches are the usual accompaniment
to any dishes served from the chafing
dish, these are prepared beforehand.
A salad is another
dish.
This may be either sweet or more sub
stantial, depending upon the other
dishes served.
well-like- d

Temper Not
To Imagine that you were born with
a hasty temper is a mistake. The
spirit was fostered In you from Infancy. Parents often think a display
of "peppery spirit" In their offspring
is "cute," and the thought of curbing
such tendencies seldom enters their
minds. If they would only realize that
they are storing up trouble and
for their little one by allowing It to have "its own way" they
would discourage the first display a'
temper or obstinacy. Exchange.
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REFINEMENT

IN SUMMER

BLOUSE.

the loveliest of midsummer milThere never wus a summer
linery.
when bridesmaids could be more
dressed.
In the group of lints shown In the
picture one, of hair braid, is a familiar, picturesque type that never falls)
to captivate everyone. It is of the
laciest amethyst braid, bound with)
satin nnd with ties of amethyst col- -,
oreil velvet ribbon nnd a wreuth of
pink roses against the under brim fit
(lie Ride and back. Would be pretty
in uny of the light colors.
A hnt with braid crown nnd double
flounce of plaited crepe Is very new
nnd un Ideal for the bridesmaids' wear.
It hns two bands of narrow ribbon
about the crown, tied in a bow at
the front where a cluster of small
flowers Is posed. Imagine It in any
color that you mny choose for a wedding It Is sure to be pretty.
The lovely hat of
crepe
with a fall of scalloped crepe about

with French tucks. It Is cut after the
usual manner of blouses, Its seams are
hemstitched, sleeves plain nnd roomy
and, so far, all the details of its construction are ull like tried pld friends
With whom we have long been fnuiil-luBut Just at this point the creator
of this blouse thought of adding an
organdie collar nnd cuffs made of a
line organdie edging, and of shaping
the collar In a new way. Furthermore,
the dainty embroidered edge of the
organdie Is lifted Into prominence by a
narrow border of black organdie.
The collar is high at the hack nnd
rolls at the front, the wiry texture of
the material making this pretty adjustment to the neck possible. The cuffs
are simply lengths of the embroidered
organdie, turned hack and fastened at
the top with a single penrl button. The
means by which Its maker arrived nt
such good ends In tills blouse are the
simplest. But the touch of sheer black
In collur nnd cuffs Is original nnd fine

up

r.

sand-colore- d

r
ENCHANTING BRIDAL MILLINERY.
and the whole effect is one of utmost
refinement.
Among other new models there are
noted several with collars shaped and
put on In the same way as thut shown
Often they are filet
In the picture.
lnce and sheer embroidery combined
and sometimes of two laces. They are
usually smaller. The high roll at the
back and the partially closed but cool
looking throat opening is a piece of
fine management.
Already June weddings are engaging
the attention of those who must think
out all the details of several bridul
pageants, for there are changing fashions to be considered.
Every bride
cherishes the hope that her wedding
procession may be Impressive and
beautiful and present one or two new
elements of interest at least. And
there are experts who recognize her
wish and see to It that It may be
Preventing Wrinkles.
Light Rhould fall over your left shoulder when you are reading, writing or
sewing. If out In the sun when there
Is snow on the ground it is best to wear
slightly smoked glasses to soften the
glare. They will be very restful to then
eyes, will not attract unpleasant atten-d'oin the country, and will prevent
chronic wrinkles. When the eyes are
very tired, bathe them with hot water
and boraclc add.
The hnUlt of raising the brows continually will tend to produce wrinkles

the brim is an unusual model. The
crown Is trimmed with clusters of velvet raisins on their stems.

Street Suits Longer..
s
are a little
The best
longer than they used to be a few
months ago, but the dancing gowns
the very few tbnt are required are
rather shorter, If anything, which im
not a step in the direction of grace.
Sleeves are Increasing In length, descending often to the knuckle, consequently getting rather In the way of
the wearer. Some of the prettiest thin
sleeves of lace, chiffon and nionsseline
err rather on the side of being too-short, that is, they come far beyond
the ellow and a little above the wrist.
tailor-made-

j

'

more quickly than the passing years.
Whenever you are home alone, put long;
narrow strips of court plaster Just
above the center of the eyebrows, half
way to the hair line. Every time yon
raise your brows this will be a silent
reminder, and soon yon will learn to
know when you use those muscles that
you now use unconsciously. Wear the
plaster whenever yon cah until broken
of the habit.
;

-

Russia has several woman' 'mnin
V
experts.

i

;
T

neeseees

Tka CoUra Rata.
AUTOtSiYKS
There are two good rah OMt ought
to be writtea oa every heart. Never
SOCIETY, CLUDS, LODGES, CHURCHES believe unless
any thing bad about any OUT OF TOWN TRIPS CUsi
you positively know it
body,
it true. Never tell even that, unless
Here and There Over the State
you feel that it if absolutely accessary, and that God i listening
,
while you tell it.
PHONE 75 J
Social at Library HalL
Color
we
best
can do for
The
penance
One of the interesting event of
watchto
s
have
to
I
another merit
The lovely things that
Q A R A 0 E
the week was the social give in ojenvying
ed unthinking . . .
th. in.nfmn
nnni
.h. n.. eavor to surpass It
Great saffron sunset cloads, and officers of the Presbyterian Sunday
School Thursday night at 7 JO at
, '.arks from mountains,
And fenretesi miles of Dtain.
Library Hall. All the children atAnd hillsides golden green in that tending the Sunday school and their
parents were invited. Speaking by
unearthly
the out going and in coming superClear shining after rain;
vocal
fine
a
intendents and
And night of blue and pearl; and and musical
was carprogram
beaches
smooth
long
ried out. Games suitable for the
Yel'ow as sunburnt wheat,
young people and some for the more
Edged with a line of foam that difnified and older guests were procreams and hisses
At
vided for their entertainment.
Enticing weary feet
the conclusion of several very pleasREGISTERS
Th ONE and ONLY ONE-t-hat
served.
hearted
were
hours
refrehraents
And emeralds, and sunset
ant
opals.
tha EXACT
AMOUNT Before SUmplng-Sta- mp
Patriotic Maatiag.
And Asian marble, veined
Under the direction of the Home
With scarlet flame, and cool green
Itaelf
and Child Welfare department of the
AMOUNT in One OperationRE-INK- S
jade, and moonstones
Woman's Club a series of patrio. . .
Misty and
Friwill be held every
tic
BEFORE EACH IMPRINT
There is no night so black but you day meetings
night at the different school
shine through it.
wards in this city, beginning with
There is no morn so drear,
a meeting at ward No. 2 this evenof the world but I can find

BLAIICETT GUILTY

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal
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MURDER, VERDICT
of Gallup, U National
a few days on court but- - (Tressing in

John R. McFie,

Judge
the citr

guard recriuting

i

pro-i- n
tentative-mes- s.

DIAZ

this locality
will be handled with more de- finiteness and vigor in a few days DEATH OF CLYDE ARMOUB
definite order are
;'"n as more men.
NOT ACCIDENTAL IS DECIAttorney and Urs. S. B. Davis of received
by the
Us Vea were in the city during
'

"

the week
rx

nn

--

SION

.

w.m

a

tut

i t

t

ft,.

AlhnnMPi-nll-

tors of the week.

Capt. J. H. Toulouse was in the
R
city a couple of days during the
tlol- - Wick. He is still using his efforts
toward organizing boys and girls
'agricultural clubs, but expects to be
ca'lcd to the front soon.

Many attorneys, from all over the
state, arc in the city on business
before the federal court.
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AFTER
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PROTECT YOUR CHECKS

TRIAL

HARDEST

FOUGHT
IN TWENTY YEARS

At :40 o'clock Wednesday morn
case
the t jury in ther tsiancett
of the D. & R. G. ing
a.- - :..
...7
traffic department returned Monday
'
"
from a weeks' visit to the Pecos
d
j . a bi '
The ancient city is making
V
u"1" "
valley where he found every one busy
the
for
coming
preparations
of the legislature next Tuesday. kf
:n
person
i.,c.- - ni .i.i.m viv was the most
in the court room when the finding
Mexico.
was read
In addition to the court
Maior M. L. Steam was up from
spectators, quite a contrast to
Albuquerque a few days tbis week
c.Ame Warden Theodore Rouault forty
the ot)ler scssions wle
tne court
miiiik me
p.....- - rctrne(j froma an inspection trip in room
was crowded to the limit, were
game preserve nr(.,pnt
lieinp made
great
Dr. T. P. Martin, of Taos, tfeaa t,e Sangre de Cristo mountains the n
understood that the case will O color
whom there are very few longer
oi ine went, i uai i a vctiivn be appealed
you
is
a
in
vw
this
is
of
.
of
which
state,
the
capable
practitioners
country
a.,a .I,n,l1u n ft.. aMamL ll,l
Most tender, pure, and clear.
for indefinite time and we are (t "J the jury sent word to Deputy Sheriff
tor in the city.
DOROTHY WACKELLAR.
... ,rr .c ..c
"
Armijo that it had agreed on a verdict
Most of the members of the War attention.
and was ready t0 report. Word was
Committee are here and in regular
immcdiaely sent to Judge Abbott and Monday Bridf Club,
attendance on the day and night
C. M. Goodnight of Crown Point. the court officials and they slowly
Mrs H D Sears entertained the
essions of that body.
is in the city this week, a witness .gathered at the court house.
bridge club this week.
in cases being prosecuted for the
E. C. Monday
of
Tudee
The
instructions
Hon. If. O. Bursum arrived today sale of
Navaio !u- - .Abbott gave the jury the choice of?r;da Bridca Club.
the
to
liquor
n lend his advise and assistsace
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n the formulation
:n,,J:Mr . 2?lf,"iLh.t .b" i.Ke" 'n,( dieting
of war and food
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,'
preparedness measures and plans.
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I
a II S. Commissioner
by judge
This hardest fought murder trial
Messrs. Sharp, Coiise and other NnMett. with
Crown for years in New Mexico reached its
at
headquarters
Ni.hi Club
ncnihers of the Taos Art Colony,
final stage when District Attorney
pnjnt
M.
A.
Edwards was hostess
accompanied by their families, are
Mrs.
final
into
launched
Crist
J. H.
the
eturning to the quaint old town of Senator B F. Pankcy, the largest anmmrnt in the state's attempt to to the Wednesday night bridge club.
ilu norlli;rn valley for the sunt- cattle raiser in this locality, is fen-- 1 fasten the alleged murder of Clyde!
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'em
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from
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lonVn he is construct- - dress
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,,,1,. The members of iththeMrs.Saturday
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The F. & E. Check Write
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Mr.;"

ing.

The program

com-nrtt-

leged to be shown by his own evi- dence
wi
"What dp yo " want
W. H. Woodruff and two sons
urn mm
ne demanded.
in the rltv dur- - 'his man?
Hivi ...
.nam.
.1
,
1nni anrl stnrt lnm out w'th a bunch
.1
va,,Vv"w will
decorations, a bottle of whiskey
eo' into business and a shotgiin?- ;;i,-.rn and
.
L" "
The distrel altornev dec'ared no
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Dapartmaat Maatiag.
The Home and Child Welfare department of the Woman's club met
at the residence of Mrs. Frank
Clancy Monday at 11 a. m., Mrs.
Mrs. B. E.
Otero Warren presided
Hedding was elected cairman of
the department, Mrs. Warren first
director and Mrs. Patterson second
Mrs. J. E. McGill and two little
daughters Grace and Beatrice have
returned from a visit of several
w"k with relatives and friends in
Chicago

"lTl

.
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.Ma.M,'K-
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CHAUTAUQUA
Hear Wm. J. BRYAN

I

I At the Chautauqua at Santa Fe I

May
HEAR GOV. MALCOLM R. PATTERSON
The Governor of Tennessee comes to the
local Chautauqua with a message of patriot- ism. nrorrcss and insniration. There will be
but rather an ap- no nolitics. no muck-rakinpeal for right living, higher ambitions, and
g-

t

Like Tbis

It Writes

FTP

F. & E. Check Writer

JOHN JOERNS
SALES AGENT

RATON, NEW MEXICO
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I POWER RATE

Place.

Miss Edna Earnest entertained
several friends at a birthday party
at her home on Marcy street Sat- urday afternoon,

co.

do

Daatftja

Mrs Eugene A. Fiske delightfully
entertained at an informal dance
Saturday night in honor of her niece, T
M iss Margaret Franz of St. Louis.

Buine

Meeting.
very successful business meeting and one largely attended was
thint-1...I1
Pa Ar.mfin'a
I..
Club at the Elks. Clu), Tuesday
A

de pantalones
de trabajo los cuales les
vendemos a precios muy
comodos, ademas tenemos
un complete surtido de
calzado de primavera y
verano. Aganso una visi-t- a
cuando vengan a la
ciudad

Mrs. Hughes Guett of Honor.
Ormsbce and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert
Paul A Hall entertained at a bridge

party Tuesday afternoon at the
sidence of Mrs. William Sargent

re-

in

SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOL
Mrs. Thomas Hughes, reSPEAKERS CONTEST TONIGHT honor of
cently of Albuquerque.
The High School oratorical and de- Tea moi
Bridge Party. '
clamatory contest will be he'd at the
and Mrs
Mrs. Frank Andrews
school auditorium tbis evening.
There are twi contestants in the Thomas Doran entertainedandat a teaa
at
afternoon
oratorical contest and four in the Wednesday
Albert Roberts and bridge party mursaay aiternoon at
declamatory.
residence of Mrs. Andrews in
e
Palmer Du'nwiddie will deliver
who will
.ions.
Mary von Nuyvenheim, Clara honor of Mrs. Ira Yarnell
and Sue leave 'for Flagstaff, Arizona to re- Bcrchtold, Kate Andrews
Knrmrai will five dee a mations. slue
There will be no charge for admisBirthday Dance.
sion.
Miss Frances Wilson was a charmAt the oratorical contest held in
connection with the teachers' conven- ing little hostess at a birthday dance
tion last fa.!! the Satita Fe high given at her home Saturday night,
Present were: Kathaleen Rolls, Edna
school won second place.
The boys and girls are working Earnest, Florence Earnest, Susie
hard to take a place in this state Njrment, Anita Rose, Ksftheryn- and
contest that will be a credit to the Frances Andrews, Katheryn- Van
Santa Fe high school.
Stone, Margaret Pond, William Rose,
Hanlan Davies, Athington White,
was
Fred Wagner, Orrin Staplin, True-ina- n
Frank Ducrot, the magician,
in
hotel
a
time
dining
one
Hedding, Sydney Brooks, Grac-c- n
sitting
room eating dinner with one of
Pack, Tom Van Stone, Jaspar
boosters of the Williams, and Parker Wilson.
the Chautauqua
town. Mr. Booster had marveled at
Ducrot's wonderful work on the plat- Musicals at Scottish Rite.
form and finally said, "Mr. Ducrot,
A series of musicals will be given
suppose you didn't have your ma- in the auditorium of the Scottish
asked
man
a
terials handy when
Rite Cathedral every Sunday afteryou to produce some of those tricks noon by Mrs. Van Stone and Miss
would
What
on
the
do
stage.
Uamona i'eckner organists. The opyou
Ilurrot commenced 10 ening musical Sunday afternoon by
you no?
proba-hl- y Miss
would
he
tell
how
vaguely
r.eckner, assisted by Mr. Frank
have to apologize for not being Burton was well attended. The
prepared but before he Had com
iollows.
Thome
pleted his little story Mr. Booster Andante Religioso
his
saw Ducrot reach into
(the T,y the Sca
Schubert
and
Chautauoua booster's) pockets
Faulkes
March in C
null out roses and ribbon by the
MCjJeckner
decided
that
friend
Ducrot's
".'Alice
Hawthorne
The Mocking BOT.
yard.
it didn't make any difference wheMr. Burton
Coodard
ther Ducrot was prepared or not The Three Unknown
but was more mystified than ever
(a) The Black Domino (pensive)..
over his wonderful work.
(b) The Blue Domino (dainty)....
(c) The Pink Domino (mischiev
State Land ; ;nnmi--- : loner Robert
ous)
P. Ervien. accompanied
by several
Reinhold
of his assistants including W. E. Valse Pittorcsque
uiuette
Griffin, Fritz Miiller, H. B. Hening, larcntolle Miss
Beckner
John March and Howell Ervien, were
of
Gem
The
the Ocean....
n Oavton a coupe ot aays mis Columbia,
Mr. Burton
week , where on Wednesday they
:.. Hoffman
Ballade
consumated the largest state land
Handel
sale so far held in New Mexico, March from Joshua
Key
both as to acreage and as to the Star Spangled Banner
Miss Beckner
sale price o the land.
There are forty folks coming to Mr. and Mrs. Barnes of Albuquerto present Pinafore que, spent a few days in the city,
Chautauqua
ntoni
That numebr is more than the guests of Prof and Mrs. J. E.
s. Roth on
the total folks in some entire
Marcy street.

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. Sc per K. W.

Acabamos de recebirun
ipleto surtide de lonas
azules y tambien un

Birthday Party.

f is.fjs.fwsal

P ayj$5Q4 AM052
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director.
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of Dlancett. as he had
.
,.
"given his own character" during the
which Mr. Crist de- 'fr
ipveral vea's. He is trial a character
Jav. Harry is certainly a patriot of stores
Record dared was shown in his story of
"
L
?n
"
Fdi,"';
we
very glad to, drinking, carousing and frequenting
'
gamming resorts and trothei3. The
,rveeivu a visit from him.
Tiilitary preparedness.
dcfendant, as all through the tria:,
sat unmoved and apparently indif- ferent
A. Ii. Kenelian strove to drive nome
!to the jury his contention that it
was impossinie lor isianceti 10 nave
deliberately planned and executed a
murder and left such a plain trial,
with no attempt to concca' the corpse
or make its identification impossible.

ee

in charge.

-.:

mitea
Eugene Kempenich Charles Spring- -

25

will cosist of a

patriotic address in English and one
in Spanish and potriotic songs. Refreshments will be served by a

Calle San Francisco
Sana Fe, Nuavo Mexico

in excess of the above at 4c per K. W.
Special Rates for Cfcotrinf.
All

SANTA

FE WATER

CUEROS!

ft LIGHT CO.

CUEROS!

Vendanos todo su fierro viejo, Yantas de hule.Metalee
huesos garras. line, plomo y etc., Tambien, Cueros
Silsllti, 1 lai
nis altoa dalmercado

Santa Fe Iron and Metal Yard Co.,
DELGADO SHOE C0

347 North Water Street
Escsibanos por mas Informacion.

ora-jth-

nobler ideals in both civic and personal me.
Governor Patterson is a lecturer who up- holds the highest oratorical traditions of the
South. He is a great orator and avowedly a
reformed stateman.
J
OTHER FAMOUS LECTURERS
J Other famous lecturers on the program melude Edward Amherst Ott. He is a great
lecturer and educator, with themes pertaining
1 to individual and community betterment.
There will be Lou Beauchamp, who gives
"Take The Sunny Side". It is a new lecture
with the same name under which he has given
t it over 5,000 times. This is the funny lecture.
1
Brooks Fletcher is the noted newspaper
editor and lecturer. Three years ago he was
circuit and the de- on the Redpath-HornX mand for his return has been so urgent and
continuous that he will be with us again this
I
1 season.
Alexander Irvine kas just returned from the
I trenches of Europe in direct answer to a re- -- $
great messi quest of Mr. Horner to deliver hisThis
lecture
age to Chautauqua audiences.
far-- I
and
most
of
be
one
the
important
I wjH
Another indication of the
reaching events of the entire Chautauqua.
Mrs. William M. Scott left this
sunerioritv of the Chautauqua which
Man
Who
is
"The
William Rainev Bennett
Colorado,
comes to Santa Fe. In all, nearly week for La
Junta,
100 folks come here to amuse en- where she wilt visit her son and
for that is what
1 Can". His entertainment
tertain and inspire you on the big daughter a few weeks.
Chautauqua program.
his lecture really is is a series of song, story
touch
with
the
I
John Joerns, of Raon, who was L F. MURRAY, M. D.
substance, mingled
d
Auditor is
formerly State Traveling Mr.
SURGEON.
PHYSICIAN
Joerns
in the city this week.
of a master.
is now the State Agent for the F.
CITY PHYSICIAN
machine
There will be musical attractions superb, in- & E. Check Writer, the best
X. RAY
that has so far been devised for
eluding The Althea Players, The Metropolitan
Mr. Joerns is havPkasM
that purpose.
Men Singers, W. S. Ellis and his Hawaiians,
ing splendid success in his new line. Office Firs Deer Wast ( Paatalfla
Stewart
and
Wille,
New
The remains of Clyde D. Armour, Saata Fa,
Harrison Keller, violinist,
which consist of only the skull and
funinclude
the
entertainers
the
Nebraska
Then
to
sent
were
a
bones
few
piaaist.
Thursday for interrment, after hav- EDWARD R. WRIGHT
Jane
ny Ada Roach, Ducrot, the magician,
ing been used as evidence at the
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Dillon, reader and others. The climax of all 1 trial just closed.
Sails aMMsag
will be the exeat drama, "Little Women" and
Haw
Saata Fe,
DR. KING
the opera "Pinafore". There are more than
SPECIALIST
EYESIGHT
M'FIE EDWARDS & UTIE
50 people in these two companies alone.
E.
SUPERS
Fourteen
KRV
Big Programs.
Seven Big Days
OFFICXi
MOTAKT PUBLIC
Pake A Waaaaafta As
BUY A SEASON TICKET.
Offtae Caafeal dr Baak BMf.
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Popular Favor and Revenues
The sveeess ef aay utility k largely fepeniamt
epclar fewer and adipiate rerannea.

Chau-tauqua-

Ob

Bet aa to tha factor ef rereiiees, we have eex piulilsesa, The territory hi
which we operate con tains fewer persons per square alio ttaa aay ether
sfaoilar area in the United States. This means tha we have aa abnormally
high iaTestment per mntt ef population or per subscriber.
The awn plant per snbscriber, the higher is tha awiatonanee east per subscriber, and the 6prciatiofi charge par subscriber is preeerUonately high.
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which the

to serr the
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

ef etr Compway'i awe highly prised assets b the
la ear poUaas, w meuoas ana oar

MfeUa has

factors

'

The problem ta, while prvridag facilities ample to give standard and ade.
eaato service throughout onr territory, to secure saffideat is nines to meet
ear total charges and to arorid a reasonable return apon the huge tares.

meat iarolved.
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